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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Saturday, September

SEYFRED AND BRUNO ARE
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EASTERN THRACE TURKS' EFFORTS
ADJOURNMENT OF
York Police Battle Crime
With fewest Radio Equipment AND ADR1AN0PLE TO DEPORT BOYS! CONGRESS GDIS

I

Opinions as Opposite as the
Poles Are Expressed by
Chairmen
of
National
Two Great Parties.

President of State Federation of Labor and!
Former Boilermaker Are Convicted on a Washington, Sept.
as the poles regarding!
Charge of Conspiracy to Transport Explo-- j the opposite
record of the
congress were expressed tonight in
sives on an Interstate Passenger Train.
formal statements by the national
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pany Orphans Into lnte-- i,
:,
rinr if Thou An RpmnvM1 Leaders Generally Expect a
bail riuni rresiueiu nar-di(by the Associ
That of Constantinople atedSmyrna, Sept.The22 quay
for a Special Sesat Smyrna,1
Press)
Have Been Agreed Upon which has been thronged with
sion on November 15,
N

CRISIS

Mad-alin-

o

ng

thousands of refugees since th?
Turkish entrv and tlm conflacra-- !
NEAR EAST tion which followed, has finally
been cleared. All the refugees now
have boon removed to concentration
Be Formally
The deportations to the

THE END OF

MEAN

MAY

er

III

OF

Limited Assurances Involv-- !
ine Their Return, and!

chairmen of the two great political
W. F. Seyfred, president of the New Mexico State parties. '
Speaking for the republican orFederation of Labor, and Andrew Bruno, former boiler-mak- ganization.
Chairman John T.
that "no congress,
at the local shops, were convicted yesterday Adams declared
in time of peace ever made such a
afternoon in the federal court at Santa Fe of the charge splendid
record," while on the demof conspiracy to transport explosives on an interstate ocratic side Chairman Cordell Hull
that "no other congress
passenger train carrying passengers. The charge fol- asserted
failed to grasp
ever so signally
lowed the arrest of the two men on the evening of Aug- great opportunities
or meet Importust 31 when they were placed under arrest by local ant responsibilities."
The budget law. reduction of
officials and removed from a Santa Fe passenger train taxes,
the peace settlement, the
at Hahn station. At the time of the arrest, officers also tariff, the veterans
bureau act, and
and public roads retook charge of a traveling bag containing three bombs, agricultural
were among the legislative
which experts in the court yesterday declared to be forms
land marks enumerated by Mr.
Adams as indicating the "construcclass "A" black powder.
tive" pathway followed by the re"The case went to the Jury in
publican senate and bouse.
the federal court late yesterday and
"Xewberryinm." "Daughertylsm."
a verdict of guilty was returned
the strike record, a treasury defic
within 23 minutes. E. I). 'J'itlman,
farm prices and failure to reorg
one of the attorneys for the defendize government departments. a.
ants, filed notice of his intention
the Tord Muscle Shoals proposa..
to appeal the rase. Judge Colin
suppress profiteering and settle the
eblctt, trial judge, refused to set
Mexican problem were included In
an appeal bond for the convicted
of
the "amazing
record
men who will remain in custody
recited by Mr. Hull.
until action is taken on the appeal.
Hoduocd Public Taxes.
the
The maximum sentence onfederal
"Congress," said Mr. Adams, "re- In the
IS
E jduced
charge is two yearsfine
public taxes S1 8,000.000. It
of $10,000,
penitentiary, or a
unsparingly cut public appropria- or both.
lions. It found 5. 000, 000 men idle.
Trial Started Thursday.
runner aggravation or
To
The trial started In tho federal PreSIClent Harding IS COn-- 1 the prevent
situation, it.
unemployment
while
and
Me
York headquarters broadcasting station.
court Thursday morning
were
vinced
Been
There
Has
tho
for
prosecution
witnesses
atand station broadcasting and receiving depart
Every
police
precinct
the
examined
cross
by
rlosoly
Channf! in SentimPnt in ing ruin and assisted it on Its feet in New York soon will bo
A powerful
mental information.
to
equipped set
torneys for tho defense, seeming of
a
series
already has been installed at
indicate a strong defensive plan the
Certain
both
with
Quarters.
tho
tempoafforded
latest
which
laws
radio apparatus for headquarters.
Jegat action, the witnesses for
rary and permanent relief to the
defense who took the witness stand
22. President agricultural interests.
Washington,
Sept.
litbut
yesterday morning brought
"It enacted a permanent tariff
there has
Harding is convinced
tle beneficial to either of the de- been
a marked change In sentiment which insures industry and agri!
rases
most
in
strengthenfendants,
GIRL IS KILLED
culture alike protection and the
tho government. regarding government
aid to the working man steady employment
ing the case for nor
Bruno took American merchant marine in sec- at a good wage. It
Keither Seyfred
granted liberal
tions of the country where hostility
the witness stand.
for public roads, strengthened
to such a program formerly existed, aid
I
Argument to the Jury consumed
of
the federal KILLED
enforcement
the
FLOOR OF
less than three hours, being de- an administration spokesman de- prohibition
created
amendment,
voted mainly to a discussion as to clared today. Communications re- more federal courts to relieve the
Mothe part which Detective TomIn the ceived at the White House indicate, congestion of busincw and expe-- i
it was paid, that the proposal now dite justice and created a commisrris of East Chicago, played
CLAIM OF
ease. Morris is tho detective who pending in congress which may be sion to investigate the coal indusS
F
came here to ferret out the persons the principal subject of discussion try.
connected with the throwing of the at a November session would be
Xo ( lass legislation.
hornb which exploded in the Santa "cordially accepted"
by sections , "It enacted no destructive, no
He hitherto strongly opposed to sub- sectional,
Fe shops several weeks ago. Intino class legislation, Xo Sixteen-Year-ol- d
Charlotte Thirty-Nin- e
Persons Receive
arrived in the city, became an
sidiary legislation.
in time of peace, ever
congress,
Mills Makes an Assertion
Tho change in sentiment was as- made such a splendid record of
mate of Bruno's and was with him,
When
a Pitts
Injuries
according to his testimony, through cribed to a "new realization" that constructive legislation."
SolvWhich
to
Lead
May
Bruno
Picture
which
in
United
w
the
maintain its
Stales,
burgh
Moving
"A patient and long suffering
the several days
and Seyfred were engaged In pre- proper place . among commercial public." Mr. Hull said., "will wel- . ing New Jersey Crime.
House
Collapses.
paring the allege conspiracy' De- nations of y world. pmt hv an come the adjournment ot the presfendants' attorneys claimed the de adequate merchant fleet.
ent republican congress, which
Xew Brunswick, X". ,T., Sept. "2
itcrime
tho
is
The
stated
had
"framed"
administration
tective
Pittsburgh, Sept. 22 (by the Aspromised more and achieved less (by the Associated Press.) "A
sociated Press.)
while Federal District Attorncylby this spokesman, is not attempt- - than any other legislative body in jealous
Fifty chattering
woman
killed
mom
and
my
George R. Craig ana his assistant, jmg to jam any subsidiary lcgisla history. No previous congress has Mr. Hall."
school children, most ot them less
J. A. Miller, pointed out that Mor uon iniuugn congress. but is in been so generally condemned by
12
This
years, old, were massed in
fitting in perfect- than
ris had done nothing but learn tne sisting that steps be taken to leading citizens, Irrespective
of ly with assertion,
which authori- the lobby of the Strand, a new mo
the
theory
merAmerican
on
the
plans.
account
of
strengthen
its utter lack
alleged plotters'
party,
the murder of tion plctnro theater in the Kast
investigating
chant marine. It was indicated of constructive ability, statesman- ties
I,aw Is Kxplnlned.
Mrs. Eleanor iteinhnrdt Mills nnd
awaitIn Instructing the Jury. Judge that the executive would not object ship and fidelity to the American the Rev.
Edward Wheeler Hall are Liberty district late today
Neblett appeared to uphold Morris if congress, in legislating to carry people. Xo other congress ever so bending every
ing admission to a free show.
to
was
effort
prove
the
need
out
see
end.
should
work
fit
this
make
to
his
to
explaining
in
by
signally failed
rrrasp great op- made thiR evening by Charlotte As they
impatiently waited, the
of such detectives to ferret out changes in the pending bill.
portunities or to meet important Mills,
ycar-old
daughter of the concrete floor cracked from end to
euch types of cases. He also exCharges of a shipping board responsibilities."
case, stat- "propaganda" In favor of the ad"The outstanding
events In the dead woman. It was the. first time end and hurled them into the baseplained the law in the took
place ministration ship subsidy bill were
ment. The title of the film they
ing that aorconspiracy
more men plotted to denied flatly in a letter written by far are,
when two
dy came into tho hnniMo Mills came to see was "The- Trap."
do an unlawful thing or a lawful Chairman Lasker and put into the hcan industrial panic of 1921-2- 2
The body of eight ear-oland left her its mistress.
unlawful
way. IIo senate record today by Chairman the unparalleled treasurv deficit of home
thing in an out
Kunkel, dressed in holiday
I
"The
killed
think
woman,
net
overt
that
commerce
any
Jones of the
committee- $650,000,000, the highest level of
also pointed
mom," the girl continued, with bit garb, was removed from tho debris.
luai's ana transportation
toward accomplishing the purposes
evcri
The injured, 38 children, and the
known in peace time, the long terness in her voice, "was ." She theater
of the conspiracy was sufficient to
proprietor, wore placed on
series of scandals, economic and named a woman whom the authori
make the conspirators guilty under
ties also have admitted was the cots in a nearby hospital at ap
social democratization
and utter center
he federal statute under which INDIAN SLAYER
of most of their suspicions. proximately the minute the per
lack of any definite
both Bruno and Seyfred were
permanent
formance should have started.
Woman Has Fiimi) Dyes.
foreign or domestic policies."
charged.
"This woman isn't an ordinnrv
Cry for Their Parents.
Testimony given during the trial
Pol Selzniek, theater owner, who
woman," she went on. "She has
indicated that, the men planned to
fell
with
his guests, anil four of
C-ARMY
DIRIGIBLE
2
funny eyes that make ynu afraid
blow up Baton tunnel and plannedlof her sort of ::ke a man. She the children were in a serious con&n to Tr n oar
i.oio.. on a nasDELAYED BY ACCIDENT
A dozen boys and
hates young people. She i three dition tonight.
nneer train and then come back
were unconscious when thev
strong ns mom. Mother girls
TO ITS RUNNING GEAR!1;
to the tunnel by automobile. The
were
from
broken mass of
the
dug
ei,;hcd only a hundred and cigh
two men purchased tickets to TrinYEARS
cement. Some were bleeding pro
teen. Kho didn't have a chance.idad and had tho explosives. In the
Xogales, Ariz., Sept. 22. While
Others, vaguely realizing
fusely.
Charlotte admitted she had
form of bombs, with them when
attempting to leave the aviation her aunt, Mrs. Elsie Bainhart.given
of what had happened,
whimpered
arrested at Hahn station.
field here late this afternoon the jPa.tei.s(m. n
ci'icfl
and
for their parents.
packet cont.nnh.g pho
2
suffered an ac tographs of Mrdirigible
at
the
Physicians
Salvador Found army
Francisco
moth
and her
Pittsburgh hoscident to its running gear and as a er. There also Hall
ALLEGED SWINDLER
was one picture of pital gave first aid to the injured
of
Lunas
Los
at
the
result
balloon
will not get Mrs. Hall, she added
before tho Institution was reached
big
Guilty
IS ARRESTED AFTER
on the next leg of its flight
She said her mother pave her by n score of hysterical mothers.
Barela in away
Jesus
Slaying
until
tomorrow
anwas
it
morning,
YEARS
the packet before an operation last Victims who escaped grave Injuries
SEARCH OF TWO
nounced.
The
will leave for
to go home.
Western Valencia.
telling her to wive it to were permitted
Yuma at daybreak tomorrow, fly- summer,
City officials began their InvesMrs. Barnliatt In the event ot her
over
Long Beach, Calif., Sept. 22.
Tucson
en
com
Its
as
ing
soon
route,
the injured were
tigation
death.
Special to The Jiiurnal.
declared
48,
Dunphy,
George
Los Lunas. N. M.. Sept. 22. Af mander stated.
Charlotte Is not unaware of the removed.
to have
the
by private detectives
at
of
arrival
the
The
Upon
free
was
show
tho
three
a
on
trial
stories
ter
which the supposed jealdays,
arranged sevlasting
two
for
years
been sought
the
field of the Twelfth ousy of her mother
for
days ago exclusively
is believe, to eral
as jury in the case of Francisco Este-ba- n aero landing
Canada,
from Mexico to
In
afterearlier
the
be founded.
She has heard the neighborhood school children. The
Salvador, charged with the noon, squadron
wanted In St. Louis for alleged con
anCommander
Strauss
was
to
program
start
Grants
near
4:3"
about
Jesus Barela
linking her mother's name
nection with some swindling oper- killing ofweeks
that the balloon would re- gossip
in an unsavory way. with that of o'clock nnd the crowd on hand
ago, deliberated six nounced
ations, was arrested here today and several
main only long enough to replen- the slain
consisted
of
bethe
returnnoon
at
he
and
hours
delegation
But
early
minister.
yesterday
held for at. Louis authorities.
seeking choice seats. The younged a verdict of guilty of murder ish her fuel tanks and would then lieves in "morn."
resume
her
Field.
Koss
sters
to
had
flight
romped about the theathe second degree. Salvador
Mom Was Romantic.
St. Louis, Sept. 22. George in
Arcadia, Calif, where he expected
was sentenced
"Mom did a lot of work that a ter until close to the starting time.
Judge H. P. to
7
Dunphy, arrested at Long Beach, Owen to not lessbythan
o'clock tomorrow
arrive about
90 nor more
wife should have done in Then the restless group clustered
Calif., today, is wanted here on than 99 years in the state peniten- morning, stopping at Yuma for five pastor's
Mr.
Hall's church," sin- snid. around the ticket window.
an indlctmont charging him with
or six hours en route.
Some Burled "Three lleop."
some people connected with
obtaining money under false pre- tiary.
When tho accident happened It "Maybe
The rrnsh and cries of the
Salvador Is an Indian. He was
of
the
were
because
church
Jealous
tenses. Jt is alleged ho swindled
youngsters were heard
shortly after Barela's body was discovered that necessary re- that. Mom was romantic hut her frightened
a number of St. Louisans including arrested
two blocks away. Policemen nnd
been found in a lonely place pairs would take several hours, character w'as beyond reproach,
several prominent citizens, out of had
anStrauss
Commander
civilians
whereupon
who
made the first resseveral miles from Grants. He ad"A jealous
woman helped by
130,000 by telling them he had mitted
cues, said some of the children
some man killed her."
having shot the boy, but nounced his change in plans.
Alaskan mining properties worth said
he acted in
after
The jealousy tnenry was stronglv were burled "three deep."
110.000,000 but which ho was will
Three jagged chunks of concrete
a
had struck him with
supported by several developments were
at $5,000,000 because Barela stick
TO
GIVE
WILKERS0N
ing to let gooutdoor
lifted from the unconscious
and knocked him
rrosecutor Toolan, form of
today.
man" and did heavy
ha wag "an
a girl of about eight years.
was
defended hy
who has been directing the MiddleINJUNCTION DECISION
not want to be bothered with busi- down. Salvador
sex county investigation, declared I'ndeineath was a bleeding, crying
Attorneys F. H. Livingston ot Belen
ness cares.
AT 11 0JCL0CK TODAY there was no doubt left in the boy.
and Pearco C. Rodey of AlbuquerFiremen lowered ladders through
minds of the investigators that
que. Fred Nicholas, district attorPRICK OF REEK Jt.ilSED,
of dust. The district chief
22.
Federal jealousy was tho motive. An ar clouds
Chicago.
Sept.
Mexlcali, Mexico, Sept. 22. The ney, had charge of the prosecuwas first to go down. At the botJudge James H. Wilkerson devot- rest might bo expected momentari
cost of drinking is going up in tion.
tom he nottced a frame under
Salvador's arrest was brought ed all his time today to prepara- ly, he raid.
Lower California. Beer today was
which
several
were
children
after a thorough investiga- tion of his decision on Attorney
Strong I,cad Followed.
raised from 25 to 30 cents a glass about
folpinnid. Ho called for a rope nnd
tion
Sheriff
Tondre
of
ot
One
by
lead
tho
M.
General
Joseph
Increased
strongest
cents
a
I'laugherty's
Harry
and sixty
pint.
the
a
framn.
Valoncia
assisted
containing poster, was
lowed today was that of a reported
county,
by depu- appeal for a preliminary
injuncfederal taxes and costs ot trans- ties.
to the surface.
tion against the railroad shop- attempt, to poison Mrs. Mills at a dragged
It
portation are assigned as causes.
advertised "The Trap."
Civil Casps.
men's union and Its officers re- tea pnrty several weeks before she
In the suit of Mrs. Thomas L.
the strikers and officials and the minister was slain. When
straining
C.
Bennie
Becker
for
Cnpt against
in any way what- Mrs. .lames Tenneson, another sis
from
WOMAN TAKES LIFE
ter ot the dead woman, confirmed
damages alleged to have been caus- ever interfering
transpor- this
ed in a collision between the Beck- tation with the nation's
statement
AFTER INJURING HER
that
with
the
report
Tho decision will
system.
er car and a vehicle belonging to be handed
Mills had told of being made
down tomorrow morn- Mrs.
ADOPTED DAUGHTER
Mrs.
was
for
ill by a sip of coffee and declared
'
$3,750
Capt, judgment
FORECAST.
ing at 11 o'clock.
that but for the confidence she had
Denver, Colo., Sept. 22. New given for the plaintiff.
The court today is hearing the
in the friendship of the hostess she
.Mexico: Generally fair Saturday;
Kgg Harbor City. N. J., Sept. 22.
case of Gabriel Sandoval against BOSTON WAREHOUSES
After attacking nnd seriously in
would believe she had been poisonSunday unsettled and cooler,
Santa
asFe Hallway company for
ed, additional detectives were
Arizona: Generally fair Saturday the
juring her
daughter at
JAMMED WITH WOOL signed to develop this angle of tho their countryadopted
and Sunday; not much change in $5,000 damages alleged to have
home near here to
Is
been
Sana
caused
when
hit
case.
Mrs.
train
Tho
hostess
at
that
Sarah
day,
party
temperature.
f.eley, 70 .year',
doval's automobile.
Boston, Mass, Sept. 22. As the the woman whom most of the sus- old. cut her throat with a kitchen
knife and died later in n hospital.
LOCAL REPORT.
result ot foreign ships racing to picions center.
The oldo woman's mind, it was
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
RANCH BtRXED OIT.
American
ports in the past few
tald.
had been affected
In
hours ended at
p. m. yesterday,
by the
an effort to beat tho signing STUBBORNLY FOUGHT
Williams. Ariz'.. Sept. 22. The days
death of her husband. Mrs. George
recorded hy the university:
House ranch, about three of the new tariff bill, Boston wareSlaughter
. .
Si miles west of Williams and owned houses are now Jammed with wool.
GAME WON BY MOBILE McNeil, 30, tho adopted daughter,
Highest temperature
fir,
was struck with a hammer.
, .
Lowest
by the Babbitt brothers, was visit Tho amount in bond here Is esti.
29
ed hy firo of unknown origin Wed- mated at 65,000,000 to 70.000,000
Range
Mobile, Ala., Sept. 22. Battling
. .
69 nesday morning. All the
Mean
pounds.
Mobile and
almost to darkness,
BABY IS DROWXKI).
,. 78 including the ranch home,buildings,
Walter J. Meadows, vice president Kort Worth thrilled ,0"0 spectaHumidity at 6 a. m.
chicken
Seattle, Wash-Sept. 22. One- ,. 19 sheds, hog pons,, cellar and barns, of the Boston Wool Trades' asso- tors by a stubbornly-foughcontest year-ol- d
Humidity at 6 p. m.
t
Edward Charles Halbaek
0
were destroyed.
Precipitation
Tho slaughter ciation, said today he believed the which ended when Coombs was was drowned here yesterday, when
Wind velocity
house was the only building un wool would bo withdrawn only as caught off first base after two men he fell into a tuh ot'water which
TMrectlon of wind..
youth touched.
Tho house was unoccu- - needed hy manufacturers and would were out. Mobile was the victor by his mother had left to scrub the
.Clear pied. There, was no. insurance.
not be dumped on the market,
Character of day-y..floor with, .
jr a score of3 to 2.
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BEING RESlSTERj WITH

Proposal Will
Considered by the British
and French Cabinets at
Meetings Today,

The Greeks have succeeded in
"moving more ot tneir nationals.
Two ships chartered by them flying the Kritish flag, are taking
Two
ll.iind survivors to Mytilene
American vessels for this use arc
ospectcd tomorrow.
The suffering has been aggravated ,y the giving out of the
water .supply and the American relief bakeries have been forced to
suspend operations because ot lack
of water. American destroyers arc
bringing several tons of biscuits.
Some of tho bread that was intended for the refugees has been stolen
Turkish
by
irregulars. Several
naturalized Americans have arrived
here fruni tho interior.
K W. Mureman, a young college
Calif., in
graduatp of Pomona,
charge of tlie Greek orphanage, is
resisting all the efforts of the Turks
to deport 400 orphan boys. Ho declares he will accompany them to
the interior if they are removed.
Several members of the Angora
cabinet have arrived for a council
Kemal
of war with
Musptapha
i

Associa-

Paris. Sept. 22 (by the
ted Press). Limited assurances involving the return of Constantino- e
Adriano-plple, Kastern Thrace and
to Turkey were tentatively
of
agreed upon today at a meeting
the conference ot allied representatives and will be formally considered by tho French and British
Apcabinets tomorrow morning.
proval ot these conditions of peace
would mean a definite end to the
Near East c Ma. and it is hoped,
would remove all possibility of a
clash between the British and the
Turkish nationalists.
To meet the insistence of the
British that no claims ot the Angora government should be accepted in advance ot a peace conference, today's plan would be subdiscussions and apject to further
proval hy a full peace conference.
nationalist
The American destroyers
Taking the
Litebfield. Fdsall and Lawpact as a basis, the allied representatives discussed for nearly four rence are standing by In th harbor.
Lord Captain A. .1. Hepburn, of Philahours the Turkish demands. sccre-tardelphia, elder of staff to Hear AdCurzon, the British foreign
expressed some doubt as to miral Bristol, has returned from
whether his government would Constantinople resuming charge of
agree with any of the conditions ofa the na1il units and seeking better
conditions for !he refugees from
the nationalists in advance of
peace conference; but he finally Kemal.
The American consulate is preconsented to forward the plan to
At first Lortl serving as a historic memento the
London tonight.
apCurzon opposed even tentative be- American flag which remained flyproval of the Turkish demands dis- ing above the shattered walls of
theater here
powers
fore all the invited
the American-owne- d
cussed them around the peace
long after the building bad been
Poin-carM.
of
tabic, but the insistence
virtually demolished and the city
the French premier, won him itself desolated.
over to the extent of accepting
In front of tho charred skeleton
them contingent on their full en- of this theater there still stands a
dorsement by the British cabinet.
placard of tragic irony, "the Dance
Fnvoroil Approval.
of Heath," which was the title ot
M. Poincare favored out and out the last productiondeapproval ot all the Kcmalist
mands, but it is realized in French
government circles that the best MAN HELD TO ANSWER
that can bo hoped for is limited acKILLING
OF
CHARGE
ceptance by Great Britain.
The general scheme for peace
FORMER SWEETHEART
would contain the following points:
Constantinople, Adrianople andj
Rt the Aoelalol Prf.
Eastern Thrace up to the raver
Las Vegas, X. M Sept. 22.
Moritza would be handed back to
charged with the
of
Crespin.
to
acceptance
Turkey, subject
a broad demilitarized zone alonj killing of Agueda Chavez at her
at.
San Miguel, Ibis county,
the Thracean, Bulgarian and Gre- home
cian frontiers.
Sunday evening, was given a. preInternationalization of the straits liminary hearing Thursday. He
of the Dardanelles under the league was held to the grand jury withof nations or some other interna- out bond.
According to witnesses, the mo
tional body.
One witness
Maintenance of a permanent al- tive was jealousy.
testified that he was at the home
lied military force at Gallipol).
Rigid treaty clauses insuring the of the victim with her mother and
protection of the minorities in two little sisters, when Crespin nnd
Turkey. It is probable the British another man entered the home.
force at Chanak would remain After a few minutes conversation
there until a peace treaty is signed Crespin asked Miss Chavez "why
between Turkey and Greece. The she did not wish to be his girl."
British also would further limit She replied that she did not care
the size of the Turkish force in for him. whereupon be drew n
Rastern Thrace to insure peace to gun and fired. Tho bullet passed
that part of Kurope.
through the young woman's body.
It was further decided by the
conference today to hold the conference at Venice, unless the Turks
If possible,
object to this place.
the opening session of the conference would be held October 10 or
October 12.
e,

I

MRS.MALLORY IS

L'XGL

WD

IS

GIVEN ft SEVERE

KKKK1XR

XOTHIXG FOK IUJISELF

London. Sept. 22 (by the Associated Press). The question o(
peace or war In the Near East
seems to turn tonight, first, upon
whether the question of the future
status of Ihrace can be kept sep :
arate and distinct from the qucs
lion ot neutrality and freedom of
the
Dardanelles,
and, second,
whether the guns begin to speak
before the negotiations
betwe i
the allied representatives In Paris
have ended.
While there Is not the slightest
diminution in the announced determination of the Hritish government to uphold the neutrality ot
the straits of the Dardanelles, a
very significant
state
ment issued this evening seems to
indicate some modification of the
Hritish policy and its- attitude toward Greece In Thrace, which it
may be assumed is the outcome of
the Paris negotiations,
in which
Lord Curzon, the British foreign
secretary, participated.
This statement
declared Great
Britain was seeking nothing for
herself, but that she would insist
on neutralization
of the Dardanelles and free passage of the
waterway under tho league of nations or some other international
All other questions
organization.
were secondary.
One of the strongest charees
made
Llnvt
Premier
against
leorge's Near Eastrrn pollev. es
pecially by the labor element, has
been Its
character. The
labor party announced that it was
unwilling to engage the nation In
a war for the fulfillment of Greek
ambitions.
According to Constantinonle srl.
vices received
here. Mustapha
Kemal Pasha, the Turkish nationalist leader, demands within forty-eighours
guarantees for the
evacutlon of Thrace, by tho Greeks.
On the otner nanfl, the Greek government expresses the strongest
determination to hold Thrace at all
costs. France is supposed to be,
willing to see the Turks back In
eastern Thrace, and If an agreement between the Hritish
and
French government on this matter
is reached It is believed
Greece
would not bo likely to oppose the
views of a united entente.
According to the views expressed
In official quarters, tho issue lies
in Kernel's
hands.
There is no
secret about the strength of the
force that the nationalist leader is
able to put in the field. Xo weight
is attached to alarmist and cxag- semi-offici-
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BLANT0N OF TEXAS
DEFENDS DAUGHERTY

statistical Sfiai'PS Are BUSV
Calculating the Work of
the Session; Probes Are
to

Be

Continued,

Sept. 22. Congress
din
today with
leaders generally expecting a call
for a
from President
Harding
5, prespecial session November
ceding the regular December session.
The president was in attendance
today for a few minutes before the
final garls dropped, to sign the
usual sheaf of eleventh-hou- r
bills.
The only important measure to get
through on the last day was the
deficiency appropriation bill, the
Liberlan loan bill and the Dyer
measure going over
until the next session.
After disposing of the deficiency
appropriation bill, the senate passed
:i number ot minor mensures and
listened to a few set speeches while
house members heard P.epresenta-tiv- e
Blanion, democrat, Texas, defend Attorney General Daugherty
nnd criticise republicans for alleged
neglect in that respect.
Senate Stops ihe Cluck.
after a brief
Speaker Gillett,
speech, wishing all members Godspeed nnd good luck, banged the
house adjournment gavel promptly
at. 2 o'clock. The senate adjourned
two or three minutes later, having
to stop the clock briefly while
necessary bills were signed for submission to President Harding, wailing in his room off the senats
chamber.
Statistical sharps tonight wrh
busy calculating the work ot the
session, prominent in which was
enactment of the tariff law nnd
passage of the soldiers' bonus bill
with its death after the presidents
veto. About 300 laws wets said to
have been enacted " out ot 3.41W
bills and .138 resolutions introduced in the house nnd 1,249 bills
and about 280 resolutions in the
senate. Appropriations of the session aggregated over $2.20,00.00i
0
and with authorizations IS, 751,
was made available for the govAbout
ernment's fiscal year needs.
9. 000 nominations
were sent to thu
senate by President Harding', which
wcro confirmed with but lew exceptions.
llural Credit Heform.
The
administration merchant
marine bill, which was reported to
th
of
the house, amendment
transportation act, coal legislation
and appropriation measures promised to be the principal business for
tho coming session which will end
March 4, next. Members from agricultural districts also are planning to press rural credit reform.if
Administration leaders said that
the president should adhere to his
present inclination to call a special
15, it
session about November
would not be primarily for disposal of the merchant marine legislation, hut to consider other important measures nnd to pxpedite
appropriation bills during the short
session.
Several investigations are to hs
continued when congress reassemThese Include the house jubles.
diciary committee's discussion of
the impeachment charges ot Representative Keller, republican, Minnesota, against Attorney General
Daugherty and senate inquiries into
the oil and gasoline Industry, including disposal of naval oil
Washington,

adjourned sine

g
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Darkness Ends the Match
Contestant BABE CALLS "MOTHER.
After Each
MOTHER, MOTHER." 5
Has Won a Set: Will ReMINUTES AFTER BIRTH
sume Contest Today.
Forest
Playing
sence of
Browne,
national

Hills. X. Y.. Sept. 22.
in the east after an abMiss
a year,
Mary K.

Mason City, Iowa. Sept. 22.
minutes after birth the infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Zontcs called "mother, mother,
mother," ns distinctly as a
child, according to Dr.
J. L'. Marek, the attending physician.
other people in ths room tt
the time corroborated the statement ot Dr. Marck nnd Insisted
that there could not have been a
mi.ftake in the identity ot the
words.
The baby weighed 7 !ii pounds.

ot Los Angeles, former
woman's tennis champion,
first day's program
brought the
tournament to
from the east-weconclusion
a brilliant
today by giving Mrs. Molla B. Mallory, ot New
York, tho present queen of the
courts, tho most secre test she
has bad since losing to Mile. Suzanne Lcnglen at Wimbledon.
Darkness ended the mntch after
each bad won a set, Miss Browne
while Mrs.
taking the first
Mallory was victorious in the secSARLES' FUNERAL IS
ond by the same score.
Prior to the Browno-MallorHELD AT LOS ANGELES
tocontest, which will be resumed
morrow, three men's matches were
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 22.
played and tho west left the courts
victorious in two of them. Three The funeral of Hoscoe Sarles,
driver, who was burned to
more contests are scheduled for tomorrow, the final day of the tour- death in a race nt Kansas City last
here today.
ney on the courts of the West Side Sunday, was held mechanicians
and
racers,
Tennis club, nnd should tho cast
with the auto- connected
others
capture two of them, the decisive
1. .s Angeles, as
point in tho series would hin-- c 'mobileas industry in
motion picture people at- upon the outcome of the women's well
It was
announced
match.
thntitentieo.
Tommy Milton and Jimmy
Miss Browne nnd Miss Mallory
have the option tomorrow phy, who accompanied the body
of resuming at the third set or (from Kansas City, were among the
pallbearers.
starting the match anew.
Sarles' mother and father, Mr.
Robert and Howard Kinsev were
Mrs. H. W. Sarles. ot Lafayette,
d
tho victors for the west, the
mer ontsteadvlng Watson M. Wash- - Ind., and his widow. Mrs. Dorothy
burn of New York In a five set 'Sarles, arrived last
Los
Officials of the
Angeles
while
sent a checkered flag ot
his brother
his
to triumph over Francis T. Hunter, roses while offerings were received
of New York, who was substituted !from many persons of the automo- for R. Nnrris Williams ot Boston. bile and film industries.
u!t
The body was placed in
-1
William T. Tilden and his na- in Hollywood cemetery.
tional doubles champion partner.
Vincent Richards saved the cast
c,i:i:ns skts xi av iikcord.
from a rout by taking a thrilling
Springfiel' 111., Sept. 22. "Pop"
five set match' from William M. Geers,
driving Sanardo, set a new
Johnston snd Willis K. Davis ot record for the Illinois State fair
San Francisco,
meet
track at the greatwestern
Johnston and Tilden stood today. The pacer covered the disout. above their partners through- tance in 2:00 U. clipping ft quarter
out the contest and It was the ba- of a second off the record set tn
tter's brilliancy at decisive moments 1S97 in the rare won by Star
-- ..'that
Pointer.
finally brought victory,
st

y

auto-mobi- lo

Mur-wou- ld

for-an-

night-duel-

chop-stroke- d
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4.
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OF DACE

s

COfJTIiED

FOR

BODY OF MINER

UIUS ,0.

SOVIET DEMANDS

THERESA AND
WHEN
BILL WERE SPLICED

TUN!

Theresa wanted to know
how to have the wedding inhow the
vitations engraved,
bridesmaids should be dressed,
tablo for
sot
the
to
and how
tho wedding guests.
Bill wanted to know what
kind of necktie to wear, what
his best man had to do, and
how much to give the pastor.
Both Theresa and Bill found
out what they wanted to know
by writing to The Journal Information Bureau.

OF

NIPPON T ROOFS

Pace Goes to Jackson Buries 46 of the Russia's Attitude Threatens
to Disrupt the Negotia-- 1
in
Victims of the Argonaut
Margaret Dillon
Fire
Gold Mine
tions Now Going on at
Disaster;
Straight Heats; Ess H.
Work.
Will Resume
Chang Chun, Manchuria.
Pointer Takes 2:10 Pace.

Free-for-A- II

the
Columbus, O., Sept. 22 (by were
Associated Press).-Favor- ites
s
at
today
successful
generally
Grand circuit races. The feature
event, the free for all lnce, loft
much of its interest when only
money.
three horses raced for th of
the
Dillon, winner
Margaret
race in straight heats, apparently
outclassed the other two.
Ess H. Pointer won the 2:10
pace, finishing first In thetofirst two
Gamey
heats, losing the third
the Great.
out
eleven
The 2:17 trot brought
starters. The first heat was merely a procession, Chop Suey winning
handilv. She was nosed out by
Peter Will Tell in the second mile
but came back Btrong In the third
and deciding heat.
Th best race of the afternoon
and th only one to furnish an upset was the 2:07 trot. McGregor
the Great, a prohibitive favorite,
won the first heat but ran Into
trouble in the second when he was
in the Rtretch by Main
Lick, the heat winner. In the third
mile King Watts finished Just a
nose ahead of Carmileta Hall, and
Main Iick
with
McGregor the
Great far hack.
Only the three
heat winners came out for the
fourth mile, which was won by
McGregor the Great.
out-trott-

NORMAL UNIVERSITY
HIGH SCHOOL SECTION
TO HAVE FOOTBALL
Las Vegas, N. M, frept. 21. The
normal university
football squad
has started practice preparatory to
a busy season. The schedule,
though incomplete, includes games
with the high school of Albuquerque, Trinidad, Raton, Tucumcarl,
Ssnta Fe, Montezuma college and
the "All Stars."
The students are enthusiastically
"working out" getting In condition
for
games they expect to come. The team will be
last
than
year, but they exlighter
pect to make up in "pep" for what
they lack in weight.
hard-foug-

DISCOUNT RATH RAISED.
,
'
Berlin, Sept. 21. The reichbank
today raised its rate of discount
from seven to eight per cent.

JUST DRAGGED
SO WEAKENED
Florida Lady Was In a
Condition, But Says
She Found Cardui Help
ful, and Got Well.
Mis-erab-

" Altha, Fla. In explaining how
she found
Cardui
so helpful
during change of life, Mrs. Ella M.
Bailey, of K. F. D. 2, this place,
said:
"I became so weakened It was an
effort for me to get around. I knew
what was the matter, but I felt like
I couldn't give p.
"I just dragged, and I certainly
was nervous. I was so restless 1
o
could not sit down long yet
weak I couldn't get about. It U a
most miserable and such a helpless
feeling.
' 1 would get depressed and out
of heart,
"1 began to feel, after awhile,
there was no use to try tu get well.
This ia all wrong, for It makes a
person worse,
heard of Cardui, and
i "1 had
thought it might strengthen me. A
neislibor had used it with good results.
"I took one bottle (of Cardui),
then I saw I wasn't so nervous, so
kept It up.
"Gradually the nervousness! left
me. I began to eat and sleep better. Was soon well, and all right.
"Cardui did wonders for me, and
1 certainly do recommend it."
Thousands of other women have
written, to tell of the beneficial results obtained by taking Cardui,
and to recommend it to others.
Cardui has stood the test of extensive use, for mora than forty
years, in the treatment of troubles
common to women.
Good druggists, everywhere, sell
Cardui, the woman's tonic. Try It.
.
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Spl)t. 22. JflCk- Chang Chun, Manchuria, Sept. An
of tho victims (by tho Associated
Press).
disin;
of the Argonaut gold mine fire
abrupt breakdown is imminenthere
aster today. Preparations were the negotiations now going onsoviet
Moscow
the
for
tho
search
the
continue
between Japan,
made to
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son buried forty-si-
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WED

ACCIDENT

Rpeclnl

Williams.
Eighty-fiv- e

to The Jonrnal
Ariz..
Sent.

21.
men have been import-

ed from Louisiana by the Saginaw
Lumber company and have gone to
work. Laboring men previously
secured from southwestern states
have not proved satisfactory. Manager Wilder states. The number
was about equally divided between
married and single men, though no
families accompanied them. About
359 men now are employed by the
Saginaw Lumber company and the
California pine box factory.

19 MEMBERS

OF THE
HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR
CLASS GO ON STRIKE

Thoenix, Ariz., Sept. 22. "Cordial" invitations to the hanging of
Theodore West at the Arizona state
penitentiary at Florence next Friday morning, were received here
today by state and county officials.
West is to be hanged for the murder of Lem Smith, between Oatman
and Topock, Arizona, in Mohave
county, in July, 1921.
The two men had been traveling
in an automobile together. Smith's
with a bullet
body was found
wound in the head. West, an itinerant printer, 25 years old. was arrested In Los Angeles. He was
brought back to Kingman, where
he was tried and convicted by a
Jury.
The invitations received here today read:
"You are cordially invited ti attend tho execution
of Theodora
West, September 29, at G o'clock
a. m.' at the Arizona state prison,
Florence, Arizona.
(Signed) "M. B. MORRISON,
Assistant Superintendent--

EASTERN THRACE AND
ADRIAN0PLE MAY BE
GIVEN BACK TO TURKS
Continued from Page One,

gerafed estimates of that strength.
While awaiting advices from
Kemal regarding his intentions,
Winston Spencer Churchill, secre
tary for the solonies, and Sir Lam
secretary
ing Worthingror.-trvflnof state for war, held a conference
tonight with war office officials to
arrange for possible troop movements. H is understood that the
British liner Princess of India hae
been taken over by the government
to convey the Grenadier Guards to
the Near East.
s,

A FRIEND IN NEED
A FRIEND INDEED

Mincola, X. Y., Sept. 22. The
nineteen members of the senior
clnss of tho Minenla high school
went on a sympathetic strike toduy
in support ot Norman Smith, presiWrites Mrs.Hardee Regarddent of the class, who was sent
homo after a disagreement with
ing Lydia E. Pinkham's
Mrs. Warren C. Clendenny, Latin
and French teacher, and J. I.
Vegetable Compound
principal. The trouble start- HAIL STORM BREAKS
ed when Mrs. Clendenny reproved
Lob Aneeles. Calif. "I must tell
202 WINDOWS IN A
Smith for not spending enough
friend to Lydia
time at his studies.
SCHOOL NEAR LEVY yon that I am a true
lv. a i it n u u ,1, u
Vegetable
Special to The Journal
I have
Levy, N. M.. Sept. 22. The heavitaken it oil and
est storm of the season occurred
on for twenty
Monday afternoon In the vicinity
years and it has
east of lievy. Including Arkansas
g
helped me change
Valley. Rain fell in torrents,
from a delicate
the dry lakes and flooding the
crop lands and pastures. The rain
girl to a stout,
waB accompanied
by hall, which
healthy woman.
fell to a depth of three Inches, but
When I was mar!was not of large size. It was, howried I was sick all
ever, driven by a strong wind,
the time until I
some damage to
which caused
took Lvdia E.
beans in shock. Soma beans were Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound. I
In shock. Buildings were not dam- was in bed much
of
time with pains
aged as in the hail storm a week and had to have my
the doctor every
202 window
previous, in which
found a little
I
One
month.
day
'panes were knocked out of the new book
in my yard in Guthrie, Oklahoschool building in consolidated disma, and I read it through and got the
trict No. 35.
medicine Lydia E. Finkham s Vegetable Compound and took eight
FUNERAL OF MILLS TO
bottles and used the Sanative Wash.
BE HELD NEXT SUNDAY I atoncebegantoget stronger. Ihave
disgot many women to take it just by
Denver, Sept. 22. Enos A. Mills, telling them what it has done for me.
naturalist, lecturer and author, I have a young, sister whom it has
who died Thursday, will be buried helped in the same way it helped me.
Sunday in the shades of the 14,000 I want you to know that I am a
foot mountain. Longs Peak, which 'friend indeed.' foryou were a'friend
he had climbed nearly 300 times inneed."' Mrs. George Hardee,
and on the side of which he lived 1043 Byram St,, Los Ar.ge.les, Calimost of the time for 36 years. He fornia.
will be laid at rest following serAdv.
vices at 4:30 o'clock in the afternoon near a log cabin which he
TUBERCULOSIS
himself built when he first settled
Dr. OtsM na
poiltl
in the region in 1886.
h
Is sbl to cure.
proof
tuberculosis
br
lnhalttl'o
BRITISH SINGER 1IF.S.
in any climate.
London, Sept. 22. Sir Charles
For further Information
decades probably the addreas THE T. F. OLA A?
for
Santley,
Manager.
best known and most popular sing- INHALANT CO., MASON
er on the English concert and ora- BUILDING. LOS A NOBtorio stage, died at his home here LES CALIFORNIA.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
yesterday in his
year, .
Al-la-
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MRS. UNDSEY IN A
CRITICAL CONDITION
Bpecinl

Portales, N.

to The Journal
M., Sept. 22.

former Governor Lindsey, who was operated
on last week at the Baptist sanitarium at Clovis, still remains in a

li

22.

.

Chapman of Gallup was chosen
grand chancellor of the grand
lodge, Knights of' Fythias, at the
closing session ot its convention
here Thursday. Other officers who
were elected for the ensuing year
were. James H. Deam, Clayton,
erand vico chancellor: Frank Shel- ton, Dawson, grand prelate; J. E.
Elder, Albuquerque, grand keeper
of records and seal; James a.
Smiley, Socorro, grand master of
exchequer; B. L. McKinney, Deming, grand master at arms; E. H.
Brlggs, Baton, grand Inner guard;
Columbus, grand
Henry Burton,
outer guard; jr. II. Ward, rtoswcll,
tribune.
grand
cities extended Invitations
Six
to the 923 convention. That of
Doming was accepted.
A banquet in honor of tho visiting Knights and Sisters was given
at the Elks club Thursday even
ing.
To go forward is Important. To
go straight Is more important. -

HLHfifilfliHBHHHHiHBBBSMfi

Raabe & Manger's have been

1

awarded the contract to supply

the builders hardware for

phase of our business. It is
equipped to render prompt,
Hiding

a

Attempts to conceal complexion
blemishes usually fail, and only tern
to draw attention to the defects.
Underneath most unattractive skim
is a clear, pleasing complexion all
that is needed is the propertreatmentl
It is surprising how often a brief use
of Resinol Ointment and Resinol Soap
will clear away blotches, redness and
roughness and give the skin its natural
freshness and charm.

its best efforts.

Resinol
C. H. CARNES

n

SPECIALIST IN OtTlAB
IUiFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Fbone I057--

iir
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JJS1NESS
OLLEGD.

Offers

Great.

Splendid

Courses

in

M

s

Students may enroll any day.
Telephone 627

MAY & HOSKING

meats-hvay-

member, we always give bet-tc- r
meats,
meats, cleaner
scrvh-e-

2po

iCi

LUMBER
PAINT

GLASS
CEMENT

PLASTER

rr

rv--

mill

DAY SCHOOL

PROPRIETORS

fresh and
delicious, never fail to please,
because they are kept clean
and sanitary by our special
dry cold air system of refrigeration.
Take this ns a speclnl invitation to visit our store. Re-

or too small for

no job too large
'

NIGHT SCHOOL

Our

free

estimates, etc., and it considers

9

Everyone Says Our
Delicatessen Is

ef-

Ask roar drusgitt tor Retinol.

from dust infection avoided
by applying op nostrils

Out IT Million Jart Vtcd Ytarly

furnish

ficient service,

rash wont heal it

UTOCOLDS

VI.

e's

department is devoted to this

A 1

A1

Albu-querqu-

flew Hotel. A special

critical condition.
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IF YOU CAN. ';

Bring them in, or phone them, if you are a subscriber, so they will reach us by Saturday noon
if you can possibly do so. While we can take
copy at the want ad counter up to 5:30 o'clock
Saturday afternoon, from 4 o'clock up to closing time is the congested period and you may
not be able to reach the Want Ad Department
by telephone after 5:30 p. m.

.

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

Special for Today
Crab Solnd
Potato Salad

Strassburgcr Liver
Liver
Truffle Iiiver
Gooso Liver
Sardellen

Albuquerque Morning Journal
rnones 13 or 66.

423 North First Street

Lamljncirer
French Meat Clicee
Mortndclln with Pistachio
Ji'uta
Pastsomcr (pepper beef)
English Cooked Corn Beef
Country Stylo Smoked
Pork Sausage
Genuine Rye Bread with
Caraway Seeds
Blood and Tongue
Kosher Sausage
Home Raked Ham
Roast Prime Ribs Beef
Roast Sprint; Pork
Roast Young Venl
Boiled Smoked Tongue
Fresh Oysters (extra
selected)
Fancy Home Dressed
Spring Chickens
'

Boned throughout with Ttlightlfboite

In

Pucks, Hens
Fresh Spinach

Green Lima Beans
Cauliflower

Florida Grape Fruit

a Sale Today (Saturday)
$1.00

,

Bellflower Apples
Tokay Grapes
New Layer Figs

$1.95

$2.50

$2.75

Corsets That Sold Regularly at

Delicatessen

ing arrivals.

Mrs.

W. E. Llndsey, wife of

It will open Monday with a

elghty-Bevent-

V

d.

Special to The Journal.

Las Vegas, N. jr., Sept.

Rii'"

FREMONT

MEYER 0S0FF,

I"

compi-ohnualv-

closed all day today, Saturday.
play of many new and interest-

House 1bi wh&F&ws
Mdxiv?ll House Collce is soli
The quality is the same,

STATEPYTHIANS

Specif to The Journal
Las Vegas, N. M., Sept. 22. The
New Mexico Bankers' association
met in convention here today, with
imany notable men in attendance.
Instructive addresses by able bankthe
ing men, interspersed withmade
business of the convention,
Ian interesting program during the
first day s session,
JudKo David J. Leahy extended
a warm welcome to the visitors, to
which T. H. Rlxey responded. As
sociation President C. W. Harrison,
cf the First National bank of Clovis,
addressed the moeting, outlining the
business of the association, arter
which reports of the treasurer, W.
A. Losey, of Hagerman; secretary
R. L. ormsbee, of Santa l e, ami
the standing committees, were re
ceived.
W. J. Bailey, governor or tne
Cltv district, addressed the
convention, giving a
review of tho federal reserve sysits accomplishments.
tem and
Financing the Farmer ana otocK- was
msn,"
fully discussed by Roy
Cox, of the Trinidad National bank,
and Joe Zach Miller, of the Com
merce Trust company vi
BeCity, spoke on
tween tho City Banker and the
Country Correspondent."
and dance
a luiffet luncheon
were given in the evening for the
entertainment or the visiting oann-er- s
and their ladles.
On Saturday morning the convention will be addressed by J.
Mountain
Marion Price, of the
States Banker, who has chosen for
"Increased
Savings.
his subject
Senator A. A. Jones will speak on
Sheet,
Balance
International
"Our
and W. E. Weiss, of the Federal
Reserve bank of El Paso, will tell
of "Cause and Effect As It Relates
to the Banking Field."
In
committee
The executive
concharge of the business of the
followvention is composed of the
ing members:
term: H. L. BoyrtT
Three-yea- r
Citizens State bank, Mills; O. H.
bank,
National
Smith, Citizens
Bushman,
Roswell; Samuel
County bank, Gallup. Two-yeterm: Clarence Bell, First
S. A.
National bank, Carlsbad;
Jones, Citizens hank, Clovis: Jerre
Haggard, State Trust and Savings
term:
bank, Albuquerque. One-yeT.e
chairman, Socorro
Raldwln.
State bank, Socorro; Condon Brown,
Bank of Deming, ueming
Fleming, Lns Vegas Savings bank,
Las Vegas.

quicker

Cora-poun-

N

CHOSEN HEAD OF

.

imu-,.-t,T- .r

fill-lin-

(

married
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SAGINAW LUMBER CO.
WEST, CONVICTED OF
IMPORTS 85 MEN TO
MURDER, TO HANG AT
W0RKJNJTS PLANT
FLORENCE ON FRIDAY

LIST

III IS

Elected
Annual Meeting of Bankers J. W. Chapman
of New Mexico, at Las
Grand Chancellor; DemVegas, Has Interesting
ing Gets Next Meeting of
the Grand Lodge.
Program.

i,,ivln
vi"

GALLUP

AT

government and tho Far Eastern
republic of Siberia, owing to the
Russian demand that Japan imme- half
diately evacuate the northern uom
of tho Island of saknanen.
delegations, whilo awaiting final
Journal Information Bureau,
Instructions from their governWashington, D. C.
ments, announced today that they
were prepared to depart.
Japan's announced policy has
COndUCted
WRTH
rVlTlol
been to hold northern Sakhalien SIX TRUCKS NEEDED
for the massacre
by the Very ltev. George Kedjich, until indemnified at Nikolalevsk in
TO HAUL CHILDREN
o 600 Japanese
in
of San i'rancisco. m-fluttered below the 1920.
TO PORTALES SCHOOL
Both delegations expect to
Stars and Stripes ut half mast.
which
tomorrow
instructions
Searchers ot tne ArKwimui.
Special to The Journal
w
in enter
. Argonaut will Bettlo the fate of the conferthe
.....
Tortales, N. M.. Sept. 22. The
lug
was
called
who
which
originally
find
ence,
to
Pessel,
to
schools
Consolidated
tomorrow
Iry
trade relations betweon Tortales Monday morning with an
mui. to reopen
li ft a rareweii message in i
opened
eastern
and
the
levels
republic.
rrv,
pre Japan
ni tn!nr the
an
which shows
Joffe, soviet representa- enrollment over last year. quite
At the
viously covered by the government tiveAdolph
from Moscow, said that he had Increase
.
first
the
crews.
now high school building
tv, Avirrvnnnt will resume mining not yet received final instructions day of
school there were 176 studthat the ents enrolled
as soon as the workers wish it. The but that ho was convinced
and each class of the
sustain
would
soviet
ih
government
fire which caused tne tragedy the
high school has materially Intwo
taken
ago
his
to
days
position
1125,000
of
loss
a
out, with
that Russia is unwilling to con- creased.
inThe grades also show an Mon-damining companywith crease
clude a trade agreement
v
in enrollment and on
Japan while Japanese troops rethe enrollment was 475. It is
main in any part of Siberia.
CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL
estimated that by the end of the
The Japanese attitude, as
of school, the students
AT LEVY ATTENDED BY
by her leading delegate, first monthhigh school will number
attending
unto
Mr.
be
appears
Jlatsudnira,
grades more
93; MODERN BUILDING yielding. The Japanese have re- at least500.200. and the
Many of the pupils in
no official instructions from than
ceived
both high school and grades will not
gprcinl to The Jonrnal
22. The Tokio as yet, but unofficial advices
enter for several days.
Sept.
inLevy, N. M
the
declare
cabinet
Japanese
Tho increase, however, is partly
school building in the new con- sists that the mikado's troops resolidated district No. 35 was the main In northern Sakhalien until due to the addition of two more
to Portales' consolidated
Saturday the Nlliolaievsk
scene of a jollification
indemnity is paid. districts
schools since last year, and it now
evening when a large proportion
disof
four
the
trucks to transport the
six
of the population
requires
tricts of Levy, Arkansas Valley,
pupils from rural districts to and
dedifrom school. It required only four
Falrview and Nolan met and
trucks last year.
cated the new building to the cause
visitors
of
A
number
education.
The pupils of high school are
of
were present from Wagon Mound.
proud of their new building as it
is eqpuipped with tho latest model
Optimo and Las Vegas. The large
of every convenience. This buildauditorium was filled and the
classto
the
overflowed
crowd
ing is the second high school in
rooms and the basement. Speeches
New Mexico in which the auditowere made by R. R. Larkin, a reprium and gymnasium are separate.
was
&
who
Co.,
A flag pole 75 feet high has been
resentative of Ginn
Frank
fiOT
present from Las Vegas;
placed in front of the school buildfrom Wagon
attorney
Curns,
ing, from which a large flair will
Mound, nnri Prof. Emmett E.
float. The school board feels it has
school.
of
tho
secured a very competent corps of
Johnson, principal
The latter, in the course of his talk, Arthur M. Free Is Perhaps teachers for the coming year, as
offered to defray half the cost of
follows: Grade school Primary,
a first class encyclopedia If the
and His Mrs. Katie Kenady: that Miss
Eth
Injured
Fatally
rethe
would meet
MIbs Faye
el Crawford: second,
community
Is
Car
Killed;
of
cost.
close
the
At
the
Secretary
maining
third. Miss Thelma
Reynolds;
program lunch consisting of sandRuby
fourth, Mrs.
Campbell;
Goes Over a Bank.
wiches, cake, pie and coffee was
Dockhom:
fourth. Miss nettle
baseserved by the ladies in the
Miss
Johns
Estelle
Crabb:
fifth,
Sept. 22. RepreWashington,
ment. Five cents was charged for
Pearl Bramlett:
and Ml
Arthur M. Free, of ton,
each article and the proceeds were sentative
sixth, Mrs. W. F. Greer, and Miss
was
seriously injured Cymbalene
$20.60, which will go to the fund California,
Warinca; seventh, A.
for the purchase of a library and tonight and his secrotary, I. C. C. Woodburn; eighth, principal of
auwas
killed
when
the
Freeman,
playground equipment.
grades, L. L. Brown.
School began
Monday In the tomobile in which they were ridot scnoois, wai
new building with an enrollment ing with a party of friends went terSuperintendent
principal high school
of 93, and this is expected to be over an embankment at Savage and Krattli;
of mathematics, H. A.
teacher
increased to 125. The four trucks Hills, Maryland, near Laurel.
Hunter: agriculture and science,
will be loaded to capacity.
Mr. Free was taken to the A. E.
The
Lang; Latin and history.
in Miss Helen
General
personnel of the teaching forces is Maryland
hospital
domestic
as follows: Prof. E. E. Johnson, Baltimore, where, it was said, his science: Miss Oreenway;
Helen Schwatz; EngMiss
DavidHenrietta
fatal.
Other lish, Miss Newell Hudson; Spanish
principal;
might prove
son of Belen, assistant principal; Injuries
members of the party included M. and Knglish, Miss Helen Cleven-ge- r:
Miss Madeline Selley of Optimo, A. and W. S. Dennis. Callfornians,
music teacher, for both high
sixth, seventh and rishth grades; both of whom were slightly in- school and grade, Miss Ruth Han- James L. Walker, third, fourth and jured.
ing: expression teacher for both
fifth; Miss Anna Gibson, primary,
Few details were received here in high school nnd grade, Miss Esfirst and second grades.
to
of
accident
the
friends
ther Bello Hanlng.
The new building is constructed reports
of
It
On Monday, September 25, the
representative.
of hollow tile and contains an au- wasthesaidinjured
automobilo skidded dedication of Portales' J100.000
the
ditorium and seven smaller rooms into a telegraph post and then
will take
high school building
and basement. The cost was
turned over a steep embankment place.
to one side of the road.
miner, William Fes-sewhoso body was not found.
This little goiu mining iuwii appended all activities for the fun
Three processions, led oy
erals.
the town's band, moved to three
the Roman Catholic,
cemeteries,
th Protestant and the Greek Cath
services.
the
olic, for
Tho last services at mo ureex
forty-sevent- h
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llfo Theresa and Bill may have
many of their problems solved
by applying to tho same sourco.
All other Theresas and Bills
nnd Marys and Harrys can do
the same.
Anyone can get the answer
to any question of fact by enclosing two cents in stamps for
return postage. Address:
FREDERIC J. RASKIN
The
Albuquerque
Director

wm

NATIONAL

NOTABLE

$3.50

Grocery and

Bring your roof ing
troubles to Raabe &
Mauger's, or telephone 305.

$6.50

of figure, each expressing characteristic

11

--

$5.00

Jhere are specialized models for every type

410 W. CENTRAL
PHONE 835-- J
Windshield Glass Lumber
4. a. BIM'HUIUI
LCMHF.lt
CO,
ill Boatli firtt fttrmt. Phon 402.

$4.50

ll I

1

dividuality.

Pli

:

in-

:

Come in today and get a corset at less tKan
half price. These corsets will go quick-a- t
these prices.

1

September 23, 1922.

SHOP WORKER
PUEBLO

ALBUUUERiyEJ MORNING JOURNAL1
CROPS

ON RIO GRANDE
BELOW
ALBUQUERQUE
HURT BY THE DROUTH

II

PIMM

iuuh uplnd town hjh

Crops in the middle Uio Grande
valley, from Ixis Lunas to Socorro,
have been badly damaged by the
drought and the lack of water in
river. No irrigation has been
11
TO DEATH the
possible for several weeks, and water was put on the fields near Los
Lunas yesterday for the first timcj
early in August, according to
Patrick Flannery, 53, Strik- - .since
raoian Garcia, expert from the C. L. Hill, Judge Davis,
Stato
college, who is
mq Car Repairer, Is Kill here onAgricultural
Delgado and Nestor
official business. The corn
&
ed by T. P. Garrett, D.
and the
in
crop has been cut
Montoya
Traveling
last cutting of alfalfa was a failR. G. WEmploye.
Northern Counties.
ure.
Crops have been good on the Rio
Pueblo, Colo., Sept. 22. Patrick Grande up the stream from
HEADQUARTERS.
car
a
repair
Flannery, 63, striking
Special to Tbe Jmirmil
The fruit crop is espeman. was shot and insuintly killed querque.
N.
Araldo,
Sept. 2. The
cially large, and there are many
by T. P. Garrett, a railroad shop grapes. The grapes and fruit at
campaign party, which is
worker lata this afternoon, accord- Bernalillo are unusually plentiful. comprised of Mr. Hill, Judge Davis,
ing to Information obtained from
B. A. West of Nestor Montoya aiid Hilario Delthe police. Garrett, accompanied theSuperintendent
Rio Grande division of the San- gado, reached hero from Santa Fe
by hia son, J. J. Garrett, fled from ta Fe, says that immense crops this afternoon, after having made
the scene of the nhooting immedi- have been
raised below the Ele- a stop at Kspanola, whore an enthusiastic welcome was accorded
ately after Flannery fell dead, and
Butte dam.
ran through the Denver and Rio phant
Those who favor the middle Rio tho candidates.
Grande Western railroad yards to Grande reclamation project state
Mr. Hill, who is working through
the union depot, where he surren- that there would have
been no a new territory here, showed himW.
dered to
F. McCafferty, chief shortage of water in the river this self to be a good candidate and a
of the Denver and Rio Grande year
if the proposed impounding ready mixer and seemed to leave
Western detective force. While a system at White
Rock had been behind him the impression that he
is an earnest worker and a caremob of three hundred men stormed completed and in U6e.
to
take
the union depot, in order
ful and conscientious man.
Garrett from the. police, It Is re- MOTORCYCLE
Fully half of the population of
SPINDLE
ported that Garrett and his son
Eapanola promised to attend the
were placed on board a passenger
to take place
meeting scheduled
BREAKS; ONE BOY IS
train that was just leaving the 'unhere tonight and, that they kept
HURT
ANOTHER
ion depot yards, and accompanied
evidenced
their word was
KILLED,
by the
By police officers, were taken to
size of the audience, which was
even
had
been
antici
s,ome other city for safe keeping.
than
a
As
22.
larger
Bisbee, Ariz., Sept.
result of the breaking of the pated. The meeting had been well
on
hand
front spindle on a motorcycle on advertised and voters were
ALCOHOL IS FOUND IN
the Douglas road tonight George from all over the valley.
WAGON Grisson,
I UNDERTAKERS'
Short
All
Swvolii's
old
of
boy
The speeches delivered were all
Lowell is dead and his brother,
New York, Sept. 22. An under-iaker- Aubrey, is in a hospital suffer- short, but were to the point and
the
Issues, both state and national
wagon containing 250 gal- ing from scalp wounds, broken
were fully covered.
lons of alcohol was seized today arm and wrist.
lifter a chase through the lied theThe brothers, George riding on In his remarks Judge forStephen B.
handlebars and Aubrey, the Davis, Jr., candidate
senator,
Hook section of Brooklyn, where
there has been a number of deaths elder brother on the seat, were dwelt chiefly on national Issues, Into
in
of
rate
at
a
the
rapid
tariff,
speed eluding
regard
iecently from wood alcohol pois- going
the accident
happened. which ho said that protection was
oning. District Atorney Ruston of when
cul- vital to the interests of New Mexwas
into
thrown
a
In
George
the
county
participated
Kings
vert.
Death was instantaneous. ico, and pledged himself to do all
Chase.
The elder brother was thrown to that he could to Initiate and foster
feXFIiOSIOX DAMAGES HOME. one side of the road and render- legislation that would be beneficial
ed
unconscious.
Judge Crairj to the state. He praised warmly
Little Rock, Ark., Sept. 22.
later viewed the body nt tho the foreign policy of the Harding
Jhe home of B. H. Stroch, su- scene
accident
of
the
and after administration,
and assured his
perintendent of the Missouri
decided that there hearers that he was opposed to en
railway shops in North awasconference
no necessity for an inquest. tangling alliances and strongly in
Little Rock was badly damaged
favor of this government attending
by an explosion shortly before
A
decree
of divorce nas necn to its own affairs. The Judge made
midnight tonight. Mr. and Mrs.
Stroeh were asleep in a sleeping granted
Mary Chaknos against some striking comparisons between
Borch at the rear of the house John Chaknos on the grounds of the Harding and Wilson adminisabandonment and
trations and closed with an appeal
ajid were not injured.
to nil of the people to use their
best judgment nnd bear the inter'WAanURN.CftOY CO
ests of their state in mind when
casting their votes in the coming
election.
Judge Davis was followed by Mr.
Hill, who spoke briefly, introduc- iing his remarks by saying that he
!was not an orator or a politician,
but only a business man who would
use his business experience for the
PHONE
best interests of the state.
Hill's l'lodgo.
"I pledge myself," said Mr. Hill.
i"as your governor, to see that your
money is honestly spent, that effiits highest
ciency is maintained atmen
are re
standard and that no
in
office
who are not
gained
public
worthy of a public trust. I am as
well aware as the democrats are
that certain reforms are necessary
Will be opened this evening from six until nine
jin this state and I promise you that
1 will undertake these reforms- But,
needs.
their
to
supply
permitting our customers
until 1 am better informed as to
This has been a holiday for us. The store has
the exact conditions, I am not g
been closed all day permitting us to properly
to make exact promises as to
methods I will adopt. Later in the
observe same.
campaign I hope to be able to issue
definite statements as to what tne
(people of New Mexico may expect
ime to do In regard to their schools,
the penitentiary, the tax levies and
other matters, but until such statements aro issued I want you all to
Has been arranged for our customers. Below we
consider me as a candidate who
quote some very attractive prices on high grade
'has made no promises to any man
!or set of men in this state and who
groceries:
!will, as your governor, deliver the
Ranch
Fresh
Eggs
goods to the very best of his abilStrictly
ity."
.
doz
per.
Montoya Sponka.
Nestor Montoya also delivered a
22 Bars P. & G.
He began
(very effective speech.
by bringing before the people the
Soap
names of each one or tne cancuuates
Sj on the republican ticket and went
11 Tall cans Armours
into some aetau in regaru to riu:
Milk
one concerning his or her fitness
for office. Mr. Montoya spoke
Del Monte Brand No. 2 Pineapple,
with especial warmth in,. regard to
the candidacy of Mrs.
each can
He referred to her as "my
successor in the congress of the
A fresh shipment of National Biscuit goods has
United States." "It is going to be
my mission," said Mr. Montoya, "to
just arrived. We are offering you all crackers
inform tho people of this state what
that are selling regularly, at 15c in our After
a woman can do in congress. Her
Supper Sale. At
sphere of useruiness has extended
itself from the home to the halls
"
All crackers selling up to 25c in our After
of the legislatures and her influence in the one will be as effective
.. . . . . .
Supper Sale
in the future as It has been in the
other in the past. In the house of
Wisconsin Brand Sugar Peas
representatives Mrs. Warren, as my
....
successor, wIIt meet with nothing
per can
but courtesy and respect. The fact
that a woman is a woman detracts
Fort Brand Early June Peas
in no way from her efficiency in
can
tho congress of the United States
per
where the gallantry of men is as
Monarch Brand Salad Dressing,
great as it ever was. Mrs. WarrenI
will undoubtedly be elected and
each large bottle
predict for her a useful and successful political career."
Van Camp's Salad Dressing,
From Alcalde the party will go
on to Taos, where a meeting will
each bottle '
The
be held on Saturday night.
campaigners will bo Joined at this
Mechem
and
Governor
point by
Further changes In
Mrs. Warren.
and the complete
the personnel
itinerary will be announced in a
day or two.
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RECEIVED

SHOP EMPLOYES
Committee Headed by Mayor Invites Santa Fe Men
to Leave Enclosure and
Become Citizens.

Hi-lar- io

one-ha-

'

lf

Calif.,
The San
Bernardino,
Chamber of Commerce and the
business men of tho city have asFe
sured the Santa
railway
shop employes at that point every
privilege of citizenship and have
offered to help them find homes
so that they may no longer be
compelled to remain within the
Tho
following
shop enclosure.
message to division points from I.
L. Hibbard, general manager of
tho Santa Fe coast lines, was given
out for publication here last night
upon the arrival of Mr. Hibbard:
"Albutjuerque, Sept. 22. 1922.
"J. W, Walker, Fresno.
"A. V, Hunt, San Francisco.
"C, 0. Fluhr. Needles.
"J. D. McCully, Winslow.
"Following received from my office at 2:64 p. m. today. Wall had
satisfactory conference
yesterday
with San Bernardino Chamber of
Commerce, gointf over the situation
fully. They have declared themselves and have agreed to open the
town to our shop employes at once.
Committees have been formed to
find place of abode for all who desire such, and they intend to make
the town safe for not only employes, but as well their children at
school. Committee of from 300 to
400 citizens will visit the shops this
noon, after which we will give
them a luncheon at the shops commissary. This will result in early
closing of the shop camp."
Also tho following received at
7:25 p. m.: "Three hundred influential business men and citizens of
San Bernardino came to Santa Fe
depot in autos, parked their cars at
station, crossed viaduct' and met
800 shopmen.
Tho main speakers
were Mayor Mc.Nab, Attorney Allison, Sheriff Shay and Chief of Police Burcham.
They assured employes who have been compelled to
remain inside the enclosure that
they could come out immediately
as citizens;
that they would be
in
assisted
finding
permanent
homes by a housing
committee,
and that they would be given every
protection for themselves and families.
Several business men and
citizens shook hands with shopmen and extended the hand of fellowship; 225 of the number were
entertained at lunch at the shop
commissary, 150 went through
Ono hundred and
shop grounds.
fifty strikers stood on Third street
and watched this demonstration.
The editor of the Labor Journal
went, in the party."
"This is good news, and I hope
you will make use of it as fully as
possible ut places on your division
where we are having trouble simi
lar to that which wo have experi
enced at San Bernardino since the
strike began. There is no reason
why the social warfare brought on
as result of the strike should not
be done away with and those who
are desirous of working In our
shops given an opportunity to do
so without being beaten and Intimidated or socially ostracized.
"I. L. HIBBARD."
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KAMI'S GROCERY
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KAMI'S STORE

AN AFTER SUPPER SALE

49c
$1.00
$1.00
..24c

Otero-Warre-

n.

Q

...Us

f
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....

25c
24c
30c
25c

Saturday Evening Specials
(DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT)

Extra Heavy Ladies' Flannel Night
Gowns, each
House Aprons, all sizes
each

98c
98c

Big Lot Corsets, Extra Good Value,

QQ

each

Big Lots Ladies' Felt Slippers,

each

TOC

98c
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CDICKNER EARNS KNOCKOVT.
Wichita, Kans., Sept. 22. Billy
Miller, lightweight boxer of Los
Angeles, lasted less than a minute,
with Glen Cllckncr, of Tulsa, here
tonight. Clickner's first blow sent
Miller down for the count of eight.
His next blow floored the coast
battler for a count of nine and the
third blojv was enough to earn the
Tulsan a knockout, for Miller did
not fully regain consciousness until
about 20 minutes later.

Says Tanlac Is Fine
to Build Up

Weight

Persons suffering from stomach
trouble and who are under
y
friend
weight find an
in Tanlac. This celebrated medicine has ended Indigestion and
increased the weight for thousands of people everywhere. Jos.
A. Coster,
1358 McAllister St.,
San Francisco, Calif., says:
"Tanlac built me up ten pounds
and made me feel better than I
have In years.
For two years I
had to live on soup, milk and
such like until I became so weak
I could hardly go. Since taking
Tanlao I'm in fine condition."
Under nourishment is the cause
of most cases of under weight.
Tanlac enables the stomach to
ever-read-

FOSSIL REMAINS OF
GIVEN TO
THE FIELD MUSEUM

DINOSAURS

Chicago, Sept. 22. Fossil remains of several dinosaurs found In
Alberta, Canada, are to be turned
over to the Field Museum of Natural History, Prof. E. S. Riggs, associate curator of geology, who returned today
from Alberta, anThe party of dinosaur
nounced.
hunters was made up of six paleontologists who worked in the canyon of the Red Deer river, about
125 milts west of Calgary,
An almost complete skeleton of
d
a
dinosaur was discovered. Other finds included the
scattered bones o a crested dinosaur and a flesh eating reptile
about as large as a crocodile.
"These animals lived at a period
before the Rocky mountains were
formed," Professor Riggs said. "It
was a time when there was a tropical climate in Alberta, when there
was heavy vegetation and redwood
trees. At that time an arm of the
sea extended v from the Gulf of
Mexico north and connected with
the Arctic ocean."
Many of the bones weighed 2,500
pounds or more. Professor Riggs
said.
uucK-bille-

KEMALIST FORCES ON
CHANAK FRONTIER ARE
REPORTED INCREASING
London, Sept. 22 (by the Associated Press.) The Kemalist forces
are rapidly increasing on the Cha-na- k
frontier, but have not committed any overt acts of hostility, says
a Reuter dispatch from Constanti
nople today.
Reliable reports say that a still
more serious concentration is occurring at Ismld to which region
MuBtapha Kemal Pasha, the nation
alist leader. Is proceeding, and
there seems to be ground for believing the Kemallsts will make
their objective,
Constantinople
rather than Chanak, Inasmuch as
larger supplies are available In the
Ismld region, while the hostile
population of Constantinople would
cause trouble In the rear of the
British.
ANDERSON WINS BOI T.
Minneapolis,
Minn., Sept. 22.
After Stewart McLean, of St. Paul.
had led In the first six rounds of
his scheduled
bout with
Eddie Anderson,
of Moline, 111.,
here tonight, Anderson opened up.
had McLean almost out in the
seventh and finished the St, Paul
fighter with a right and left to the
jaw in the eighth. Anderson
and McLean 119 &
weighed 119
pounds.
ten-rou-

DEPUTIES SWORV IS.
New Orleans,
La., Sept. 22.
Eighty-si- x
special deputy United
States marshals were sworn in by
Victor
United States
Marshal
Tiolsel here today for service In
flretna, a railroad suburb, follow
ing the shooting there last night
of James Dillon, a negro helper in
terminal
the
was dangerously
Dillon
yards.
wounded. His assailant escaped.
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BARRED FROM

Judgment lias been granted in
the district court to tho Continental
Oil Company against O. H. Gonzales for the collection of $84.12
alleged to be due on account.
George C. Taylor has been ap- -'
pointed referee in the divorce hear-- ,
ing of Lena Smiley against Edwin
Uruce Smiley.
tne yuickel Auto and Supply
company has brought suit in the
district court against Ramon Mora
for the collection of $268.65 alleged to be due ns payment on a
Ford car and J95.G5 alleged due on
a repair bill.
Krncsto Yaldez has filed a. divorce complaint
Marie
against
Fausto Valdez charging cruel and
inhuman treatment and
A

PERSON KILLED IN
TRAIN WRECK ON

S.P.

T.'.s

Angeles, Sept. 22. One is
dead as the result of a train
wreck on the Southern Pacific

hues at 8:50 o'clock tonight at
Monlalvo, five miles south
of
Ventura, Calif:, according to reports received by railroad
here tonight.
The dead was tho engineer of
one of two trains which figured
in a rear end collision.
Both
were
passenger trains, numbers
7S and 38, it was
said, but details were lacking because the
laliroad's telegraph lines went
ofti-cia-

ls

down.

FARM PRODUCTS
ARE LOWER THAW

BEFORE

MAR

Senator Jones Declares

LOBOES HIT DIN T

Bryan-Wrigh-

ihousej

1

ward passes, burking the buckirg
machine, and running signals.
Three n"w men were out.
and Serhor.
Bryan, wh'
played ftTWL'.rd on Ian year's basBE
II!
ketball squad.
made a splendid
showing in his first appearance on
the gridiron.
is showing up well fur
HEARING
OF SEASON a Harrington
troy at quarterbneg, and Jones.
Tom Popejoy and Walter Hernande
look like a good backfield combination,
Popejoy Is being
Defense in the Case of Man First Scrimmage Will Be given aalthough
tryout at end.
The
so far
hardest
scrimmage
Indulged in This After- this season will take place thit
Charged With Being the
and Coach Johnson will
noon: Indications Are for afternoon,
Father of Mrs. Tiernan's
be able to pick out his first string
Fast Team.
men fairly accurately after tin
Baby Begins.
scrimmage.
The Lobes held their first skull
South Bend, Ind., Sept. 22.
Miss Kthel Austen,
who h;i
lie ueieilhO III Hie wa". m iiaiij practice last night, in preparation
for next Saturday's game with the made a wonderful success in grand
Poulin,. charged by Mrs. Augusta-Tierna- Indian school.
in
was
a
opera
London,
stenograwith being "lie father of
The work was taken up with pher employed in a Liverpool ofchild, called blocking and tackling, catching for fice five
her
ago.
years
several witnesses to the stand today in an effort to break down
testimony of the plaintiff regardshe testified
ing the occasions
Poulin was in her company.
Joseph Poulin, brother of the
defendant, testified he saw Pouv
lin at church on several of the
albuquchquc. n.mca
occasions Mrs. Tiernan had testiAN OLD STORE WITH A NCW SPJ IT
On sevfied ho was with her.
eral of the nights in question h
had taken his brother to the
services in his automobile, the
Direct examiwitness testified.
nation of the witness was in progress when court was adjourned
for the day.
Following
adjournment Judge
Duoomb announced the board of
public works had passed an ordinance forbidding spectators to
attend the trial after today. Large
crowds have jammed the court
room since the start of the trial
and many times the hearings had
to be suspended while court attaches attempted to quiet the uproar among
spectators
during
tense moments of the trial. There
also 1ms been much "hissing" and
"booing of witnesses."
Other witnesses testifying today included Mrs. Mary Donohue,
half sister of Mrs. Poulin, wife of
the defendant, and Mrs. Joseph
of Poulin.
Poulin, sister-in-laTheir testimony was similar to
that of Joseph Poulin. both asserting they had seen the defendant at church services on the
nights ho is alleged by Mrs. Tiernan to have been with her.
W.
Beecher, a grocer, was
called to the stand today by defense counsel In an effort to impeach testimony of Professor John
Tiernan, who had testified that
he had not gone, under the name
of Cannon when he first came to
Soutli Bend.

SPECTATORS TO

De-

pression Continues While
the Present Administration Is Doing Nothing.
Wagon Mound. N. M., Sept. 22.
The American farmer is struggling
to
along trying unsuccessfully
make ends meet with his dollar
that Is worth only 67 cents in this
present period of business depresa
sion, Senator A. A. Jones told
large and responsive audiencn as
he warmed to his subject.
This
depression continues while tho readministration
and the
publican
republican congress apparently nre
making no intelligent effort to imHe charged
prove the situation.
farm products are bringing a lower
war but all
before
than
the
price
the commodities the farmer has to
buy are 72 per cent higher, it was
asserted, and this condition will
be made much worse by the new
general tariff law which reduces
tho protection on farm products
and increases the duty on products
manufactured in the east. This was
was the substanco of his explanation of. his vote against the tariff
act.
"I have the faith with my people, the people of New Mexico and
not wtth the manufacturing Interests of the east which already have
grown shamefully rich at the expense of tbe defenseless public."
he exclaimed.
"And when you
cast your vote for V'nited States
senator, I want you to decide
whether you want one who has
kept the faith with his people and
has no apologies for such a course
or one who is showing an apparent tendency to stand by tho manufacturing interests of his native
state of Connecticut.."
Senator Jones was referring to n
newspaper advertisement Flgned by
his opponent, Judge S. B. Davis,
Jr., charging the senator with inconsistency in working for a tariff
on New Mexico products and leading the fight against
tariff on
products of other sections. Judge
Davis Is a native of Connecticut.
The democratic campaign party
put In a strenuous day Friday
working In the counties of Hard'-inColfax and Mora, closing with
a big nisht meeting at Wagon
Mound. A strong republican town.
Saturday will be spent in Las Vegas, where Senator Jones will address the convention of the State
Bankers'
association.
Sunday,
spent in Las Vegas, will be given
over to rest, the first the party has
had in the campaign.
Feeling that their attitude towards prohibition had been misSenator Jones and
represented
James F. Hinkle. nominee for governor filed the following telegram
at Mills addressed to ono of the
leaders at Raton:
"Question has arisen regarding
our attitude towards prohibition.
You are requested and authorized
to say to the Methodist conference
now in session in your city that we
favor the eighteenth amendment
and stand for the strict and Impartial enforcement of all prohibition laws thereunder, both federal
and state."
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NORMAN TH0RNBURY TO
BE
IN
BURIED
TEXAS
Funeral services for Norman
Thornbury, Santa Fe section fore-

man who was killed at Madrono
last Wednesday, will be held at
Wells Point. Texas, according to
an announcement made last night
by Strong Brothers, who have
of
Mrs.
charge
arrangements.
Thornbury arrived here yesterday
and in company with other relatives will go to Wells Point to
attend the funeral.

A Saturday's Sale Sensation

100 WOOL and

SILK

DRESSES
$15.95-$19.50-$27.- 50

Don't Bother
Cooking
On Circus Day
We'll Feed You
We did it Thursday to a capacity crowd. They almost ate
us out of house and home.
Today we'll be prepared. Many
of the women said they were
going to take another day off
today and give tho family another change of cooking. Said
the family was crazy about It.
We'll expect you, too.

g,

Canton Crepes. Satin Back Canton, Poiret
Twills and Wool Crepes in styles for right now

and early Fall.
Panel, draped, beaded, braided, and embroidery trimmed, they are making a big wave of enthusiasm that gathers force with every showing.
You'll know they'd be highly attractive Values
at fully a third more than we've priced them.
Navy, black, brown and tan Sizes from 16
to 46.

SUITS HALF PRICE
We have a few of the better styles of summer
suits that we are closing out at half price and
there is a whole lot of time to wear them yet
Poiret Twill, French Flannel, Herringbone
stripes, Vigeraux, etc.

ASK THE

OTHER
FELLOW ABO ITT

CLOSING OUT ENTIRE
SHOE STOCK

IS

ANGEL

Don't miss this chance to save on shoes
Women's, Boys', Girls', Misses and Children's
shoes to close out at greatly reduced
you
are sure to find what you want and at aprices,
saving of

about

one-hal- f.

CAFE
'There's a Difference."
Just Off Central on Jf. Fourth.
119

NORTH

Phone

A

FOURTH
705--

Get the Best and Buy For Less
PH0HE 138.
25 lbs. sugar in cloth sack
Fancy head lettuce
12 pounds extra fancy potatoes

Celery
24 lbs. Boss Flour
Sweet potatoes, per lb.
48 lbs. Boss flour
Cucumbers, 3 for
24 lbs. Blue Ribbon Flour

$1.90
15c
25c
lOc
$1.05
6c
$2.05

ioc

$1.00

Cantaloupes
.......5c
bucket SNOWDRIFT.
.$1.43
Watermelons, lb
lc
12 cans standard corn
$1.05
Many interesting prices too numerous to mention.
8 lb.

Your order delivered for only 10c.
$5 orders delivered free.

VMS

THE SERVICE STORE

CAR RED STAR FLOUR TO ARRIVE
IN A FEW DAYS
Remember, there is none

better-co- mes

24-lin
and
sacks. Give us your order today.
will deliver on arrival of car.
6-l-

b.,

12-1!-

).,

b.

48-l-

b'.

We

Now is the time for apple butter. We
have the Heinz variety in 20c, 30c and
50c jars.
Our old location at 109 and 111 North Second
street is being remodeled and will be
ready for
occupancy early in October.
At present we are
at 216 est Copper avenue. Come in and see us
or phone. We are at your service.
V

pi

extract the healthy nutriment "The' people who are not worryfrom the food, builds up the ing
are those who think tho
whole body and increases the crop movement
Is some kind of

Millions of
weight to normal.
people have testified to its great
benefits.
Get a bottle today at
any good druggist. Adv.

!r"JLi
(J'!'
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new
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Zancsville

Times-Recorde- r.

Journal Warn AJ Bring Results,

ALBUQUERQUE STORES CO., Inc.
(TWO STORES)
BROADWAY CENTRAL
SOUTH EDITH GROCERY
GROCERY
Corner Broadway nnd Central
1119 South Edith

W. L. Hawkins
sis

.west corrr:it
PHONES

393

.1813115

Ideal Grocery
C. L.

rhooe

236.

SIc.MII.MN,
516 R. Central.

ALBUQUERQUE

Tape r'our.

n

II

ROOKIE

If

FOR

r
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September 23, 1922.
sixth); off Decatur,
ins pitcher Vance.

ADAMS ISWILD

Tough Future for the Batters
Is Presaged hy Pitching Finds

m

PITCHEBS

MOfcfe JOURNAL1

YANKS

New York Has No Trouble
Defeating Cleveland, 9
to 3; Ruth Drives in Two
Runs With Two Doubles.

Pirates' Twirler Hits Frisch

The
Cleveland, Ohio, Sept.
had no trouble beating
Yankee
iwo Indian rooUie pitchers today
T to 3, despite tli" fact that each of
rluth
them fanned Ri:th once.
however, made two doubles andg
drove in two runs. Speaker,
in the ninth, added another
pinch hit to his already Ions
Score:

New York, Sept. 22. The New
Tork Nationals again increased
their lead to four and a half games,
Pittsburgh, In the last
defeating
game of the series today, 8 to 7.
McGraw used twenty
Manager
olavers. six of them pitchers. The
Giants won the game off Adams In
the ninth inning, when with one
out Frisch was hit by a pitched
ball and Meusel walked. Both ad
vanced a wild pitch and Frisch
nit.
scored on Youngs infield
Kellv followed with another single
to right, .scoring Meusel. Pitts
burgh got off to a good lead wnen
the Pirates scored five runs on J.
Barnes and Hill In the fourth in
ning on five hits, a. base on balls
and two errors, but New York kept
plugging away and knocked out
Morrison in the fifth, scoring throe
runs. Score:

''
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AB. il. H . PO A. E.
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Sewell-Mclnnl-

Base on balls
iff Bush, "; Kdwards. 5: 7 YAinn, 1.
Hits Off Kilwards. 6 in innings;
out By Bsh,
Tinn, 7 in 2. Struck
Kdwards- 4; Winn, 1. Losins
jutchrr EdwardsAVamby-McInni-

1); I'lillatlHplila. 5.
by
Louis, Sept. 22. Aided
errors and poor pitching. St. Louis
11
to
ioday defeated Philadelphia, to the
:,. but advanced no closer
pennant as New York defeated
Cleveland. As a result the "mathematical possibility" of the locals
taking the bunting virtually ceased
in even be a "possibility" as the
Rrowns remain three and a half
vames behind the Yankees. George
Sisler, who was selected yesterday
as the league's most valuable player, wan hack in the lineup, after
his enforced vacation because of
:m Injured right shoulder, but got
loonly one hit in five trvs. The
cals found Hasty and Schilling for
visitors hit
13 safeties, and 1he
Kolp hard at times. Tn the second
clouted
Miller
and
inning, Hauser
successive home runs. ITauser's
dropping into the right field stands
nnd Miller's Into the left field
Keats. No one was one base. Hasty was removed after the sixth
when the Browns ran up five tallies after the Athletics had tied It
up in their half. With Sisler back
nn the initial cushion. Frank
appeared at his old post at
third. The crowd continued around
the 2.000 msrk. Score:

Loui.

Perkins,

c

.

II

'
ro
4

"HOUGH

MS' TO
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Sb

.'la sty. p
Schilling, p
xWelch
xxxJohnston

.

This season's shake of the old
baseball tree brought forth a large
assortment of new pitchers that
show promise of putting the veto-ra- n
slabmen entirely out of the
spotlight by next season.
Eoth American and National
leagues have unearthed twlrlcrs all
the way from Podunk, Texas, to
Applesccd, Yt., who can put so
many kinks and curves in the ball
that a lot of players who have
faced these youngsters suggest that
the new rules leave batting out of
the game altogether.
There's Herman Pillette of the
Tigers, the Bird that the Portland
club pulled a Snodgrass
with.
They tossed him in with Johnson
for good measure and now Ty Cobb
considers him ono of the greatest
hurlers in the game today. Tyrus

naa a perrect nay at Pat but was
charged with two errors.

Score:
Boston
Detroit
Batteries:

010 001 010
110 000 21x

R. jr.
3
5

10
11

.

j,

YESTER

VI

U DAYS

4
5
9 24 10
.r.4
Totals
AMiaUCAX ASSOCIATION.
x Batted for Hasty in seventh,
Minneapolis, 15; Columbus, 7
yx Batted for Schilling In ninth.
St. Paul, 6; Toledo, 4.
St. rnni
Kansas City. 8: Loulsvll, 1
All R. IT. PO, A. E.
No other played.
0
0
2
3
.
Tobin. rf
2
0
Kllerbe. 3b .
WESTERN LEAGUE.
0
7
Sisler, lb
Wichita, S; TulEa, 3.
3
3
3
.
If
Williams,
No others played.
3
0
3
.lacobson, cf
McManus, 2b
COAST LEAGUE.
fi
0
.
Collins, c . . .
Sa,n FranciFco, 4; Los Angeles,
-.
r.
1
Gerber, ss . . .
(fourteen innings).
0
2
0
Kolp, p
Vernon, 4; Oakland, 0.
Salt Lake, 7; Seattle, 4.
1
3S 11 15 27 11
Totals
By innings:
020 00101
Philadelphia
000 SOT, 21x
St. Louis
e
hits
Summary:
Walker, Kolp. McManus,
Hauruns
Home
Hauser.
Welch,
ser, Miller. Stolen bases Williams,
.lacobson (2). Sacrifices Jacob-soMiller. Double plays
McManus nnd Sisler: McManBase on
us. Gerber and Sisler.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
balls Off Hasty, 1: Schilling. 3:
Chicago nt Boston.
R.
1"olp, t. Struck out Bv Kolp.
Pittsburgh at Brooklyn.
St. Louis at New York.
Hits Off Hastey, 10 In fi: Schilling.
in 2. Losing pitcher
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
Hasty.
.

.

.

1

1

H

1

1

1

R

1 1

Two-bas-

n,

ODAYS
GAMES

Oer-Vie- r,

.',

Detroit. 5: Boston. S.
Detroit. Sept. 22. Timely hitCobb and Fothergill today
hy
ting
enabled Detroit to win from Bos5
to 3. The Detroit manager
ton,

6

I.
Chicago, 6: Washington,
Chicago, Sept. 22.
bunched hits off Znehary Chicago
today
and defeated Washington, 6 to
4.
Score:
E.
h.
31
000
0
000
7
4
Washington
0
Chicago
"OlOOOllx 6 11 0
Batteries:
Zarhary and Lapan;
Mack, Blankcnshlp and Schalk.

AMERICAN LEAGCE.
Chicago, 8; Washington, 4.
Detroit, 5; Boston, 3.
New York, 9; Cleveland. 3.
St. Louis, 11; Philadelphia,

.

e.

Ferguson, Karr and
kuoi; niiette and Woodall.

.NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Boston,
Cincinnati,
Philadelphia,
Chicago.
New York, 8; Pittsburgh. 7.
StLouis, 7; Brooklyn, 4.

.

3b-2-

i'McCue,

Totals

1

4
5

.

U0HN

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Washington at Chicago.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
New York at Cleveland.
Boston at Detroit.

LST!

250 Pimples, 736 Blaek&eadi

0

t;

OM
THE

from John-

is also getting results
son and Oleson.

Sox
With the Chicago White
are Robertson, Lcverette and Ted
Last spring Charlie
Plankcnship.
Robertson did a foxtrot into the
of
fame hy emptying a bucket
hall
of w hitewash large enough to paint
the state of Florida white over the
Tigers at Detroit. They finished
the game without a run. without a
hit and without a runner reaching
first base. All that was left to
mako the day a complete melodrama, vas a snowstorm coverins
the city of Straits. True to form,
the bugs arose as ono nnd made
the welkin ring wtih that grand
and glorious salute "Hot Dog."
St. Louis has Van Gilder. Pructt,
Piuett as you
Kolp and Wright.
recall, la the lad with a curve like
a landlord's promise who is Asi- -

Club

0

5
4
5
4
4

1

7

41

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
17x26 12

1

W.
87

L.

New York

Pittsburgh

84

63

81
81

65
88
71
74
91

St. Louis

New York.

AB. R. H. PO. A. E. Cincinnati

0

...
...

72
65
40

!

010 610
001 131

Pittsburgh

.804
.671
.666

.544
.617
.493

!tl

newly-acquire-

foflClub

GfliE

RIVALS CIRCUS

e

.

AMERICAN LEAGUENew York
St. Loui
Detroit
Chicago
Cleveland
Washington
Philadelphia
Boston

...

W.
92

56

89

00

78

72
73
75

76
75
65

60
58

-

Pet.

L.

.621
.697

.520
.510
.500
.448
.41 1
.3S9

SO

86
91
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ONE GIVEN IN WIFE
ABANDONMENT CASE

Sanchez, under IndictIgnaclo
ment by the grnnd Jury for horse
wife abandonment,
and
stealing
has given $1,000 bond on the former ctiarge and only half as much
for leaving his wife. The two
bonds of $1,000 and $500 were
made by the man upon his arrest
yesterday.
Jose A. Garcia, Jose Candelaria,
David Jaramillo and Manuel Campos are all under $250 bond each
awaiting jury trial on assault
charges. These are the last indictments to tie announced
from
the recent grand jury session.
The petit jury which will be Impanelled on Monday will not begin
work until Friday, it was announced at the courthouse yesterday. The
delay Is caused by failure to set
St. Loulfl, 7; Brooklyn, 4.
criminal cases, which will come
Brooklyn, Sept. 22. St. Louis any
up for trial before the civil cases,
pounded three Brooklyn pitchers early
In .the week.
The trial of
for a 7 to 4 victory today, even- civil cases
will begin on October 9.
ing up the series of four games,
but winning the season's series by
Notice to Property Owners
14 games to 8, Score.
St. Louis.
AB. R. BH. PO. A
The president of the United
States and the governor of the state
Blades, If
6
3
New Mexico have seen fit to isof
cf
Smith,
sue proclamation
regarding the
t
Hornsby, 2b.... 5
of Fire Prevention
observance
13
Bottomly. lb... 5
week. With this end In view we
5
2
Stock, 3 b
fesl called upon as a city to de4
6
Schultz, rf
mand the observance of the Ordi1
Toporcer, ss... . 4
nance No. 100 providing for the
2
Clemons, c..... 4
3
cutting of weeds by property own0
Ffeffer, p
ers, agents or occupants and providing a penalty for violation.
38
7 15 27 12
Totals
Section 1 reads: That it shall be
Brooklyn.
unlawful for the occupant, owner
AB. R. BIT. PO. A.
or agents of any piece of land withOlson. 2b...
in the city to suffer or permit any
Johnston, ss. ..
weeds to grow and remain upon
T. Griffith, rf.
such lot or piece of land or in the
Wheat, If
street or alley in front of or abuttMyers, cf
ing thereon.
Schmandt, lb.
The penalty provides that any
High, 3b
occupant, owner or agent, who
2
DeBerry, c
shall fall, neglect or refuse to cut
or destroy such weeds after notice
Hungllng, C... 2
1
of five days shall be deemed guilty
Vance, p
0
of a misdemeanor and upon conMamaux, p
1
viction shall be fined the sum cf
Decatur, p
1
not less than $5 nor moro than
Mitchell
B. Griffith... 1
$50, or by Imprisonment
In tha
city JaM.
All property owners govern your35 4 9 27 9 0
Totals
Batted for Vance in fourth. selves hy the above ordinance, beBatted for Decatur In the ginning this date.
B. IT. CALKINS,
ninth.
Score by Innings:
City Managir.
7
St. Louis
004 110 010
.
.'
010
4
201
000
Brooklyn
e
Summary:
hits ToGuard Your Healtk
porcer, Pfeffer, Mers (2), B.
Home run
Griffith, Schmandt.
Sacrifices
Bottomly.
Blades,
Pfeffer, Schmandt. Double play
TX UuidVTrliTlilk til br Mm
Olson, Johnston. Schmandt. Base
PREVENTIVE
.
on balls Off Vance, 2.
Struck
Alfr IIUHIKit PrHtl
out By Vance, 2; Decatur,
a il l
2;
Tubal.
CATARRH
wJ
Ce.
Pfeffer, 4. Hits Off Vance, 8 in
i"tlDnnM
( BLADDER
Paakmin SI.. NtwVork
4; Mamaux, 3 in 1 (none out in
2.

Aft-crno-

at 2:30.

By NORMAN E. BROWN.
All Things t'ome
To him who plays with his head
up.
--

The opening game of the Albuquerque "Minor League" will be
played this afternoon at 2:30
o"clock nt Washington park, when
the headquartera troop of the
will meet the team from
the Menaul school. The two teams
average 120 pounds in weight. Both
reams pmy clean and fast and are
well coached. Last year they met
twice, each winning one game.
Admission to the game will be
free.
The probable lineup at the kick-of- f
is:
Scouts.
Menaul.
R. E
Rcce
Mendoza
rneney or
R. T
Kemp
Sandoval
R. G. . . Dnmlnirnp
MllCT.ey
Stubbs
c
Archuleta
Gross or
Haskell
o
l.
Atencio
Burgin or
Stamm
L. T. .
Arellano
Dotson or
Trail th
L. K.. .
Jaramlllo
Williams . . . R. H. P, .
Gonzalez
Heflin or
Koel
L. H. B
J. Vigil
Whitehouse ...Q. B
Vigil
Vann
F. l
v.i- Substitutes for Menaul nro onin.
tana, Lovato,
Vasquez, Arvuso,
s

.

.

Herrera.

Marty Krug. Chicago Cub third
baseman, will vouch for the truth
of that old saying. For after
spending over a dozen years in the
minors Krugg has stepped into the
big league spotlight.
Krug rose to the big league ranks
as rapidly as any younger when
he was lured away from his home
to the minors.
town, Cleveland,
The Red Sox gave him a couple of
trials, but he failed to deliver. Back
in the minors, however, he made
a name for himself as a manager
as well as a player.
He had been with the Tacific
Coast league for a couple of seasons when Bill Killcfer's brother.
Wade, told Brother Bill that Marty
could help solve his Infield problem at least until Bill got his
youngsters on their feet. In 1920
Krug played second for Salt Lake.
Last year he moved to Portland and
played 17!) games at the keystone
sack. Indications
are now that
he'll be with Brother Bill for some
time-

,

IS HELD AT LOS
LUNAS ON SUSPICION
FOR FORGING CHECKS

MAN

REDUCED RATES ON
Beltran Salazar, under suspendCATTLE SHIPMENTS
ed sentence of the district court
for forgery, is again
under susEXTENDED FURTHER picion. He is
being held at Los
The 3,1 per cent reduction in cattle freight rates from the drouth
stricken areas of the slate into
Kansas, Oklahoma nnd Colorado,
will go into effect on September
28( It has been announced
by the
railroads to the New Mexico Cattle
3 rowers'
and Horse
association.
The reduction on intrastate shipments and thoso Into Texas went
into effect on September 18.

Lunas by Sheriff Tondre pending
investigation. Two bad checks have
been located, one at Los Lunas and
one at Bclen, believed to have been
passed hy Salazar. The man is al-under suspicion on the charge
of stealing a "driverless Ford"
from a local company, a man anhis description
swering
having
taken a car yesterday without reit.
The sheriff's office is
turning
investigating the case.
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Ne reward is effsred, bersw. they
are lost forever! Ne question will be
asked, except on
question, "How
did you lose them?" There la but one
answer,
"i cut out new fad treatments and guesswork; I used one oi
i he
moat powarful
and f 1 e s
known, and that is 8. S. S.l Now nf
face is pinkish, my skin clear as a
rose, my cheeks are filled out and my
rheumatism, too, is gone!" This win
be your experience, too, If you try 8.
si. a.
n is guaranteed to De purely
vegetable In all its remarkably effective medicinal ingredients. 8. B. fl.
means a new history for you from now
that nn! 8. H. 8. is eeld at all drug stores
in two sizes. The larger six U tie
more economical.

Shetlands,

pigs,

goats,

d
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There are
bears that walk upon
or
rida
old fashioned
tight ropes
bicycles; shaggy white bruins that
"shoot the chutes"; Hullng's famous troupes of acting seals;
Loyal's wonderful French poodles
including the whirl-i-gi- g
dogs;
and no end of trick monkeys,

Notice

Two-bas-

BRINGING UP FATHER.

digious number.

superbly schooled horses repre- West Central avenue. Remember,
senting Europe's finest equestrian grounds north of city, east of rail
acts form a big new feature. road
tracks, foot New l'ork
Another
Includes
twenty high
school horses ridden by riders of
international fame.
The Illinois State Federation of
The wild animal acts include
who ride upon Labor will hold its annual con
Jungle beasts
at Rockford in October.
vention
swiftly running horses,
Juggle
like humans, performs tricks of
balancing or play at games with
their keepers.
The arenas are
time after time filled, emptied
and refilled with entire troupes of
tigers, lions, polar bears, leopards,
panthers,
Jaguars and trained
pumas. Most remarkable among!
tnese are the mixed groups of tigers, black panthers and leopards
presented by the world's foremost women trainers, Mabel Stark
and Olga Celeste. Women trainSave Money on Bicycles
ers are to the fore this season.
One of the six herds of trained Eicycle Repairing. Bicycle Tires,
elephants is in charge of the
Everything Guaranteed.
noted
Mme.
Belgian
breaker,
Clare Hlldegarde.
BROAD BICYCLE CO.
Comedy acts are offered in pro- - 2S0 S. 2nd St.
Phone 7S8

12-3-

Two Fast Boys' Teams That
Tied on Last Year's Record Will Meet This

TITO OS HIS

s.

YANK MSR.

hits
Kelly, Maranville.
Three-bas- e
hit Stengel.
Stolen
bases Frisch, Meusel, Bancroft.
Sacrifice Frisch. Double plays
Maranvlll? Tierney, Grimm;
Grimm. Left on bases New
York, 9: Pittsburgh, 8. Base on
Balls Oft Morrison, 1: Hill, 1;
Adams, 2. Struck out By Morrison, 1; Ryan, 1; Adams, 1; McQuillan. 1. Hits Off J. Barnes, 8
in 3
Hill, 2 (retired no bats;
Morrison,
men); Ryan, S in
8 In 4
Jonnard. 1 in 1; Adams,
5 in 3
V. Barnes, 1 in 2; McQuillan, 2 in 1. Hit by pitcher
By Morrison (Young); by Adams
(Frisch). Winning pitcher McQuillan. Losing pitcher Adams.
Two-bas-

1

to geese and pigeons.
its
Among the hundreds of men
recently-adde- d
wild and women stars are Lily Leitzel.
European
animal circus and
queen of all aerial gyYnnaste;.)
Ernest Clarke and the noted
troupes of performing horses.
As quickly as the trains are piarkonlans in hazardous casting.
Silbons andi;
"spotted" the work of unloading acts; the Slegrists,
will be commenced and continue Neapolitans, supreme on the fly
until all the wonders and para- ing trapeze; the Ernestos, Reifen- -;
phernalia have been moved to raths, Tarneffs and Sevilloe all:
the show grounds, railroad tracks newly imported European eques-- f
and New York avenue.
trlan acts of extraordinary skill;; J
The inhabitants of the giant the
Rooney-MeerBasonghl,
circus city are now equal in num- Bradna and Clarkdon troupes of.'
ber to those of at least 15.000 riders; the Sle Tahar company
towns in the United States. The gymnasts for the first time introoj
show's latest census gives a total ducing the women athletes
of:
population of 1,571 persons. This Arabia to American
audiences;
has required the addition of larger the "Golden Girls in the SiWer
The Swings," a sensational old world
dining and dressing tents.
extra stables needed for the 200 novelty; aerial ballets, ten groups
canvas
and
horses,
pavilions re- of statuary horses and perfevtly
quired to house the scores of formed ,women;
eight o the
trained wild animal actors are so world's highest perch act., and
extensive that the entire morning many olher high-ai- r
sensation.
is now required to put this addiThe main-teprogram opens
tional paraphernalia in place. On with a grand introductory pageant
this account every bit of horse magnificently
costumed,
replete
power and man power must be with nursery tales enacted in panutilized from daylight to noon tomime by hundreds of story book
time. It is because of this that characters.
A hundred clowns in
the street parado has been elimi- five times as many original stunts
nated. A complete "battery" of promise no end of fun for Juvesteel arenas suggests some nile patrons.
Today's performidea of the increase in massive ances will begin at 2 and 8 p.
m. and the doors to the menag
properties.
There are more than 700 per- erie open an hour earlier.
formers with this season's circus
Tho downtown advance ticket
and fully halt that number of sale starts at 9 o'clock this morntrained animals.
Two hundred ing at the Matsoh book store, 206
Five trains are required
move this great show with

.377
.837
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New York
Summary:
Schmidt

While circus fans of all sizes
and ages are gathered at the
a
railroad yards this morning,
hundred gayly painted cars will
be coming to town and Ringling
Brothers and Barnum & Bailey
combined show make its first appearance here since the consolidation of America's two big
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Chicago
Brooklyn
Philadelphia
Boston

4
2
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3b
Frisch, 2b , . .
Meusel, If . . .
Young, rf
Kelly, lb

fl

AtfO

2

1

()

.

1

Stengel, cf . .
Snyder, c . . .
Gaston, c
atie poison to Babe Ruth.
0
J. Barnes, p.
The Hon. Tris Speaker has start Hill, P
o
ed to erect a now staff for lite In Ryan, p
0
0
dians with Eldwards, Lindscy and xxRobertson ,
Boone.
0
The latter is a conipara Jonnard, p . .
newcomer
0
a
who looks like
tive
xxx.Smith . . .
0
rolled
funeral
.
.
.
complete
procession
zMagulrc
into one lean and lanky personage V. Barnes, p.
0
0
but he seems to have the Etuff and zzShlnners . .
0
Cleveland fans are looking for ICunningham
0
season.
next
results
great
McQuillan, p
Washington has a good prospect
4
8 13 27 13
m Francis nnd although the Yan36
Totals
.
kees are playing safo and using
x One out when winning run
veteran
to
their
slabmon
scored.
mostly
land them in the series they have
xx Batted for Ryan in fifth.
a young man by the name of Murxxx Batted for Jonnard In the
Sixth.
ray who shows great promise.
z Ran for Smith In sixth.
McGraw, Rickey, Moran and the
zz Tian for Snyder In eighth.
rest of the National league manaBatted for V. Barnes In the
gers are experimenting with raw
material and seem to have uncov- eighth.
a
ered
multitude of young
By innings:
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and 3 Boilil

mmt with
Vltxita.

NORTH OF CITY, EAST R.R. TRACKS
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Bruggy, c
AValker, If .
Hauser, lb
Miller, rf .
4alloway, s
.Dykes,
Scheer, 2h . .

Maranville, ss.
Carey, cf ,
Bigbee, If .
Russell, rf
Tlerney, 2b
Traynor, 3b
Grimm, lb
Schmidt, c
Morrison, p
Adams, p .

Groli.

in

Two-bas-

O

rmt

3

27 17

Batted for Mclnnis In ninth.
Ran for Speaker in ninth.
Bv Innings:
0
0fl;! 010 n2"
N
York
020 000 001- -3
Oevelanrl
e
hits Ruth,
Summary:
hits
Meusel. Burn. Three-bas- e
Sewell. Snmma. Stolen base
Meusel. Sacrifices Meusel, Schang,
Double plays
McMillan.

Philadelphia.
All. It. H.

Fie

Bancroft, ss

7X

McOowan. ef

boons
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7.7.1

St.
St.
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Hart-net-

Boston, Sept. 22. Boston and
Cincinnati closed their final series
today by dividing a double header,
Boston winning the first game, 7
to 2, and Cincinnati the second,
S to 0.
Bonne was ejected from
the second game for vigorous protest of a called strike in the eighth
inning.
Score First game:
R. H. E.
Cincinnati ...000 000 002 2 S R
023 011 01X 7
Boston
0
Batteries: Couch and Hargrave:
McNamara and O'Neill.
Score Second game:
R. H. E.
Cincinnati .. .100 400 100 6 4 1
Boston
000 000 000 0 S 4
Batteries: Markle and Hargrave;
Matthew, Braxton and O Neill.

rmshnrah.
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0
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po-
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Summa, if...
"iardner 3b..
h .
.1. Sewell,
McNulty, cf.,
Mclnnis. lb..
J,. Sewell, c. .
O'Neill, c
Kd wards, p..
Winn, p
Stephenson .
KzPpeaker . . .
ptzEvans
Totals
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GROUNDS

SHOW ON

2--

bat-lin-

Xew

FOR TWO PERFORMANCES-WI- LL

5--

000 630 010 9
and Walks Meusel, Then Philadelphia
Batteries:
Osborne and
FiSingleton and Peters.
Makes a Wild Pitch;
nal Score Is 8 to 7.
Boston,
Cincinnati,

-

2-

7--

Chicago . .140 000 000 02 7 9 2
000 002 200 005 10 1
Philadel.
Batteries: cheeves and O'Farrell:
Ring, Smith and Henline.
Score Second game:
R. H. E.
301 000 0015
4
Chicago

YORK WINS

N E IV

WORLD'S GREATEST CIRCUS HERE TODAY

Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Sept. 22. Phila
del and Chicago divided a double
header today, the Cubs taking the
first, 7 to 5, in 11 innings and the
Phillies the second, 9 to 6.
Ft. H. E.
Score First game:
Chicago.
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Woman s
STENOGRAPHER'S ROMANCE

I

Theaters Today

AT C. OF G.

"B' Theater Repeating
today
for the last time "Silas Marner,"
the screen adaptation of the George
Eliot novel, with an
cost;
also repeating "Be Reasonable," a
Mack Sennett comedy.

I

Farm

Women's
Produce,
Work and Boys and
Girls Club Products Are
Judged by College Men.

Dan Miller, of the American
ranch, nt Atrisco, took the honors
as a valley farmer nt tho chamber
of commerce county fair yesterday
when his showing of forty-thro- e
varieties of farm produce was ad
judged the best at tho show. Mrs.
.Miller also took nlnco with an ex
hibit of canned foods of fifty-twMr. Iaramlsole, of , tho
varieties.
La France Fruit ranch, at Corrales,
took second place.
The fair is attended by a num
ber of state college officials who
are assisting in the judging of ex
hibits, Miss Mary Itichnrdson, Fabian Garcia, director of the exten
sion department, who judged tho
fruit, and H. S. Moles, assistant di
rector of extension. R. 53. Conrov
county agent of Los I.unas, Judged
the agricultural exhibits.
In the boys club work exhibit the
special prize of $10 for the best
ten ears of corn was awarded to
Chester French, also winner of the
first prize for the best ten ears of
corn, and for the best single ear of
corn. The. second beet-teears of
corn and individual
ears were
s
Ishown by J. C. French. The
prize for the best corn In
the show was won by Jerome Alex- ander with ten ears of Funk's Yel- low Dent. Tho prize for the lieM
yellow corn was also won by Alexander. The first prize for the Iipm
red corn was won by A. T.
and for the best white corn
and best blue corn by Fred Eakf-BY EMMSE.
The largest and best watermelon,
Accordion pleats seem never to a Tom Watson, weighing fifty-tw- o
get out of style. Paris is using pounds, was exhibited by J. P. Wil
them this season with very good son, llio best sweet potatoes wer
effect. Panels, sleeves, blouses, shown by Dan Miller. The bei
and drapes have all used accordion New Moxico chile, the College Nu.
pleats with smart results. One of 9 chile, improved by Director Gar
the most fashionable of the Paris cia, was shown by Mr. Laramisolr
exhibit or
indivitlunl
houses offers (his gown which is The best
accordion
It honey was shown by J. C Smith
entirely
pleated.
dares to be made of georgette crepe J. Alexander won blue ribbon for
when most other frocks of the sea- stalk beets. The best plate of toson are fashioned of canton and matoes was shown by EJiank Duran.
The best citron was shown by Dr.
satin crepes.
The frock Is untrimmed, rely 13. M. Wilson and tho best onion1.
were
shown by Dan Miller.
ing on its graceful lines and ac
The winner of first prize for the
oear Mrs. Thompson: I am a got to a store she stopped and said cordion pleats for its effect. It is
calf was won by Clarence
under the clrcumstanres she made of navy blue crepe with a best
girl nearly eighteen. About a year that
did not seo
I pretended to bo long skirt and full, loose blouse. Zlckert. a calf, presented by the
ago I met a man some years older her friend. why
I was so astonished I The sleeves are built along similar Beiemek dairy. In the poultry exthan myself who seemed to care let hor go into the Btore. I haven't loose lines with a slashed seam hibit the awards were as follows:
a lot for me. We corresponded the least idea what she meant. down the top of the arm filled in For the best trio In Rhode Islaml
until lately and on account of a This hurts me very much because I lattice effect. Cascade down the Red class, Conrad Becker,
Clarence Zlckert, secon'1
severe illness he was unable to love her and want to know what left side fall In points below the
Rock?.
write for a long time, but lately Is wrong. What would you advise hem line. The dress is Just the prize; Barred Plymouth
William
he
model
me
for
afternoon
me
or
Taylor, first prize; Taylor
why
informal
me to do?
T. H.
he wrote
telling
also won first pullet and secoml
hadn't been writing. Now he has Write your friend a note,, telling wear.
Note the bandeau to match the cockerel prizes; Buff Orpington:;
not written for some time again. her that you love her and that
a loss to dress which is worn over the Oarnett Burks won all prizes; SinDo you think he cares for me?
you are absolutely
gle Comb Ahconas, Garnctt Burks
Would it be all right to write know what is wrong. Ask her for coiffure.
won all prizes. The cockerel ofage the sake of old times to talk the
friendly letters to a boy of my
fered by C. P. Hay to the boy
matter over with you.
IjONESOMB GIRL.
best general exhibit was won
The man does not care for you
much
In tne ramm
not
let
by Garnett Burksdeeply, or he would
display William and George Taylor
umA .inns without writing.
'won all prizes except for best do';
v
are old enough to write
and litter which was won by Conrad
WILL
friendly letters.
'.Becker. J. D, Notgrass was poul-- j
TO try Judge and James Arnot rabbit'
Dear Mrs. Thompson: I am a
I went
ago.
Judge.
girl sixteen years of
The fruit prizes were awarded as
city
visiting my aunt in another
the
of
follows:
Stark's Delicious, Lara-- !
and I was going with three heard
The second annual school mam's
Imisole, first; Frank Duran, second;
ball players. My toparentsmarried ball will
be given in the near fu
get
(Grime's Golden, O. B. Clark, first;
that I was going come
home and ture for tho benefit of the school
iLaramisoIo, second. Jonathan, and they made me
book
in
fund
the
children
for
poor
B. Clark, first; P. V. Sanchez, secwhipped me.
A meeting of the county
came
county.
friends
two
jond. King David, G. L'. Ilosers.
girl
One right
Police
CirAnnounce
That
with school principals will be held this
first: O. B. Clark, second. Black,
by for me to go to church
was oner, morning at the office of the county
CUS UnlOadifin Will MakP'l;en Davis, C. U. Rogers, first;
them and when church
ar
to
comcomplete
superintendent
Bam1y second Arkansas Black.
three boys asked to bewe our
- UOngeStlOn; ShOW Car- - J- P.
let them. rangements for the entertainment
Wilson, first; Laramisole, sec- pany home and so
The benefit dance was instituted
ona.
j.euaimoui,
opiizenuurg,
When I got home mother and dad- last year by the county school
ries
Its
Own
Cops.
first. Rome Beauties, Laramisole,
dy wanted to know who the boy teachers.
The affair was held at
V. Sanchez, first;
P.
first.
Gano,
was and I told them. Then daddy the
The Ringling Brothers and
armory and was largely atC. G. Bandy, second.
called me in and whipped me again. tended.
Over $000 was raised at
and Bailey circus will unload
Tho prises in girls' club and wo- -'
Do you think there is any harm the
sum
this
providing Its equipment today at the Central men's work were awarded as folin going with boys it oiaer gins schooldance,
150
books
about
for
poor
are with you urn mey irtai n children of the county.
avenue crossing.
The circus will lows:
Best Individual club girls' ex- right about both things?
The need of the poor In the haul Its equipment to the show hibit
UNLOVED.
of sewing George Farrell, of
is
this
as
as
last
year
great
grounds by .the way of North First Armijo; second, Gertrude .Miller, ot
You are rather young to go with county
of
since
the
many
par
street.
ow
Chler
Galusha Armijo; third,, Ava Itolierte, of Old
boys, but I cannot see any reason particularly
ents are without employment and last night announcedPolice
that no cars Town. The Armijo Sewing club
for punishing you because the boy are not able
neces
to
the
purchase
be
would
with
allowed
to
church
near
from
the won first prize for the best general
walked home
park
par- sary text books for their children Central avenue crossing, as it is es- club exhibit.
you. In the other case your when
A few sets of books which have sential to
Bessie
Best darned stocking
keep the entire street
ents were naturally alarmed
been turned in at the superintend open.
Lawrence, of Candelarlu; second.
it was rumored that you were to ent s office have been given
for
out
The
show
that
are
would
between
I
Stella Lawrence, CandelaNa; third,
suggest
grounds
be married.
New York avenue
to use immediately.
Mountain Carmelita Griego, Candelaria.
you watt until some boy asks
The
will be held at 11 road and runs from and
. Best
North
Becond
made hat Clarihel McDon
call on you or to take you some- o'clock meeting
this morning. Commit- street to the railway tracks. The
where and then get permission tees will be appointed
ald, of Old Town: second, laura
to arrange chief said that
believe
If
would Maestes, of Oold Town; tliird, Al
they
from your parents.
the details of the entertainments. likely be made arrangements
to park cars on va- berta StCner, of Old Town.
you Intend to obey them they will
cant lots near the circus grounds.
Best white layer cake Mrs. Dan
be much more apt to let you have
The circus, ha said, carries its own Miller, of Atrisco; best dark layer
privileges.
gopolloe force, lieafled by George cake Mrs. H. F. Sloan, nf Atrisco;
There is a lot of controversy
SALAZAR GIVEN
Brice, formerly a chief of detect best angel food cake Miss Launx
ing on about the advisability of
ives in a big eastern city. The first McGuire,
Some people
of Albuquerque.
whipping children.
circus train Is due here about 5
Best general exhibit or cannen
claim it is a wise punishment,
while others believe it be brutal
vegetables and fruits Mrs. Dan
Miller: second, Mrs. L- P. Beckham
and unnecessary.
Personally I
of Atrisco; Best six cans of fruit
think some other means of punish
UNIVERSITY
GIVES
Mrs. Dan
ment could be found which would
Miller; second, Mrs.
be Just as effective but mentally InGeorge Farrell, of Atrisco,
ASSEMBLY HOUR TO
You
of
cans
Best sIt
stead
of vegetables Airs.
physically painful.
are too old to whip In my opinion.
U.S. CONSTITUTION Pan Miller; second, Mrs. L. P.)
Best made dross form
Beekhnm.
I have
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
and standard Mrs. George Sum- Constitution week
observed
We
for
chum
six
U
.
.
a
..
Tv'
years.
i
met, of Albuquerque; second- Mrs
had girl
New Pitcher Re- ,ttloir1ntr n
Best
are neighbors and have gono to Speedy
Mexico with nn especial program at Arthl,r TMey of Atrisco.
cruited From Colorado the assembly hour. Joseph TauacU, dl'!s- costi"ff
to maklr
school together every day. Now
"an
she seems to be angry with me, and
ol rtv,
iin.
iuiui jnaiit-'JWill Go Against Strength- ftOiror nr thn .Jnnrnn rrn-- in
I absolutely don't know what la
second, Mrs. Dan Miller.
dress on "The Constitution
I
The
other
started
wrong.
day
ened Santa Fe Club.
Mr. Tausck dwelt briefly on the
to walk home with her. She seemcircumstances in Which tho constied very cool and finally when she
tution
was framed and adopted and
chamMexico
Dan Padilla's New
pions will meet Santa Fe tomorrow on seme of tho difficulties which
afternoon at Barelas park in what the framei's encountered when they
is expected to be the best game of sougnt to have their immortal doc
the season. Santa Fe hus been ument ratified by the states.
"From a nation of thirteen states
strengthened by four players from
the disbanded Belcn club, and has with a population of a little more
its best lineup in eight years. Hoi- than three million people and an
man or Speedy Gomez will pitch area of three hundred and thirty-fiv- e
for Santa Fe.
thousand square miles at the
For the Grays, Ray Salazar, the time of tho adoption ot the constipitching wizard recently recruited tution, it has served tho changing
from Colorado, will work in the needs of our country which now
box. A pitcher's duel Is certain to occupies ten times Its
original area
with forty-eigresult, Padllla believes.
states and a popuThe Grays havo won twenty-seve- n lation of nearly one hundred and
and lost six during the sea- twenty-fiv- e
million
son. They havo taken the long end The constitution has people.
survived every
or every series. From Santa Fe national and International
crisis
iney nave won rive out of seven and It remains today the foremost
The
Ancient
games.
City bunch political Instrument of the world."
now, however, is stronger than at
Miss Norms, Williams gave a
any time the Grays have met it.
piano solo. Miss Carol Williams
Fadilla is
to arrange for sang, and at the close the students
a trip to Forttrying
Bayard for the sea and visitors sang America.
son windup. If possible, he will
D.
Announcements were made
If
bring some strong team here be- B. McKee and H. S. Moles, ofbythe
fore his club
disbands
for the display of fruits at the chamber of
H
etna flavor Jl
winter.
commerce:
Dean L. B. Mitchell announced
anywhere
Follows use of Cutleura Soo and
The output of the gold mines that the
F,txtca
Ointment. On retiring rub Cuticura
would prepare
In the Grass valley section
of copies of university
disconstitution
the
for
Ointment
into the scalp, especially
u California will total $3,000,000 In
tribution to students, and said that
pots of dandruff and Itch ing. Next
this year. Recent develop- everybody would
I value
profit
by
reading
morning; shampoo with Cutleura
ment work has opened up ore
Soap and hot water.
bodies which experts declare will
w.
Armeies
iMKilHtrmtoSill Addri:"rierlV.
Insure an output worth several
Bulbs. Dutch. Japanese: Tulips.
Bold mrf
rlM.nt.(r,HU44l,llHi."
million dollars each year for the Hyacinths,
JtrtSoifSSe. OlntiMMttMuliO.-- . TiloiaBa.
Iaffortlls.
For fall WSXatiwirm
wftkml nnl,
iK.tr.
next, fifty year.
Sep
planting.
Ives, phone 732. Adv.
-

o

Viaduct Reconstruction Matter Is Brought to a Focus
by Letter to Company's
Attorney.

,
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99c

Our Store Will Be Closed All Day Today, Account the
New Year Holiday-- But
Promptly at 6 Tonight, All
Departments Will Open With a Sensational Value
Giving 99c Sale as the Feature for

it

ha-in-

STAGED AGAIN

TO TAKE ACTION

Lyria Theater "The Mysterious
Rider," a BenJ. B. Hampton proIn accordance with the action of
duction is being repeated today for
the last time; also repeating "Fair tho city commission at its meeting
Knough," a laughable comedy,
Tuesday, City Manager B. II. Calkins yesterday served notice on the
Pastime Theater
That great Santa Fo Railway company that it
must
take some action immediate
eight reel picture, "Repotted Missing," will bo seen for tho last time ly leading to the rebuilding of the
today at the Pastime; also repeat- Coal avenue viaduct. Mr. Calkins
ing Owen Moore us the star in wrote the following leter to W. C.
Held, attorney for the Sanla Fo in
"The Song of a Lark."
New Mexico;
"Albuquerque, N. M.,
More than 236,000 women have
"September 21, 1022.
received pensions from the British "Mr. W. C. Reid,
Attorney, A. T.
because their husgovernment
& S. F. it. It. Company, City.
bands fell in the late war. Ot this
"Dear Sir: This is following mv
number 74,000 have remarried.
letter of August 24, in which 1

j

one-side-

SCHOOL MAM'S
BALL
BE

I

all-st-

i

suggested that your officials sub- jpi'ovenvnts in tho city have
mit data covering the engineering .marie by tliw citi.ns .itli the. on.
rlcrxln minis thai llu: :n.iuet w ould
as well as the legal features in connection with the rebuilding of the ije blliit.
"A'Msrins uu Hint it h our
Coal avenue viaduct h'Tups tho A. Tiro
to baffa an improveT. & 8. F. railroad tracks, in the ment only
Hi of our
which tho
city
city of Albuquerque.
and not act in an arbi"While it no doubt Is true that demands,
to
b'g
remain,
that the strike situation has pre- trary" iiiiintci,
cry nu iy ours,
vented the presence of the proper
"II. II t'.M.KI.VS,
authorities to tale this matier up
"City Manage!-.with the city commission, it doc
not seem probable tlint the same
M Tn
I'UII HAM JI DDVA
condition would delay the
I U
HIM
DM
lULIHIil
of the data asked for.
SPEAK HEREON 0CT.4
"I am aware Unit our desires
to you in the letter of
of August 2 4, were forwarded to
William .1. Hryan will deliver an
the authorities in a communication
m Albuquerque
on
thu
jaurlress
dated September is, hut we fear a
I'veniji; of October 4. Chairman
possible delay of tho matter.
"The citizens of Albuquerque Henry G. Coors, of the democratic
and the city commission we
county central t orn mi: tee, was adthat the A. T.
S. P. comvised Lost
nislit
ly George H.
pany, be asked to fulfill Its legal Hunker, chuiiman
of
the state
obligation of rebuilding the viaduct, and unless we receive defi- eential commit t e. .Mr. Bryan. It is
nite information regarding
the understood, will speak on national
matter and something tangible to issues and the record of L'nlted
States Senator A. A. Jones. The
Work Unoll Within ten rt:,v. ni- - ln-weeks, we feel that we shall be jus- - place whore the meeting will h
tinea in taking definite steps to held will b" announced later, Mr,
Coors stated.
orinn matters to a focus.
"The fact that the citizens voted
bonds to be used if necessary in
Queen Alexandra has a pair of
facilitating the early completion of opera glasses, madfl In Vienna, valthis project, is sufficient evidence ued at J25.000.
They are of platithat the improvement
is neeea- - num, set with diamonds, rubies and
Considerable
sary.
amounts of lm- sapphires.

d.

CITY WISHES IT

I

so many

CHAPTER .
Mrs. Thompson's
Cora gained
consent at once. It happened she
was in need of help and quickly
grasped the opportunity to get a
maid cheaply, one recommended by
a jlrl who had lived with her some
time.
Nellie hurried back to Mrs,
Dooley'a and packed her suitoaBe,
d
then sought the
Irish
woman and explained what had
nothAs
she
her
owed
happened.
ing, and had given her no trouble
Mrs. Dooley rejoiced with her over coming to New York, Nellfe would
the promised Improvement in her surely bo company for her.
fortunes.
"Tell me some more you did at
"If you ever want to come back Miss Carter's," she said.
it's welcome you'll be,"- she told
much but li&ten.
"Ob,
her as they parted on the front That's thenothing
reason I was wise to that
steps.
guy that asked me to dinner. Them
"Here I am, bag and' baggage!
boarders talked everything right
Nellie said to Cora a little later. "I before me Just like I was a chair
borrowed this suitcase from Miss or a teapot, and deaf, instead of
Carter's attic. I got to send it back being just a girl crazy to know
as sorm as I earn some money things. I heard things all right!
Miss Carter don't know I took it." Heard
enough to want to keep
"Oh, Nellie!"
decent and earn my own living
"It wasn't stealin. really It without no man messing in. Them
wasn't, Cora! She owed it to me, traveling men that stopped there
and a lot more. But I'll send it thought they was awful cute when
back just the same, and pay her they told things they done. They
rent for it too."
didn't know they was giving me
Nellie and Cora talked long that warning not to have anything to do
evening, making plans for study, wltn men men like that anyway."
and so on. Cora found an old
"You see that talk, and finding
spelling book, and told Nellie she that typewriter in the attic and
must commit so many words a day. learning on It, was what made me
"She's too pretty to get along in want to be an office girl and
an office," Cora said to herself as amount to something
instead of
she looked at the lovely face upon hanglnsr around a cheap hash
which neither hard work nor pri- house all my life. I ain't no one
vation had as yet made an im- to say what's right or wrong: per
press. Cora was a plain, whole- haps I don't know. But one thing
some looking girl, yet she had not I do know Is that I am going
to
been able to avoid several unpleas- keep
and decent I'll starve
ant experiences when she first went before good
I go wrong!
to work.
"There, Nellie, we won't talk
She told Cora about the man, the about it anv more. Of course
' ly one who had given her any going to be good, and it wonyou're
t be
ncouragement, who had chucked long before you will know enough
her under the chin In a familiar to
get a position. You'vo very
way and told her sjie was pretty, quick and bright, and I know I
and one other who had no place shall be proud of my little scholar."
for her in his dingy
"I will pay you back some day.
office, but who asked her to stay Cora if I live." Nellio declared
and he'd take her to dinner.
before they went to bed. each on a
"I tell you, Cora, God knows I cot on opposite sides of the room
wanted that dinner! I hadn't had a
If you do well.'
I shall be
real dinner but once since I left Cora answeredrepaid
her, sleepily.
Miss Carter's I wouldn't have had
Be
(To
Continued.)
good-nature-

I

FOR EXHIBITS

there if I hadn't helped
myself. I used to snitch things off
the plates between the kitchen and
the dining room, and slip them in
my pocket. It was awful funny to
hear the boarders kicking about
the 'small portions' they didn't
know they got small coming to
them. You see I tried not to bo too
piggish, I divided with them."
Cora scret ed with laughter.
She began to think she had not
d
made a
bargain in doing
what she could for the poor little
waif from her home town.
She
had led a very lonely life since

FE TOLD
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PRIZES GIVEN

BY JANE PIIELrS
MOVING DAY 1XJR NELIJE.

!IA

agazine Page

HOW PARIS USES
ACCORDION PLEATS

Faze Five

g

CENTRAL fl! EU
TRUCKS

8E KEPT CLEAR

THREE GREAT BARGAIN HOURS

O--

.

;

,

'

,

'

MOUND JOB FOR

-

SUNDAY'S GAME

-

Shipped
in United

E.J.Weston
m vi.os

's

....

Jhn&Mryal

Live Glossy Hair

'

Duckling Fleece, a
35c a yard, 4 yards

vartl

gg

leader at

for

.99c

Fine quality yard wide pajama

cloth, 4 yards

Everfast

99c

French Gingham,
a 75c value, 2 yards
for
Everfast Suiting, 3
yards for
Yard

4--

4

wide

Mercerized

black

sateen, excellent quality QA
3 yds. for
UUt
36 and 40 inch wool serges in
brown
black, navy, cadet,
and .wine
a yard
Infant's stamped Dresses, 3 for
1 oz. balls of silk and wool
mixed yarns, 5 balls

99c

Dresscr
Scarfs and
Pieces, splendid $1.25
and $1.50 values. .

Feather Pillows,

tick covered

Water proof House
aprons, 2 for
Fine quality wrist strap
fabric gloves, a pair. . . QQf
White' fibre silk stock- ings, 2 pairs for
Children's Ribbed
Stockings
7 pairs
for

99c
QQ,
ttC
QQ

7C
AiTk,
WC

per bottle
$1.25 Perfumes,
QQ
special
Coty's L'Origan and Paris,
Azurea and black narcissus powder
QQ
VuC
compacts
Ideal Hair
An
Brushes
VVC
Palm Olive Soap,
12 bars for

ttC
Hou-bigan-

.......

autaska Toilet
Water

t's

99c
f
))C

fancy

99c
99c

((

5

gallon

regular

Galvanized Oil Cans,

$1.50

values,

special

Kitchenette

AA

Pleczall Toilet jap,
3 bars for . .
$2.50 Water Eottlea and
Fountain Syringes
.

JVC

Cannister

99c

-

Cracker Jack
Potato chips
Carnation milk
Zep (formerly Pep)
Shredded Wheat
Eagle Brand milk
New Crop raisins
Grape nuts
Shredded Krumbles
Hydro Pura
Certo

Puffed Wheat

Roman Meal
P. & G. Soap

Lu

Pean Plums

nusisry,

wmte

DiaCK,

AA

i7C

99c

Men's silk Grenadine knit ties,

SS"1:.5!:50:

99c

Genuine leather Boston
Bags
Men's 25c sox,
G

pairs for
10c

. .

99c

Hemstitched hand- -

99c
99c

a dozen
$2.50 Ivory Hair
Brushes
Ladies' fine oualitv
brie hemstitched
a real 25c value, handkerchiefs,
AA
e for

yyc

Children's Chambray Rompers,
a $1.25 leader,

yyc

special

4C

Hoys'

$1.25 Fall

',i0c

Girls'

knit Tarns, regular

isc
17C

nc

20c
20c
J7C

15c
' 29c
o3c
13c

4ic
5C

"lie

Grapet Bananas
Florida Grape Fruit.
Cauliflower Eg Plant Celery
Mead Lettuce

WC

and colors, a pair
.
r
DroKen sizes ot ladies' pumps,
jjjtteut ana kici, worth from
$.j.ou to $0.00
a pair

kerchieis,

6 TO 9 TONIGHT.
Milk fed veal roast, lb
20c
Best cuts of pot roast, lb. 17ic
Hamburger, lb
20c
Calve's liver, lb
30c
Legs of genuine spring lamb,
35c
Armour's Star Hams, lb. ...35c
Pure pork sausage, lb.
35c
Marshmallows
8c

AA

f(

Men's

Food Specialties

99c

Absorbent Cotton,
2 pounds for
,..UilC
$1.50 and $2.00 Silk Tnnhape
M

Sets, a real bargain at DkA
$1.49, special
VVC
Aluminum Percolators, special
Dark colored Flanelette, yard
wicie, a special 35c
AArt
value at 4 yds.
t7t7C

Ab-

99c

Ladies' Cotton Stock- ings, 7 pairs for
Lilac Vegetal

Center

Earthenware
Tulip
Pitchers,
acid proof, regular price
$1.25, special
VVC

,

Tf.-li-

Weston's
specially
prepared
Malt
Syrup

Pli3se Crepes, all colors,
wide, 4 yards

Hats,

QQq

aa

rcg-ula-

r

price $1.50,
special
Vi)C
$1.45 lingeries Blouses AA
special
Bungalow and Nurse's Aprons
regular price $1.25,
special
UuC
New Model Corsets,
$l.o0 and $2.00 values regular
AA

""C

aa

fecial

$2.50 Silk Brassieres,
special

aa
yyc
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'service to his fellowmen.
We do not WHAT ARE
begrudge the oldest inhabitant the years
But the individ
he has accumulated.
uals who eek to enlist our interest in
him could more easily get it, if we
could feel that they were not unmindful of the words of the poet:
"We live in deeds, not years; in
thoughts, not breaths;
In feelings, not in figures on a
dial."

pending,

SUBSCRIPTION
One month by carrier or mail
Three months
Six Months
One Year

RATES

YOU

GOING TO DO WHEN

FIRST INSISTS

A

ON

September 23, 1922.

FELLOW THAT WAS CALLED OUT
STEALING HOME?

Chicago,
Chicago, Sept. 22 (U. S. Depart
ment of Agriculture)
Cattle Ke
eelpts 6,200. Market slow, gener
on
some
all classes;
ally steady
weakness apparent on veal calves
and bulls: choice matured beef
steers and yearlings comparatively
scarce.
Early top beef steers.
$11.65; bulk of quality and condition to sell at $9.35 10.15; west
ern grasscrs in light supply; bulk
bulk
bologna bulls, $4.004.25;
desirable vealerr, $12.5013.00 to
packers.
DesirHogs Receipts 13,000.
able light and butchers very scarce,
25c higher; others 15c to 25c highaverage,
er; bulk 130 to
$10. 10fi 10.30; top, $10.40; 270 to
butchers. $9.80(910.00;
bulk packing sows, $7.75Si8.50;
heavy,
pigs ' mostly $9.009.60;
$9.7uii"()
medium,
$9.0010.20;
10.30; light, $10.00010.40;
light
lights, $9.65 10.10; packing sows,
smooth, $8.008.75; packing sows,
killing pigs,
rough, $7.258.10;

BY THE WAY.

There is a movement to abolish
French on menu cards, but then hash
Jj'uu would protrude itself too plainly,
s?fj
14 75

300-pou-

t

j

ADVERTISEMENTS.
actors are forbidden to
Vaudeville
any
.
The Journal reserves the right to reject
make a joke of prohibition but prohibideem
it
may
that
matter
advertising
of thanks,
tion agents still have "a free rein.
Calls for society meetings, cards
nolecture
society and church Boeial..(except feundny
church
meetings
tices calls for
The soviet government is going to sell
as advertising and
programs) rue considered
crown jewels nworth half a billion dolwi"l be charged for at regular advertising rates.
Moscow appears to have found
lars.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED TRESS
to that the ruby is mightier than the ruble.
entitled
exclusively
is
Tress
The Associated
ot all news credited to
for
also
It orusp
A news item from Washington says a
not otherwise credited in this paper and
the local news published herein.
dresser fell from a tree and hit a citizen
It looks very much like
.September 23, 19:2 on the head.
PATL'UI
imiJ'-oper-

just another

striking

t
i
t
mouse
snonaee.

HISTORIC NEW MEXICO.
in
Every year thousands inof people
new
of
life,
interest
new
a
of
search
unaccustomed
Places,
and
diversions
travel afar over land and sea. Io be
sure there are monuments of antiquities
in the old world which will always apof the
peal stronglv to the imagination
to understand
tourist, but 'it is difficult not
first see
why Americans should
natural
of
in
point
America, which
is not exscenery
and
magestic
beauty
celled anywhere in the world.
Arizona has its Grand Canyon, Coloand Mesa
rado its Rocky Mountain
square
Verde, with its seventy-sevemiles of prehistoric cliff dwellings;
Montana boasts one thousand, seven
square miles
hundred and thirty-fou- r
of mountains, lakes and glaciers known
as Glacier Park and California its famLast year
ous Franciscan Missions.
more than one million people visited the
National Parks, the motor tourists alone
numbering two hundred thousand automobiles.
New Mexico probably has more points
of historic interest within its borders
than any state in the union, dating back
to the sixteenth century. But who that
has not been here has heard of the
Jemez and Pecos pueblos, in Inscription
Rock and El Rito de Los Frijoles and
other monuments without equal?
The American is manifesting a growing interest in his own country; the
National Park is becoming a national,
instead of a state institution and rightly so. The National Park is the museum
of our national history. New Mexico
can do a great service to herself and to
the rest of the country by taking whatever steps may be needed to create a
national park that would attract thousands of people to our state and would
contribute vastly to our growth and

instance

$8.75iffl9.65.

Kat
9,000,
Sheep- - Receipts
lambs strong to 25c higher. Early
top natives, $14.75 to packers; bulk
natives, $14.0014.50; culls mostly
$9.50;
sheep and feeders firm;
eight cars Washington lambs mostly
feeders, rold to arrive at $14.35;
desirable Montana feeding lambs,
Ore$14.25; few good fat
gon yearling wethers, $11.75; best
fat ewes, $7.00,

The world lives through the bloomer
epidemic just as it weathered a similar
scourge thirty years ago when children
were brought in off the streets until the
hussies had gone by on their bikes.

er; calves steady to weak; no demand for stock calves; early sales
steers, $4.55 7.25; most common
to medium cows, $ 4.00 Si 5.00; early
good grass heifers, $6.25; best
venlers around $11.00.
Market
3,000.
Hogs Receipts
fairly active, 10c to 20c higher.
Shippers' top, $9.75; packer top,
$9.25
$9.65; 140 to
tii 9.65; 180 to
mostly
to
250
$9.509.70;
bulk,
$9.1009.65;
$9.309.60;
packing sows steady, bulk $7.75
one
smooth load, $8.25; stock
8.00;
pigs steady, mostly $5.00 9.35.
Sheep Receipts 4.000.
Killing
classes steady to 25c lower. Utah
lambs, $14.75; bulk range lambs,
tl 4.25 14.75; Colorado ewes, $5.75

Interest promised investors in his
"Ponzi" scheme by a New York doctor
leads to an opinion that in some way he
must have gotten it confused with his

victims' blood pressure.

DUG OOF BY ROOT

n

development.

WOMEN

IN

If somebody hanged the barber college graduate
for cutting him, would he become a post graduate?
The barber college yell:
Carve m up'. Slash 'em up'!
Put 'em on the bum.'
Massage 'em with sandpaper
And drown 'em in bay rum.

una

shoe store has promised to give a
handsome pair of satin slippers to the girl who
they will fit. This is Cinderella
Deming newspaper says that too few babies
are being born In that city and declares that something should be done about It. The paper, however, fails to make a suggestion.
A

With two circuses in one week Albuquerque
boys are having a hard time to make their allowances meet tho situation,

POLITICS.

This thing of woman's rights is being
Politicians used to try to carry water on both
carried entirely too far.
shoulders, and now some of them try to carry
In the old days, when a man could water on one shoulder and booze on the other.
collect his two dollars, go to the ballot
box and show up at home late on election night with a hoarse voice, bulging
eyes and a gate unsteady from the exg
citement of victory or defeat or
of the sort, women knew their
Sheriff Arthur S. Goodell of Grant county and
places.
his two deputies, J. H. Shipley and Clyde Smith,
knew
then
while
that
They
they were here
on the way from Silver City
might be shown every consideration to Santa Fe yesterday
with prisoners for the penitentiary. while they might throw away hubby's
old brown derby when it was time for
J. W. Records, who recently resigned as forehim to buy a new one, while they might man of the roundhouse here,
to accept the position
even buy him cigars with impunity, of superintendent of motive power on the Santa
there was after all just one sovereign in Fe Central and Albuquerque Eastern, la enjoying
the house, and the brawny old thing his first vacation in years before taking up his new
that brought home the beefsteak was It. Job,
But that's all changed now. There
are broken,
Again the ranks of the
was a subtle something about the vote
Leeds, pioneer market man of Albuquerque,
that made for respect. Now women are isBubb
dead. He was one of the first conductors on the
in on all the mysteries of politics, and
Atlantic and Tacific railway running out of Albuthey have seen what a colossal bluff querque.
their husbands had been pulling for all
these years.
Deputy United States Marshal Fred Fornoff and
It's worse this year than at any prev- Postoffice
were
Inspector A. P. smithera
ious time since the passage of the nine- obliged to walk several miles on the recently
D. and R. G.,
teenth amendment.
It has got to the into Santa Fe, when a washout delayed the train.
and anybody discussing the
point where a man can't get up any Each weighs 233
more and orate a little about this broad trip with them is likely to be whipped.
country of ours, stretching as it does
Architect J. L. LaDrlere has drawn plans for a
from the
d
coasts of Maine to
on
house for Frank Ackerman
the
hills of New Mexico pretty
and California, from the pearly lakes of Honeymoon row.
the northland to the waving palms that
Mrs. K. Mandcll and Miss Tirunella Mandell arfringe the Gulf, without a woman want- rived In the city last night on the flyer, returning
ing to know what was the primary vote from New Tork.
in North Dakota, or whether the tariff
Mrs. W. T. McCreight has returned from a bushighcr now than i4: vvas in
1894V01
some-than-

rock-boun-

six-roo-

sun-kiss-

The first thing we know, this country a politics is going to have something
to do with the practical affairs of its
citizens, and then think of the terrible
unemployment
among the professional

politicians!
THE

It might

be worth while if those
perwho are always looking for the
oldest man or woman living" were to
give a little thought as to what it means
when they find such an individual.
Merely as an object of interest the
oldest inhabitant deserves no more comment than the tallest man, the
stingiest
woman or the most mischievous
boy
These are traits or characteristics which
little
credit to him or to the combring

sons

iness trip to the east.

Mrs. Albert Grunsfeld, mother of Messrs. Alfred
and Ivan Grunsfeld, has arrived In Boston, returning from a visit to Germany.

J.

who went from here to be electrischool at Chilocco,
has returned to his old position,
B. Abner,

at the government Indian

cian

OLDEST INHABITANT

I. T.,

The leaders in the carnival queen contest are
n
Misses Jeanette Walton, Mabel Hunt, Stella
and Belle Yancey.
Lew-inso-

TODAY'S E1EST T10TO1T

How they rise before us! the sweet reproachful
faxes of those whom we could have loved devotedly
if they had been willing to be straightforward with
us; whom we have lost, not by our own will, but
munity.
Invades
It is the fullness of life we want; not by that paralysis of feeling which gradually
mere length. Fortunate indeed is he the heart at the discovery of small insincerities.
Sincerity seems our only security against losing
whose years cover a long span of
life; those who love us, the only cup In which those who
but more fortunate still is he who can are worth keeping will pledge us when youth is
M.ARY CHOLMONDELEY.
make these years count for something in past.

w

ivv

:v

ia

sm

If something nice one care to say in lifetime's
gentler hours, he'll find by far the easier way, Is
to say It plain, with flowers. But there are some
who talk with flowers, who are hypocritical hicks.
They'd much prefer to send out showers, of hard
and hefty bricks.

A Roswell

BUSINESS CHANCES
b'Ull SAM-Hotel, Fourth and Central,
phone fili!J.
Lid
A
KOK S
Hutcl, twenty rooms, puui
hull and bur; guud lease. 8U South

First.
t'UK

Two-stoifiALK
bcick
buildinit,
buuth first; ligation good (ur any

215

kind uf hiiwintss.
WAVi &U To
trado

email
Address

house fur car.
Journal,
k'UH

is A

LIS

rooming
carta

L.,

hou
and
cluee in; good business.

A

five-roo-

small grocery;

Call at 31tt South Seventh
fciA LIS
FOH
stores,
hotels, rooming;
houses, garages, restaurants and othtr
high-clas-

s

Roberta-Turne-

advertised

nut

propositions

locally.

r

Co.,

(JnlU.

West

218

HALtS

Caic, four years established
buslnebs; will sell cheap If sold at
on national highway, write for
particulars to VV. H. Stovall. Commercial
once;

Oafo, Hoi brotik. Ariz.
b'UH (SALE Otiu ot the finest cafes In
northern Arizona, long lease, excellent
trade, good location; two of the partners
are to leave for Europe; act quick.
pogtolfice box 3M, Flagstaff, Aria.
UL'SiNliSS established .twenty years, for

quick sale; excellent for man or man
and wife; Ideal for healthseekers;
300
required. Apply after 6 p. m., or Bun- C, H. Threadglll,
1220 Forrester.
dHy.
'To lease good small laun
WANTED
dry with privilege of buying or straight
lease; northwest Texas, New Mexico or
Arizona; good references. J. C. Robin
ort
son, Fort Worth Bt earn Laundry,
Worth, Texas.
MUST
want
a
SELL If you
OWXEU
first-clas- s
billiard parlor,
Kansas City.
pool and
Is your chance: good tables, flrst- Kansas City, Sept. 22 (TT. S. De- here
clasd patronage, reasonable rent and Is
r;
partment of Agriculture). Cattle a money-makewill handle it.
$'2,000
Receipts 5,000. Canners strong, If you want a good paying business in
beef
See
this.
overlook
steers, Albuquerque, don't
generally $2.50t83.00:
stockers and feeders steady to low- Jan. M, Johnson, at 216 West tiold.

of the

MISS MODESTY IS IN NO DANGER.
(Classified Ad. Lamped in Oklahoma News.)
"Party who took green silk pajamas from clothes
line at 440 W. Twelfth street, please return and no
embarrassing exposure will be made on my rart."

LIVESTOCK

ON

and asports B's hereditaments.
Quarc, does courtesy attach?"
"My wife was hit by a trolley "
,
began the client again.
"You have an excellent case."
said the lawyer- ' "We shall start
suit at once. My retainer is $U5.
Thank you." Life.

Fixing tho Responsibility.
"You say the proprietor of that
summer inn robbed you?"
"Yes, but I had some words with
him before I left."
"I hope you talked to him
straight from the shoulder."
"I did. I told him nature was to
b!ame for tho poor scenery, but I
Pop was reeding the paper last held him personally
responsible for
niia and ina wus imbruidering
beds and the grub." Birming
and pop sed, Lisscn to Ithe
ham
this, neres wut J. can a sensioie
editorial, lissen to this.
And he started to reed it out
loud, saying. There is a lot of agitation jest at present, consernlng
the government waistlng the
money. As a matter of fack,
economy like charity
begins at
home, and it is high time that the
fdj the Associated i'rees.
house wives of this grate nation
not
to
or
consider weather
paused
they aro waiating their husblnds
money. Until the home is on a
Wall Street.
form financial basis it is usellss to
New York. Sept. 22. Prices in
prate of economical governments,
market moved with
stock
and until
today's
Wich ma kepp on imbroidering an irregular trend with the losses
lmbroidery, and pop sed, I dont again exceeding gains.
approxlmat d
beleeve youre paying the slightest
Trading which
proattention, hcer I am reeding my 1,100,000 shares was largely
hed off and you havent herd a fessional. Opening prices were inclined to sag, probably as the rewerd.
I have so, ccrteny I have, ma sult of forced liquidation duo to the
sed.
unwillingness or inability of traders
Well then tell me wat Ive bin to meet overnigHt margin calls.
Weakness in rails was attributed
tawking about, wats the genrel
ideer of wat Ive red you so far? in part to selling orders of foreign
pop sed, and ma sed, The genrel origin. Trading was relatively light
ideer is that the government is apt and most net changes were of a
Southern
character.
to Btop spending so much money fractional
and
and give some of it to peeple to Pacific was pushed up 1,4 feaweak
of
the
Rock
Island,one
spend in their homes.
Yee gods thats so much like it tures yesterday, closed at a gain of
that It couldent posserbly be cny a point.
Standard Oil of New Jersey conmore different, pop sed. The genrel ideer was, if I may have your tinued its upward course, registervaluable attention for a moment, ing a net gain of SYt, while Standthe genrel ideer was that you wimi ard Oil' of California rose tol',4.
show
Chile Copper continued
mln awt to economize moi e in your
pressure, gainhousehold ixpenses because thats resistance to selling
day. Pullmore vital to the nation than the ing fractionally on the
man company failed to respond to
government economizing.
Izzent that the same thing? ma the preliminary decision of the InCommission
terstate Commerce
sed.
its sleeping car rates and
It most certeny Is not, pop sed. upholding
variable changes took place in
Wy izzent It? ma sed.
Yee gods, I wish I was a woman other equipments.
American Radiator was the inso I could stop thinking for a wile,
of the day,
his dividual strong spot
pop sed, and he got behind
moving 'against the downward
newspaper and stayed there.
1922
high at a net
trend to a new
gain of more than six points. Gulf
States Steel also pushed forward to
new high ground for the moveA LITTLE LAUGHTER
ment, registering a net gain of
demand
for funds
Seasonal
caused a firmer tone In tho money
High Finance.
"They say you c;m exchange ten market. Call loans opened and
American dollars for 1,000 Austrian renewed at 6 per cent, the highest
renewal rate since June 28, and
crowns."
then advanced to 6'4.
"Well?"
"A thousand Austrian crowns
Closing prices:
43
will get you 1,000,000 Kussian ru- American Beet Sugar
American
Can
59'i
bles."
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 61 14
"Go on."
"These may bo traded for a dray-loa- d American Sumatra Tobacco.. 40
121
American Tel. & Tel
of Chinese tacls."
19H
"Gee whiz! Looks like a fellow American Zinc
53
could go around the world and get Anaconda Copper
'A
104
Atchison
Courier-Journa- l.
Louisvllft
rich."
55
Baltimore & Ohio
76
"B"
Steel
Bethlehem
Within tlw Law.
32 Vi
Butte &
"My wite was hit by a trolley and California Superior
62
Petroleum
sue the company," said
to
I want
Canadian Pacific
144 V
the ciient,
Central
Leather
41'4
"Well," said the lawyer, adjust- Chesapeake & Ohio
73
glasses, "under
ing his
St.
Mil.
&
Paul
Chicago,
32'$
decisis
as
laid Chlno
he rule of stare
29 74
d.wn in the Weemlck case, reported oiorartoCopper
&
33
iron
Fuel
in thirty-fou- r
Missouri, it is doubt- Crucible Steel
88
ful whether quo warranto will lie, Cuba Cane
13
Sugar
''
although Uiero is obiter in the
Erie
15 3,
"She's ail black and blue and 't Great Northern pfd
9;
client.
said
tho
hurts,"
39
Coppor
"
ol'iter in tho Kpstein case," Inspiration
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
58 V2
continued tho lawyer, which ap- Kennecott Copper
3." i
pears to bold conUa despite tho Louisville & Nashville
136'
a
It's
dissent
by
Itaffcriy,
strong
Mexican Petroleum
186
Miami
pretty question." was on
28
the wrong MissouriCopper
"The trolley
22
Pacific
side of the road," said the client.
Montana Power
, 73
of
limit
1887
"The amendments
New York Central ,
97
the application of certloral to torts, Northern Pacific
,. 85 j
causes
clusdom
and
contracts
.
.'.
48V4
quasi
Pennsylvania
generis. For example: Suppose A Ray Consolidated Copper.... 15
a
messuage Reading
78
is seized in fee tail of
66 V.
with reminder over to B. C enters Republic Iron & Steel
A's close under color of title not Sinclair 01l'l& Refining
:t3',4
amounting to quare clausum freglt Southern Tacifio
9iyt
'

vvfli

1

j

Age-Heral-

pee-pl-

The Markets
FINANCIAL

f

J,

gold-rimm-

2.

FOH SALE
AUTO RKPAIU SHOP; fine business lo

cation; must sacrifice. Address
care Journal.

TYPEWRITERS
TYPEWK1TUK3 All make, overhauled
Kibbuns lor every ma
and repaired.
chine.
Typewrit r Ex- Albuquerque
12a Bnuth Fourth.
chnnde. phone 03--

WELL CONTRACTOR
tviLI.A LMtlLl.U Urlvuu
uuinpe.

6.00.

MuM-i-

:

$12. 5013. 25.

2BH

PRODUCE

.126
. 47H
.

63

.149H
.122

. 67

Foreign Exchange.
New York, Sept. 22 Foreign exchange heavy. Great Britain demand. J4.41U; cables, $4.41 Hi
bills on banks, $4.39 H. France
demand, 7.58; cables. 7.68'4. Italy
demand, 4.10; cables, 4.191$. Belgium demand, 7.18; cables, 7.18 V4.
German demand, .07
cables.
.07 4 .
Holland
demand, 38.65;
cables, 38.71.
Norway demand,
16.83. Sweden demand, 26.50. Denmark demand, 20.82. Switzerland
demand, 18.64.
Spain demand,
15.25.
Greece demand. 2.35. Poland demand, .01 Vi.
demand, 3.20. Argentine de.
mand, 35.40. Brazil demand, 12.12.
Montreal demand, 99
60-d-

Czecho-Slo-vak-

31-3-

Storeroom

Receipts B.200. Market
25e hieh(r.
Lambs. J3 00 (ff 4.00
ewes. $4.00 5.75; feeder lambs,
Sheep

.

FOR RENT

Cup- JtliNT KullUing at 412 West
.rnraa Innilll-.- . VI K.
...i,ul.lA
Sherman, at Klret Savings liank and
Tnmt ivmpany, phone
WILL, arrange to eult tenant a 25x109
loot bricK numiing; goou conamun;
hup; reasonable
oppmlte Santa Fa
terms. See ur write L. lleyman, 109
North First. Albuquerque. N. U.

9.50.

Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation
Texas Company
Tobacco Products
Union Pacific
United States Steel
Utah Copper

reuuireu,

Denver.
Denver, Sept. 22. Cattle Ue- 000. Market utenrlv Beef
ceints
steers. $6.50(3)7.75: cows and heif
ers, $4.006.25:
calves, $6.00i
stockers
8.00; bulls, $2.503.50;
and feeders, $5.00 7.50.
Hogs Receipts 100. Market 10c
higher. Top, $9.75; bulk, $9.25
1

-

UU

J. F. Wnlktng.
tank., tower. 145t--

Wni Marble, priori.

433

Chicago.
Chicago,. Sept. 22. Butter Marhlghe.-Creamery extras, 41c;
firsts, 33 35c; extra firsts, 37
40c; seconds, 31 32c; standards,

ket

38c.

Market higher. Receipts
Firsts, 2833c; ordinary firsts, 25 26c; miscellaneous.
Eggs

3,565 cases.
27
25

28c;
c.

Poultry

1422c;
13e.

refrigerator firsts,

25

l''Olt

MOiVEY

IO LOAN

Oil watches, dia
mines, guns and everything valuau:.
H. Alarum, 213 8outli First.
TO

LUA.

Mr.

MUNK7f O

un tlmt-clas- a
realLOAN,
Mo2.000.
estate:
11,500,
11,000,
Million and Wood SOB West Gold.
MON1SY TO LOAN on diamonds, watcli.a
and good Jewelry; liberal, reliable, con
fidential. Octtlleb Jewelry Co.. 105 N. lit.

WANTED

Salesmen

NTED
Two men of Integrity, clean- cut bnd agKreisive, who are real lalei- men. Men who are In thii clasi can earn
car. Jour-n- :r
1100 per week.
Addres.
and an interview wilt be arranged.
WANTED
Salesman to cover New Mexico and Arizona, with nationally known
line of men'u, boys', and children's athVV.'

letic underwear and nightwear. Liberal
commission nnd drawing account, only
men of experience considered. Executive
of company will be In Albuquerque In a
Give jour
week to trrant Interviews.
and experience In flret
Market weak on white qualifications
letter. Addiess Box 150. care Journal.

Alive, unsettled. Fowls,
springs, 20c; roosters,

Potatoes
stock, dull on Early Ohios. Receipts 104 cars. Total U. S. ship- FOR RENT
Miscellaneous
ments, 1,188 cars. Wisconsin sackliuljge. 214 ..'est tjo.l.
ed round whites, $1.101.20 cwt.; r'ull UEN
South High.
same bulk, $1.101.25 cwt; Min- FOH KENT Oarage.
nesota lucked round whites, $1.00 FOR KKNT A piano. Phone 20'2-1.15 cwt.; Minnesota sacked sand
LOST AND FOUND
land Early Ohios, $1.001.20 cwt.;
Minnesota and Dakota sacked Red LOST Green and white gold cutf link,
fall nt Imperial Hotel, or phone 60IS.
river Ohios, $1.1001.25 cwt.

Now York Money.
New York, Sept. 22. Call money
Knnsas City.
Easier. High and last loan, 5A
Kansas City, Sept. 22. Eggs
per cent; low and ruling rate, 5 per Market
lc highcr. Firsts, 30c.
cent; closing bid, 5 to 6 per cent;
Hutter Market unchanged.
call loans against acceptances, 4
Poultry Heavy hens lc higher,
per cent.
Time loans Firm.
Mixed col- 22 23c; broilers and springers
lateral. 60 and 90 days, 4
per
cent; four and six months, i per
New York Metals.
cent; prime commercial paper. 41i
New Tork. Sept. 22. Copper
to 4
per cent.
Dull. Electrolytic, spot and futures, 14c.
Liberty Bonds.
Tin Firm. Spot and futures,
New York, Sept. 22. Liberty
bonds closed:
v
$101.34; first J32.5032.62.
Iron Steady, prices unchanged.
4s, $100.64; second
4s, $100.02;
Lead Strong. Spot, $6.25 R) 6.37.
firsts
second 4Us,
$100.54;
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis spot
$100.08; third 44s, $100.20; fourth
and nearby delivery, $6.806.85.
4'4s, $100.46; Victory
(uncallAntimony Spot, $7.00.
ed), $100.70; Victory
(called).
Foreign bar silver, 69 c,
$100.30.
Mexican dollars, 63c.

3s,

4s,

4s
4s

from Harvey lunch room, September 16, woman"! cape; made from
ralsley thawl; liberal reward612and no
North
questions asked for return.
Fourth, phone 1726.
TAKEN

FORSALE

Fiirniture

nd upholsterUHNlTUitB BBPA1HINQ
or 836-Ervla
Phone 613-ing.
Bedding Company.
KOIt Fa'lE Leather chair and leather
415
North Twelfth, phon.
couch,
lM-- r
FOR SALE

t

leather trunk,
cans, 1.50; Giant auto
tires, IS; larse stock of new and used
furnliuro. 325 South First.
FOR BALE
Oak dining table and six
leather-bottochairs; Shuttle Worth
Wilton velvet rug; all good ai new, for
one-haprice. Call 884, or 101 South
F urteenth.
Solid

milk

MATTRESS RENOVATING

GRAIN

MATTRESS RENOVATING; 13.50 and up.
New York Cotton.
Hug cleaning, furniture repairing, furNew York, Sept. 22. Cotton fu- niture
or 898-Phone 613-tures closed steady. Oct.. $20.98; Rrvln packing.
Heddl'ng Company.
Chicago Board of Trade.
$21.17;
Dec,
March.
$20.96;
Jan.,
Chicago, Sept. 22. Wheat made
FOR SALE Real Estate
a lively advance in price today, $20.97; May, $20.87.
stimulated by reports that the
SEE
CO..
Wut
Boston Wool
Turks had seized positions barring
Gold, for real bargains In homei.
22.
CommerThe
Boston,
the British fleet from entering the
Sept.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Dardanelles.
Profit taking led to cial Bulletin tomorrow will say:
a reaction in values later,
a rnutMCYM
the mar- tive"The wool market has been acand strong during the past WILSON AND
ket closing unsettled at
to
WII.SON,
net gain, with December $1.08 week, prices having been stabilize!
Attorneys,
to $1.08
and May $1.12
and 19 Cromwell Butldlnr.
to by the tariff. There has been con- nooroi 15A1T
!
1.12 14 . Corn finished
Phone 1163-o off to siderable buying of unskirted wools
c up and oats up
c to 14c to in bond, which were withdrawn
PHVMICIAN8
AND WIIKOEONB,
c to
c. In provisions the re- prior to the passage of the new
Ul'RTON,
sult for the day was a rise varying tariff, and some interest has been OK, 8. I..Disease!
of the Stomach
shown in wools to be left in bond
Suite 9. Barnett Building
ltushes to buy carried the wheat until the new tariff should become UK. MAIMiAKUT CAHT WRIGHT.
effective.
market sharnlv uncrrnri
Free wools have been
.t
itesiuenca 112
bast Central
Phone 671.
opening, and brought about fur- - sold readily at very firm prices.
uirr gains aunng tne next few rowThe Commercial Bulletin tomor- DR. 8. MABLK NKEEI.9.
will publish wool quotations as
Osteoonthlo rhTslelsn.
hours, but in subsequent trading
Cltlrens Hank Bldg. Ph.
follows:
or Mii-- t
Vi.iHn
heavy sales on the nnrt
Michigan and New York fleeces, I'll. H. CI. (XAKUK,
proved to be more than buyers
were prepared for except at some delaine unwashed, 62(3! 64c;
fine
Eje, Kar, Note and Throat
Barnett Building.
Pbooo III.
concession from the extreme top unwashed, 43(g45c; half blood unOffice Hours
s
figures, the highest ulnco enrlv n washed,
4748c;
9 to II a. m
and
I
to
i p. m.
August. Nevertheless, bullish sen. blood unwashed, 45 46c; quarter
timent remained strong among the blood unwashed, 41 43c.
W. Nl. SHERIDAN, M. D.
majority of dealers, action of the Wisconsin, Missouri and average
Practice limited to
LiVerDOol nnA Wirnilnnv ma.V.t. New England: Half blood, 46 47c;
. URINARY DISEASES
blood, 4344c; quar. GENITO
giving cmnhasis to warlike advices
AND
DISEASES
OF THE SKIN
irom Constantinople and to asser- ter blood, 4041o.
Waseermun Laboratory In Connection.
Scoured basis:
tions that British demand for grain
Citizens Unnk Bias. Phono 8M.
Texas Fine 12 months, $1.20
from the ITnlterl stnto. run, ,1,1 v.
1.25; fine 8 months, $1.07
1.12.
very large.
F. 0. BAKES, M. D.
Fine staple choice,
Com and oats responded to the
Territory:
half blood combing, Diseases of tbe Eye. Ulassea Fitted
wheat advance, May corn touching $1.271.82;
Office removed to 114 N. Seca new high price record for the $1.101.15;
blood
season.
combing, 889Bc; quarter blood ond at. Uround floor. Phon $41.
Provisions were helped upward combing, 75 80c.
CHIROPRACTORS
Pulled
by nctive shipping call, both doDelaine, $1.1601.20;
E. I'. CAltMKN.
AA, $1.08 1.12; A supers, $1.00
mestic and foreign.
1.05.
Chiropractic.
Closing prices:
ID and 20 AroiUo Building.
Mohair Best combing, 65 68c;
Wheat'
Sept., $1.09;
Dec, best
J1.08; May, $1.12.
carding, 60 55c.
Tw T'l
Albuquerque-Sant- a
Corn Sept., 64c; Dec, 0914c:
DAILY BTAUB
To Too (Bead Down,
PRICK OB1 IEAD ADVANCED.
May, 62c.
T:I0 a. m. .
Leave
New York, Sept. 22. The AmerOats Sept.. 39!ic; Dec, 37ic;
Arrive ,...,.....19:10 a. m.
ican Smelting and Refining comMay, 39c.
li:80 o. m.
Laata
Oct., $10.75; Jan., $9.17. pany today advanced the price of
Leave ....... ...13:10 p. m.
S
lead from 6.10 to 6.26 cents per
Ribs Sept., $9.87; Oct.. $9.90.
Arrive
:ti p. m.
To AtJiugueroue (Read Up)
pound.
t:00 p. m.
...Arrive...
Albuquerqu
'
Omnlia.
Santa Fe...,.....eave... 4:00 p. in.
Omaha. Sept. 22. Wheat No. 2 STICK OP POWDER EXPIiODKS.
13:45 p. in.
Fa
fanla
Anlv...
bard. $1.01 1.08; No. 2 mixed,
Aurora, 111., Sept. 22. A atiok
Kspsnila ... ...Arrive. .,11 ill a. fit.
of Atlas powder, 20 Inches long,
89M90C.
Taoa
Leave... 7:S0 sum.
FARE TO SANTA FE. 4.o0.
was
In
Corn No. 2 white, 57 e; No. 2
the Chicago, Burexploded
TO TAOS, $ I I.AO.
67
and
round
lington
railruad
mixed,
c
Quincy
RMfilnf
Albuquerque Headquarters
Oats No. 3 white. 37379ic; house here today, Windows were Brothers'
no Wait Cantral
Oku Store,
No. 4 white. 86 c
blown out and the report was Avar . rboM
600.
r.
heard for miles, yet none of the Santa Fa Headquarters Bank
Phono tit.
Kansas City.
twenty men at work was hurt and
no equipment was damaged.
Kansas City, Sept. 2Jj. Wheat
No. 2 hurd, $1.04pl.H; No. 2 red,
Texas has 5,724 manufacturing
$1.12(5)1.1.1.
Corn No. 3 whit, BS'c; No, 2 plHnts.
to
Riving employment
,
107,622 wage camera.
yellow, 62c.

it

ROBERTS-TURNE-

le

2c

tt

881--

three-eighth-

three-eight-

three-eight-

Confaa-tloner-

'

Journal Want'Ads
Bring Results.

IO01 iaros
r

i

i

i

i

Interest

i

i

n n

KULUIVI

i

IN

Your J'oney 'With
a Home Besides.
Five Jai'ife rooms, two sleepfuring porches, completely
nished, arranged for two f.i
locaa
rlesiralilo
in
very
tion.
Tills liomo in built of
brick, east front, full sized lot.
A dandy buy.
on

mi-li-

We still havo a Tew lots left
for sale in tlio Lincoln addition on North Fourth street;
large lots, alfalfa and shade;
$20 down and $10 per month.
D. T, KINGSBURY

Itealtor.
Keal Estate,

Loans and

In-

surance.

S10

V. Gold.

P A

a WsibS

tttt.

m nri m n r
ISIINbbbUtiY'b

Phono

907--

'

PRICED

TO

SELL

house,

bath,
sleeping
porch, larso front porch,
fireplace, colonades, bookcases, built-i- n
buffet, hardwood floors, basement, walks,
with
btoves go
house. See
ACKKHSON" & GRHTTTII
Kualtors
120 S. 4th St.
rhone 411.

Best Buy in Fourth Ward
Four rooms and glassed sleeping

floors, built-i- n
porch, hardwood
features, fireplace, basement, garage, lawn and trees, two blocks
A buy at
from Central avenue.
Kor this and other good
$4,700.
see
buys
Jas. M, Johnson
Thf
ErstatQ Man.

i

4-

6-

Cozy

Furnished Terms,

furnished home
Dandy
four blocks of postoffice, nice
in
location
shade, a splendid
Fourth ward.
four-roo-

.t. p.
gill,
rhone "70.

buys In business property.
Lots and houses in all parts of the city.

3i.NI

Home good

k.

LEAVING

FLEHSC11EK,

Realtors.
Insurance

Loans
22

W. Gold.

s

TOWN

five-roo-

J,
211

.$10,00 Per Load
A

(Of

rictter

Grade

Phone

about 1,000 feel)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

Lumber

Albuquerque,

&

$500,00

Balance like runt buys from own-- ,
er a new
house in height.-,- .
ball). Flroping'
jiorch, fireplace,
hardwood floors.
II. A. TIIOM
212 X. High St.
Phopo 1227-V- .j

Co.

io

ti;

Xew Mexico.

FOR SALE
lieaidcnce and Investment

-

U.

FIYK-IiOU-

Loan3.

ON ACCOUNT

H, Chas. Roehl
Heal Estate. Insurance, Loans
and Kentals.
I'hone G40
Corner of Second and Gold.

OF

mechanical craft employes
having gone, on a strike,

The Colorado
and Southern

I'ive-roonh'ive-rooSix-roo-

Railway Company

All

round
department at
i'ctner, Trinidad and Chey-rnnmen suitable for such
service. Board and lodging
free under ample protection
Mfal climnte and working

FOR SALE
Fl'R

Timo find one-hal- t transportation.
paid af'er
eicrlit hours and for .Sundays

Holidays.

lour

For
I!'

or

All

house

five-roo-

easy terms.
c. n. BYxt:.n,
32(1 Xoith Third

Rent-Room-

with Board

s

'"11 AND HOARD"

Hro:Ldwiiy.
IK, ,)M "AND HOARD.
S'
Uron d w ay.
FOR
RENT
Glussed-l-

0

No sick,

i

2

week.
n

imrrh

South
611

hoard. 114 North MHple.
KCOM.S AND GLASS Eiee'plng
poreb With
hoard; no ,lck. 1027 Forrester.
FOR RENT Nicely f urnlsnedTooms with
first-clas-

110

FOR RENT
house, unfurn..
$40
145
house, unftirn.,
house, unftirn...
$o0
ute in (rood shape and close
in
i

the HiKhhind.s.
IAS, M. JOII.NSOV
218 W. f.old.
J'liono 210.

in,

will employ in Its Fhops.
linuso unci cor

.Hid r.cjral
v. 11(0

SALE

''

-

H, W,

Miscellaneous.

New t'oromi
typewriter.

A'.J '"'

2:1.

tSi.

Ft 'I t S ALE -- A hoTi
IMM. "feet
of
wire f...n log and posts. Realty barbft
Sales
1,1
"
Soo'h Second, phone
!).
r
HICKS' DAIRY
CLEAN MILK, with a
heavy cream line;

tji;

Wire or

pints,

All Locations
Trices
State Your Wants to Us.

7T.

all
adobe,
oak
flonrn,- Areola heat, larjrsi lot.,
shade
ynuiif,trees, prnrage, etc.
Owner anxious to sell
KU1CK
Xc.ir Second ward school. This
house is in excellent condition
and has nil modern conveniences with the exception of
heat.

& Wood

W. Gold.

lf

Five-roo-

Insurance

Properly.
WANTED

CASH

Ridgway,

t,,;;

qunrls. lac.

R E t; S T E 11 S

Phone

Bo u g h t,

7.18.

sold,

ex- -

and repaired. F.I Paso Cash
''Sister Co., 212 Krtll Stantoti street.
Motive rower,
Supt.
I'.l I'nsn, Texas.
STAUKS & PIT.IFFKU
A I.
-- Brown
FOR
vclour coat, like
P.eal Kstate, Kentals, InsurDenver, Colo.
1
new;
stvle and ,Oi,an
l,.nlu
4ot Mount Waller.
ance, Loans.
321 V. Gold.
Phono 168.
FOR SALE HlghTy-flv- e
shares Kryaa
llurvesier stock, priced right. BW.,
'nr., .loiirnnl.
For SALE one Asmluslcr H.ix12 rug.
FOR SALE Houses
2'l; AiiLiiiLlii ! lh' r ctum !2! Krn'one': JTR 3.
shape; good condition. 60'J
West .VLtrquolte.
'
A
601 East lirand
i,i; ii,
vhsap:
'iv.tA 'l':"l-'uru!- t'
FOR
SA i .K-.r'.Tugh lr7d
Boston bu"ll
FOR tAI.E Nicely furnished cottage,
pup; fotnale, fue months old; with
corner lot, CSxlio. 811 West Mountain I'i'R h.m.i: ll.ird coal heater, large size.
1121 soulh Walter.
pop-r- s.
::t
I'h'oie
registered
road.
SAXOPHONES ami oiFband ItuMTfttments.
FOR SALE I"our-ro.,"CW rabWt
modern home, In ' HO WeTUd"
new or
ihe
;
tu n ute or c'lxrs in.truc- fino condition; very reasonable.
611
l''r1,11
K'lls. Ph. 02-- ."'"!!"-l'l'"v- "South Eighth.
FOR KALi-t.'ollcur,!
FOR
LE
A. oiinaTed
Randy's
pirToT Kanred-wintet'll8-.1.llsnch.
Two-rnoFOR SALE
pln.ne
h.use. furnished.
ld
seed
wheat, yl-bushels to
cheap It taken nt once. 1215 Virginia
the acre. Phone 2I14-RJohn A. J- boulevard.
colisen. Box 412, cltv.
FOR SALE OH LEASE new four-rooFREE
rood dirt fop ih
h .. n
FOR SALE tiood cooking and eatinrf
modern houfjp, furnished or unfurnish"16 En.-- t Lead.
.,. .. .
applee. 2c and 3c a
ed,
l.ioi Virginia boulevard.
FOR SALE
tine a gallon, deliver...! if
elder,
Soft coal hftRl or
FOR SALE One or nicest small houses
.1.
SOSon
h'loy.I Miller, phone 2
I'hone 1724-.I- .
in university Heights; near car lino. FOR SALE CleHii
liarrsls. fifty gallon FOR SALE 1'ostpalo, second s.oie. JotT
can afternoons.
121 Cornell.
athan, Roman Reatitv and nin.
cnpaelly. 3:n snrih Third.
FOR HALE Modern furnished five-rooapples; fancy, 2.2,,: ehoiee. 12 per box.
FOR SALE Ten shares
Uryun
brick and sleeping porch, close in;
New Mexico.
1327-tiYj'Ilesarmlnitton,
Fourth ward. Phone 1801-SOI'T SPOTS
Reel and arch rhi,,r,
FOR
BALM
Small
lmseM,urn;T ij
FOR HALE By owner,
fallen
home,
prevent
12IIS-.cures
Phone
all foot
insteps;
Ml West Marble
In good location, full sized
troubles. $1. Planter Arch Supports. Thoe.
for cash. K R., enro Journal. lot; cheap
Medium
I'. Keleher Lent her
. SAI.I-size basoliijrn
po4M,.stCeDtral.
good condition. Apply 401 South Walter,
FOR SALE New tnoiVrn home. JiOO
FOR gci"'K sTu.T: Cash--, about MM
down and monthly payments like rent.
HOOFINo)
brick:
bals; one loail
tin
EXl'RRT guaranteed work. Phone 1134-J. A. Hammond. S24 East Kllver.
takes It: also
truck b.olv f.,r rerrt
BUY FROM OW'XErTrwIU sacriflco for FOR FALt
Wicker baljy buggy, newly worth 20. for 10. Act quick. S2I North
Third.
cash, new five-roohouse:; save coin- rhone
v
mission. Inquire 309 South Cornell.
toil SALE Pianos, player pianos, elec-trl- o
orchestlan plntios, with slot atFOR SALE By ownet, suburhan home, For salk Water spaniel puppies; make
four rooms and sleeping porch, city
hu"t" and "trievers. Phone tachments,
phonograms; pre-wvalues;
for
quick
action, phone 100 or write
fruit
water,
trees, grape arbor. Postofflce box 21.1, city.
(ieorge P. Leatnard Piano Co., 211 South
MAXZANO OIXRBn Al.m
Wul tor.
LOOK
AT
TlllKl lleauliful
modern HBLPa dlgesilon nnd a nerve tonle.
VSn EKFBCr'O AUTO TOi'"illii' sk.Tc
hrlck house, good location; all you de- col. RALL-M- ve
ten-fodry
goods
dressing. Effeeto Auto Enamel. Vais..
sire In a home; furnished or unfurnished.
counters. Apply Kahn's
Store. 109 far.
Valspar Enamel on automobiles.
Phone 18T.2-J- .
North First,
Homestead
Cottage Paint.
FOR SALE Three-roohouse with REAL Silk Fashioned Hosiery; guaran- - Plymouth
Roof Paint and CemenL Bat.
Paint.
floor
chicken house for two hundred ctrickons
"W fUr P1'r
'3' phone lafactlon assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leath- -.
garage, lights and water.
1205 West "2'e'ew
er Co., 408 West Central. I'hone 1057-- J,
Iron, phone 4H0-FOR KALE Iieautirui mounted deer's
PAINT
FOR KALE Three-roohouse,
fmnt
head, fine specimen; can be seen at THIS ASBESTOS HOOFcontains
no tar.
and hack: porches;
paint
dandy orchard Hauser's Hadcllery.
fire-proor
is
and will
pitch
asphalt,
started; on a largo corner lot; terms. FOR SALE Hoy's
stand the hot, dry climate of the west.
122
bicycle; good condl-HoVirginia boulevard.
$16,
Call
Wo also havo ft red, maroon and green
3,
FOR fALE Furnished
house.
three 1211 West Roma. mornings, apartment
All kinds. $t per gallon.
Our
paint.
looms, hath, electric lights, city water, FOR SALE Stark Delicious
built-u- p
new,
with pebble finish.'
apples and will last twenty-fiv- roofs
garage; 60 foot lot, J''0u down and $.10
e
1S34-Phone
other
years.
varieties.
e
Fnrm.
Wiley's
1306
South Arno.
per month.
Th? Man;:ano Co., 110 South Walnut.
box 135; phone 2II1-RFOR SALE A goud buy; 7x14:: root lot,
SALE Two bicycles. In A-- l condifenced, city water, gorage, poultry Foil
FOR SALE Livestock.
tion, at a bargain; used eight months.
houses; income property, $8uo, cns!r or Apply
213 South First.
FOR SALE Milk
ws and homes, cheap.
terms.
Adilrcsa O. Z., care Jourmtl.
2107 South Hro dwity.
FOR KALE Modern Home, In hlghUnd, FOR SALE Player piano, used, excellent
lnveitlnntino'
condition; first
FOR SALE One f resit Jersey cow. one"
four rooms and hath, large lot, well
sure to take It. Phone 10.
fenced poultry yard, garage.
yearling Jersey heifer. J. p. Wilson,
call at buyer
622 East 6anta Fe for cash price or TYPEWRITERS, all makes.
1.
and up; phone 5404-Hterms.
per montn. Albuquerque Typewriter FOR
SA LE
Flemish
Rutus
Giants,
Reds. Blacks. Belgian-- , bucks, does and
FOR SALE 1423 West Central, sixty-nin- e Exchange, 122 South Fourth.
710
size
L'aed
rabbits.
foot frontage; pavement alt pud FOR SALE
West
frying
and 19S5-Lead, phone
tractors,
with gang Plows.
for:
house and garage; piles
llnolntr
f.'.lMP. Inquire 1413 West Centra, phonj Department, J. Korher ft Company.
HALF CAR young Wyoming horses, sevT2S-.I- .
FOR SALE
eral good matched gray teams; weight
Fresh buttermilk and cotFOR .SALE Four piactlcally
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon 1.200 to 1,600 pounds. Murtln Carrol.
new
Mountain road and First, or apply 1209
for cost of conslructlon; furni- lots Rwsvne's nslrv. nhone 1115.M
North Second.
ture .'ind lots thrown In for good mess-or- FOR SA LE Typewriters
priced right
Room 7, First National Bank
i"r quicit sale. Wm. Wilcox, 302l4 Fo'lt SALE Five Holslcln cows, four-year- s
West Central, phone 00(1.
old, $15
each:
five Holstein
heifer calves, three months old, $15 each;
FtjR ISA LE A soap lit a three-roomodern furnished cottage, on South FOR SALE Twenty thous. :d shares of one registsred Holstein
male,
weight
i.opper jieit silver and Conner Mining 1.000 pounds, five years old, $100. 1700
Walter; ideal for healthseeker or shopman: low priced: easy termi. Aoolv 701 company, atbox2'. cents a share. Address Mountain road; see owner at 105 West
S7, city.
postofflce
Ciranite.
E.ist s.mta Fe.
FOR SALE
Yew home. l,v
,.e
S'.'4 West Cold; one
210
tig North Maple; one four-rooA DANDY I'KESaiJD HftlCXC
North Maple: terms. Call 821 West Sil- of 6 rooms, bath, fireplace, hot air furnace, porches, lawn,
"ir. Phone lt'49-M- .
sidewalks,
troes,
traraee.
Located close to schools, churches,
I'oit sale Humes. It will be to your
in lowlands.
interest to see us before purchasing
This
is a good one. .May I show you today. ZXVY
home, as wo hovo a large
llt
R...wt,-Turne- r
" eioH from.
Co., 21.

'""'

'

.Realtors

Free

,,.

s
table board. Phone 1327-Eolith Arno.
FDR ItENT Board, room and glassed-iFive-roouse.
trim. 2'3 North Edith.
FOR RENT Three modern-iight'howith garage. Phone 0G1-sleeping porch, In new house.
1818
101 North Maple.
keeping rooms.
FOR RENT Furnished room;
Central,
FOR HENT-Flve-r- oom
HELP WANTED
housed
modern
811
West
Silver.
Foil KENT Furnished apartment with
l'
unfurnished. 228 North Wl,e
I'll RENT Large front room and sleepMule.
FOR RENT Several rtaoms, unfurnlehed.
ing porch nnd board; suitable for two
meeping pnrcn. 2117 North Fifth.
FOR RENT Twti-r.,orurnished house.
WANTED
A.
124 South Edith.
mree-rooAlvaiBdo Hotel. cyjn jtn,.--i
porter.
lJNortJiMap!c.
apartment.
ND
Walter.
iii.Pre502Suuth
l.,-j4..(.-WANTED
FOR RENT Furnishnd rooms. 2U South ROOM, PORCH-ANorth Second
Errand toy; must know city.
' "one
KENT-Four-r- oom,
BOARD. 145 a
mode7nhoTsT;
m .nth; tray service; nurse'
FOR fiENT Three rooms and
riiunu ym-j- .
Walter, rhone K67-- J.
car If
208 Suuth Edith
Inquire
sleeping
;
desired. Phone 1S79-iiiTi-iiWANTED
mooern.
A
217 South Arno.
RENT
FOR
shoemaker.
Furnishec
room.
Z22
211
Apply
South
tnre-""'n
Apply
East Central.
BOARD
bungalow.
Good home cooking, rates by
FOtt KENT Housekeeping
Seventh,
phone 729-South ..,.7 123 a month. Phone
apartment
S9.1.
the meal or week. Mrs. Knight, comer
furnished complete. 215 North Seventh. iUR RENT Three-rooCONCRETE
FOH RENT
form carpr,ter
Furnishes rooms; do chilteamsters.
modern furnlslfl
Broadway and Gold.
dren. 110 South Walnut
laborers; good wanes; transportation to lult KENT Two large rooms and sleep- 213 W"' Mal'uette.
FOR
Pl'n
I'll. Employment Agency, 110 8. Third.
RRNT IlavVlovely vacancy foTTwo
mg porcli; very reasonable.
FURNISHED modern rooms; no sick; no
500 South 1458-v.M.uieeccnts. mra. w. li. need, phone
children. 414 West Silver.
IkARN TO TELEGRAPH Am
FOR KENT
122S-J- .
Three rooms and sleeping
401!
Booth Walter.
starting toll R KN'I Three rooms and
a class In telegraphy and want
2
IGRATSTONE
uns
roonn.
porch,
furnished.
bath,
four
i West Gold. ROOM AND BOARD First-clas- s
Apply :o: North
furnished, new and cheap. Apply 724 Arno.
Irsons to fill out. For particulars call
Mrs. K. Guidl.
meals;
phone :li)-modern
East
near car line; reason-ahlhome,
Central.
6
(hono 2074-J- ,
p. m.
after
FOR RENT Two-roohouse with sleep-In- g FOR RENT Furnished room; private
819 North Eleventh, phone 10S9
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, for
602
entrance.
I. WILLING, able and
South Broadway.
porch; city water and lights. 113.
worker
ROOM
AND
BOARD. In private
light
can secure, at once, acongenial
lck. Foone 410.
adults; no
FOR RENT Furnished room; also gur-ag- e.
permanent Job, 724 Southhousekeeping;
home; nurse care, tray service, ; lod
Second.
S'llh advancement In future, hy
FOR RENT Two-rooNorth Fifth, phnne 22.
cot"
i;;o
assisting
207 North High, nhone 174S..I.
furnished
meals.
wner In development of small ranch run itii.M
rwo rooms furnished for
with
tag,
sleeping porch. 611 SouVh LAHGK, cool rouin, beautuully furDlsbed, ROOM AND BOARD Can
light
property; expirlenoe and references
accommodate,.
also sleeping Walter.
housekeeping;
prlvote bath. 1211 West Roma.
n ..iiinnv ...u.i
m..
...... r
nlth
a good chance for tho right man
"'a. uvpr wooiwortns.
aioi
FOR KENT
Five-roomodern bouse, FOR It ENT Largo front bed room, clot-h secure steady, comfortahle and
modern home; private family. 801 uarti,
South
paying; 1'Oli ItENT Three rooms and sleeping
with
garage.
701
In. For employed woman. Phone loon.
West New York,
Apply
lr,b: give age, experience and references.
.
14I!2-MPhone
oam, water, and
reasonAddress Box 22, care Journal.
FOR RENT Very desir&uia room, ad- - FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room,
able S20South Uroadway.lights;
FOR RENT Moaarn five-roohouse on
J'"Q'oB oain; close in. im south Arno,
FOR
du.iuoh, iur woo or two, witn Doartl, on
RENT Four-roomodern furFemale.
ra"So
27. FOR RENT
.lot;
furnished,
018 West
nished apartment.
Nice, clean sleeping and main floor. Phone 1472-W- .
Innnir,. na tvaat ,,!?,'?r..
North Fifth.
WANTED
Fruit.
Experienced
Ap- - Ool'l, or 63 North Fourth.
houjekeeplmrjroorn. 121 54 North Third.
FOR RENT Furnished
ply at Liberty Cafe.
e.
TABLE
BOARD
Can
RENT
FOR
accommodate two
FOR KENT Very nice, cfean.
clean aTaTtrnVnts"
Nice,
with sleeping porch. Phone 2180-IV AN TED
large
Second cook. Apply Presbyor tnrce persons ror n.eals by the
reasonable. Imperial Motel, 211 54 West
apartment, furnished: rent reasonable: or call 12113 East Copper.
terian Sumitorltitn.
week; only a short ride from town. Mrs.
no sick; no children. 910 Forrester.
Central.
FOR
KENT
WANTED
Several new furnished cot- FOR RENT One
Fleming, 105 Soulh Odar, phono 157'!-M- .
A waitrcrs.
Santa Fe Cafe, FOR RENT Three-roonice furnished room
tages, very reasonable.
apartment,
311 Soulh First.
Room 7, First
and kitchenette; 00 sick. 70S North MRS. MARSHALL'S
private home for
water and gas: water nnid!
llk'hts,
jKinK
K'ANTRD
nuiidlng.
convalescents, excellent meals, table
Fourth.
Maid for private sanatorium. adults; no sick.
1011 North Second.
FOR RENT
and tray service; reasonable rates. 1107
all
Houses,
Klnds;furt,lshed
Apply 141(1 South Edith.
Three-rooFOR
RENT
FOR KENT
south room, with North Twelth. phone 1U1-.- I.
modern fur
Large
and unfttrnuned.
McMlllIn & Wood.
WANTED
glassed-l- n
nished apartment: close In.
I no nire
porch: suitable for two. 71E Sl'El'IAL summer
Competent woman for general
20
West (Ild
rates, $65 per month;
housework. 2 .'7 North? High.
central.
Garage. ,117 West Marquette.
OK RENT Fuiolsiied
excellent board,
room
with
new
Fo"n RENT
"WAITED Woman or girl fur rooming FOR RENT Three-roureruns, fornish- - sleeping porch and private
In
nouse. with sleeping
apartment.
trav service. St.
?..
front iiorch
porch,
2I41-- .
house.
cd for
Koutlr Second.
housekeenlnir. Call 815 lohn's Episcopal Sanatorium,
lowlands, close to school and business: and garage. Phone l.r,ll-v.
491.
phone
West
Tljeras.
"WANTED Girl for general housework. very clean and attractive. Phono 1019-FOR RENT Two-roomodern furnish l'OH RENT Nice room, close In. for JAMESON'S RANCH Tho place to get
119 North Maple.
l'OH RENT Three pleasant rooms, bath
two
from
two Bleeping porches,
miles
well;
from
free
town;
i.ra.d
$3u.
and front porch, completely furnished;
gentleman employed; no sick wanted. dust and smoke; free transportation to
...
WANTED Girl, white or colored,
cttt ranta j. e.
no stck; no children.
310 North Fifth.
113 South Ninth. FOR
housework. 1224 South Walter.
and from town; good home cooking;
RENT New three-roofurnished
FUR
RENT Nicely
IOR
RENT
Three rcoms and bath.i house; Ideal for
furnished front meals served family style. Phone 2238-J- .
WANTED Girl for general housework.
healthseekers;- adults
room,
iiirnisneti tor llgnt housekeeping. 609 only. Key at 1124 Komi,
furnace
heat.
adolnlng
Call In person. Tfnnna & llnnnn. Inc.
bath;
MRS. BERO LUND'S Private Tubercular
Waii.,523 tioulh Third.
South First.
Apply at the Savoy Hotel
Sanatorium for winter; steam heated
WANTED
Woman
three-rooia.Ri-.v- nw
to laKe charge of office.
house and FOR RENT Rooms,
rooms;
plenty new blankets; good meals;
neuly furnished,
house; reasonable wages; small family. FOR
garage, In Universal Heights. See W.
d
RENT Furnished apartment, four
milk
cool,
one
block
clean,
modern:
nnd eprgs;
fruits and
quiet,
1103
Apply tin west Fruit.
Stlllwell,
North Second.
823
car.
our
from
rooms, modern; also two-rooown
chickens served; special diet;
Fourth.
South
apart-rr.eWANTED
uur vacant houses with the City
Experienced cook. In a small
138r,-with sleeping porch. 1104 North
general
phono
nursing,
ROOMS
clean
IMPERIAL,
rooms;
Nice,
family; good wages. Apply Mr. Lewin Second,
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
rates by day or week. Over Pastime FOR HEALTH HjEiiElTs Furnished
son. care The Economist.
207 West
4
6S7.
FOR RENT Three lovely ruomi and scrvlc.
Theater.
West Central.
rooms with sleeping porches, hot and
v .vrv j imil Girl ror Housework, permaFOR
Three-rooRENT
glassed porch, east front, close In,
LINCOLN Al'ARTMENTS. newly furnishcold water In each room; steam heat; exnent position; no washing;
furnished cottage; close In.completely
may go furnished, gas and coal danc. phone
Inquire
ed ruoms; hot waior, cool sod close in. cellent board; tray service; graduate
313 South Third.
rome nignts. ion North Second.
19S8-Phono U14-312 South Third, phone K14-l.F.AR
nurso in
TO TELEGRAPH
Am starting
prices reasonable.
RENT Modern
furnishod apart- FOR KENT Furnished and unfurnished FOR RENT Nicely furnished bed room. Casa do attendance;
a class In telegraphy and want four FOR
homes In all parts of the city. Roberts-TurnOro, 609 and 813 West Gold,
ment, two rooms and sleeping porch,
in private
steam
hath;
adjoining
heat;
218
persons to fin out. For particulars call close In. to couple only.
Co.,
West Gold, phone 407. home; no sick. 019 North Third.
614, West Iron,
after p. m.
phone 2074-AUTOMOBILES.
FOR RENT Modern furnished cottnge, FOR
phono 630-RENT Two furnished rooms for
WANTED
rooms ana glassed sleeping porch
Competent girl or woman to FOR RENT For light housekeeping, one
Buick
light
housekeeping, with use of phone Ml.'ST SELL our cur, cheap; E-- 4
care for baby and do cooking; must be
on csr line, rent 1:15. 1220 south Edith
furnished room and kitchenette. Water,
SI. Phone
and bathgarage
209 Nnrth Edith.
good home and good wages to right
furnished ELGIN HOTEL siecplngrooms
FOR HALE OR TR A DE
lights and phono furnished. "10 West FOR RENT Two five-rooand
party. Apply 222 West Central.
bungalows, 214 and 220 North Maple,
lead.
touring cor. I'hotio MIO-housekeeping apartments, by the
o per month.
Mule tind
Apply 724 East Central week or month. 603H West Central. day, FOR SALE
FOR llont Two and three-roofurnishLight Bulck. JSn'r.
Four-roo1'OR
RUNT
WANTED
teachers
for
house, furnishod, FOR RENT Front room, well furnished,
Immediately;
Ford touring, l'odo coupe, 1 400. 116
ed
hut and cold water,
not
rural schools, In New Mexico ; nd Arl- - lights apartments;
with lights, 2.) month;
us ct phone, close In; West Cold.
and phone paid; rent reasonablo. water modern,I'hone
adjoining
bath,
,
1703-JExSouthwestern
8'ina.
Educational
511
paid.
call
421
South one ur two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
South Broadway.
EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING. O.
Kim.
change. 117 West Copper, city.
K. Sheet Metal Works. 217 North Third.
i'Ol
K NT
FOR RENT Sitting
room bed room
Well
furnished
modern FOR KENT Modern seven-rooMan and wife and also houseWANTED
brick
flvo
rooms,
combined; private entrance; private Fc;uATKrit
apartment,
front house, furnished: two glnased-lrooms. bath.
keeper on ranch; also cleriesl woman. porch; host scenic location spacious
318 North Sixth, plume 11C6-J- ,
r'""nl 4"''
Krsl-Lios- s
lu town: other Areola
condition. Bond-WlloCall on M. W. Mills, nt Imperial rooms. uttructlvo feutures.
hoat. 118 North Muple.
Cull t veninss.
j Foil
Phono 1579-SALE
Ruautirul pressed brick
oily.
2272-Sunday, or address Mills Kauch, Springer, FOR KENT
f a rootn, sleeping pnrt.li
t'Ungnlow,
Two
bed
RENT
FOR
rooms,
Unfurnished
front
desirable
;V'ew Mexico.
WILL SlLL my Hudson Ciuper Six speed- and
apartT!E.NT
four rooms nnd glassed In
double pressed brick garage; ideal
in modern home; gentlemen or ladles
ment; two rooms, two sleeping porches; Fun
I'hone
condition.
ster;
$1,200.
perfect
sleeping porch, unfurnished,
liume near shops.
excent
For particulars
Phone CHi. or call 17. Mollnl building.
no
adjoining bath; water, lights, phone
WANTED Position1
range and window shades; vacant October employed preferred;
70 ti South Third.
208 North; Walnut, phone 1950-FOI SALE Kuril ton truck, 1321, In l
u.i toum Arno.
i.
FOR
t WAN TED Housework Ly the day. Phone FOR RENT Two
SALE
avoid
Winter
FOH RENT One
coining;
rooms, kitchenette, FOR RENT
housekeeping
mechanical
large
$250: cash. Iyl7
J 145.
Moves and buy a seven-rooNicely ruralshed bungalow
room with porch, ground fl'.or, cl"Se Ford roadster, condition,
pressed
Sleeping porch, halls, bath and porches,
407 West Copper.
In highland;, one block from
cheap.
i
3UU
Central, in; no children; reasonable rent.
brlek, all modern home;
EXPERIENCED
Phono private entrances; completely furnished, Ideal for convalescent.
stenographer.
SAVE 50 to 75 per cent on uaed parlw, with lint witter and the listen,is heated;
Call 317 South West Iron.
1744-modern with gas. 1006 Forrester, phone
price
riybt.
Walter, phone 127
dif Phone 2141-11- .
etc.; full stock for over twenty-fiv- e
w.
FOR
REST
Front
lava
'Uh
bedroom
CLEANING PAPER Kalsomlnlng. John i.i
ferent curs. Mcintosh Co., 311 West C"p- r''OR
FOR
RENT
Modern
Well-buon
LB
SA
Cen
flat
West
loenU"!
FOR RENT Furnished apartments, coif
by
practical
tory; in centrally
Ooodson, phone 631-private per.
.
tral, j.argo convenient rooms. I'artlv ,
builder. $r,;& cash, or best offer, buys
venlent to sunatorlums: fuur rooma.
hcii klvillUO Olll. iO IKk. O.A "... FOR SALE
WiTi
WANTED
Six. 1922 model, at "
furnished. .7.
take glassed-lLaundry work.
ah
n
and lassed-l- n
Sleeping porch. Low rent to'coal.
sloeolna norch.
I'hone 1102-Bleeping porches, gas; on East
home or by the day. Phone 2101-run
sacrifice:
right party. Phone
very little, and as good Ele.trlo and city water.
The beet In
central car line, cnu 1321 East Central. FOR
FOR RKNT Small front room: suitable as new.
Hoover 2!otor Co., 418 West town for healthseekers.
WANTED
Position,
RENT Well
Palmer, 1823
by
experienced or see MoMtuin a wood. Phone S4S.
furnished
modern
for one or two, reasonable: baih, phone, copper.
five-rooSouth High, phone 758-driver; 1n or tut if town.
house, closo In, nt E14 North well people, no children.
opp"-iitT. A. Martin,
WANTED
Ford roadster body in
phone S21-Third; garage nnd shade: no children.
FOR SALE In south
new
4 Hi West (Sold.
VOU RENTFurnldliert front apartment,
hlgl.lvtnds,
See owner, 1000 South Edith.
thtce-rooebango for Ford touring body, l'houe
UNIVERSITY boy wants work aftertwo ronnn ana Kitchenette, ba.tn
cottage; two large screened
CI oho In, newly furnished 1403-FOR
RENT
or
call nt 409 West l.eud, after in porches, oak floors throughout,
noons
built-i- n
and Saturdays;
experienced
front purvh; carnco If Uie- - FOR RENT Small furnished or unfur
large
room, in modem home, wiiii privuto .1 o'clock.
rhauffeur. Address Y. Z., care Journal. sircd; thorouffhly clean and sunitniy; two
nished house, in very good condition entrance
features; s real buy; very small payto bath, sleeping poivh if de- ment down, balance Ilka rent. 701 East
printer-operatartuiti only nnd no tick.
WANTED
gouili Arno, not modern, but has electric lights and sired. 415 South Third.
Linotype
A
sea
ea-come
Santa
GOOD
uaed
FOR
sod
car
Fe, or phone SOS.
J.
1647-or
$30. Phone
wants position; union, write or wire, pnone
city water; rent $25
FOR RENT Two
large housekeeping
whst we have and those we have listed FOlt SALE By owner, new modern
T. A. Reardon, care Dr. M. D. Welch,
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished House;
well
and
front
rooms,
back
Oden
BuIcK
furnished;
for
Fifth
and
sale.
five-rooDawson. N. M.
Company,
'
large front and back porch, rarasre: porches, ground floor, close In; no small Quid,
house,
elegantly furnished;
WANTED Miscellaneous
phone 1200.
also
fine location; priced to sell; come and
house In the rear; rent children. 806
CALL HUTCHINSON
for house cleaning
oo
see it If you want to buy a new furnished
at 323 south Arno, or FOlt RENT West Iron. and
jnquire
anq wall olcenlng, flour waxing, paint- WANTED
Nice puppy; price must be
sleeping
Sitting room
phone 1M0-house; also eitra lot. 1113 youth Edith.
ing, kalsomlnlng. and chimney sweeping;
reasonnhle. I'hone 1933-J- .
porch; private entrance; may do hou.
WANTED Light roadster, prefer Ford
Odd Job Man, phone 20S2-J- .
RENT Furnished cottage, aewly
208
WANTED
forced to leave, must sell new
MONEY
On good
first FOR
employed.
prefer
with starter.
Address Roadster, care OWNER
people
four-rooInside
and
decorated,
modern
and
out,
1C80-JMcMMIIon
A
North
Wuod.
near high Journal.
house,
;
two
mortgages.
furnished,
gas. Phone or call between 10 and 12 school. Arno, phone
CARPENTERING
screened porches,
fruit trees, garage,
WANTED
Will pay good cash price for a. m. Phone 3S1-keys at 1524 East FOR RENT
horse, harness and buggy; some
an Kinds or rurnltuie.
c. B, Bynum, Central.
FOR ODD JOBS and contract workTca'll
Furnished for light house- FOR SA LE Several bargains in used chickens,
cash
328 North Third.
187B-cheaper than rent. For
'19 model; detailsand balance
keeping; twj large rooms and sleeping
cars; Cadillac
touring.
FOR RENT OR SALE Beautifully furplone 2411-Rporch, bath connection; water,
light Ford, '21 convertible truck or roadster;
WB DO ODD
To buy flat top office desk;
.'OB carpentering
and WANTED
nished house, six rooms and bath, two and
no
sick, Dodge Bros,
also roadster; WILL SELL our new houe. In Univerphone furnished; positively
must be In good condition, ."cililllon sleeping porches, steam heat, lawn shade, a- house building, reasonable:; Investigate
touring;
' no children. 710 West
Lad.
our low prices; estimates free.
Ford '23 touring. Ford '20 touring: LexWood, 208 West Gold.
sity Heights, at a bargain; furnished
Pbone
all modern conveniences. Apply 119 South
& or unfurnished;
889-this place. Is strictly
J. F. Kluken. 112 Tale.
ington Minute Man "6." J. Korber
THANKPEK
and scavenger work drrie, nign.
FOR
SALE
Ranches.
modern
Co.. Dodge Uros. Dealers. Phone 789.
with all the new conveniences:
t WANT you to Investigate my low
reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith, 722 FOR RENT Newly decorated, well fur
prices
small payment down, balance less than
on any kind of a building proposition Bast Iron, phone UTO-some
SALE
We
oli
have
tpiendid
nished fine modern home, with glassed
rent; possession
October 1, Address
rou have In view, A. E. Palmer, BungaHOBUS QUALITY CARS
propositions In suburban ranches.
MAX BAKOA1N STOH1C, at JIG Sou to and screened steeping porches; fire place
A T.AROB STOCK to choose from at all Owner, care Journal.
low Builder, Box41, city. Phone 1758-Company.
First, will pay ska highest prices for and furnace heat; best location In highRK
times. A demcnstratlon will satisfy
N'KW-WOFOR 8.ALE Ten acres of good laud.
or nlteratlona;
all work your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and lands. 1420 East Sliver.
DRESSMAKING
HOBBS MOTOR CO., phone 434.
you.
Phone tit.
mostly In alfalfa, four miles out on 513-1guaranteed; estimates free; will make furnltire.
FOR RENT New four-roohouse; bath. Rio
5
West Central.
on
Grande
main
ditch
rery close figure on a .1ob In highlands
boulevard,
IIUO CLEAN EltK
electric
screened
gas,
porches,
light.
John-io1765-E. B.
Phone
11x12 Rugs Cleaned, 11.23,
jr heights.
Areola heat, furnished or unfurnished, and main road. Address B x 111, old
616 John.
MATTRESSES renovated, 13.60 and up; near university. 1020 East Central, open Albuquerque, or phone 2409-J2- .
WANTED Dressmaking.
Work gu.tr- FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
furniture repaired and packed. Etvln all day. Phone 2400-RFOR SALE Oil TRADE Flvo acies In
anicetl. 8. Untllnger. 1500 North Fifth.
.SALE
or 838-Bedding Co., J'hones 613-PERSONAL
Fifty Whits Leghorn hens, FASMONABL8
FOR RENT Two comfortable furnished or Frultvale, near paved mid: fino grape FOR
dressmaking; references.
00 cents each, Phone 2060-chicken ranch; easy tonus to right
Your piano to apply on purcottages, In beautiful Tejano canyon;
BRA3F1EI.D wutch, clock and WANTED
dip Hast Central
fining ,aui-j- .
chase of new
used player piano. climate Ideal; telephone service. Ad- party. Phone 693, or apply to on IS First FOR SALE Twenty-fiv- e
single comb FIRST-CLAS- S
11B South Second,
JewMry work.
dressmaking, work guar- Phone los and ws will call and quote dress H. B. Hammond, phons 297, post National bank or 701 East Santa Fe.
White Leghorn laying hens. wycKorr
218
anteed.
South
INTONE desiring silver work done, values that will make conservative buy office Dog 658, Albuquerque, N, M.
Walter, phone 1667-417
FOR SALE OR TRADE 120 acres tim and Young strain, I'hone 2203-HEMSTITCHING and pleating.
bring It to tho Indian Silversmith, 413 er sit up and take notice. George F. FOR RENT 313 West
Phone
ber land, partly fenced, small house. West Slate.
new
McKinley,
dtsl-South Second.
room 9 Mcllnl building. Myrtle
I.eanard.
close to fine spring, on telephone and mall lines;
house, pleasantly
located,
Rlevert.
ten
WANTED
of
exmiles
Private pupils; teacher Is
KODAK F1N1SHINO
Slloam Springs, Arkansas;
3 TIMES A DAY North- Fourth street; three rooms, service
WANTED
Houses
I LEAT1NG,
perienced and specially trained for
satisfaction
Remember,
accordion, side and box:
guaranteed. porch and cinvase sleeping porch; bath would trade for city or suburban prop
mail orders. N. Crane, 215 North
ttrlmary grades; good certificates and Send your flnlj tig t a reliable estab- room and electric lights.
1512 erty In or near Albuquerque, New Men:
Apply
four-ronWANTED
Three
unfur
or
references on application. Phons 1988-Y.
ico.
z..
care
A.
Aoaress
Seventh.
on
Crane
Journal.
lished firm. Return
North
Apartments, nhone 914
First.
postage pal
nished house, with lot and building for
119 North Elm.
mall orders.
Hanns, Se Hanna, Inc.,
RANCH of four acres, entirely fenced chickens.
WANTED Dressmaking; prices reason
care
Address
House
Journal.
five-foFox News,
Commercial Photographers,
with
threeDoultrv wire,
Miss
WANTED Rooms
able; satisfaction
guaranteed.
KOK RENT Kanchei
fourths milt west of Barelas bridge; six- Albuquerque.
Paulln Vorbach, phona 487. 4:0 West
First-clas- s
WANTED
Gold.
living quarters of room nouse,
screened porches;
three
JUK HA iM-Ninu ariutf cultivated lalul,
three or four rooms for the winter water In house, new
Office Rooms HEMSTITCHING done
and chlckeu FOR RENT
WANTED -- Real Estate
Old Town boulc-mn- l:
putt alfalfa; rinse-In- .
for two young children and mother: pre- houses; full blooded garage
promptly In the
chickens and tur- FOR RKN1' Ofice rutims. Central av
t r bargain,
nest possible manner, prices reasonable.
McMltllou ft WoutJ, IF YuU have business property (or sMie, fer detached house.
nn Mr. Messlck, keys; also furniture; tctrns.
Call
Call
owner,
aoova
nue,
17 Gold avenue,
Matson'a
Hook more. Kor.
787-list it With MuMllUun & Wood,
ii'aUom, 'i0G West Ould, insurance, luu.ua.
phone
singer
.
at Alvorado, afternoon of Saturday,
S416-Jber anu Company, Auto Department,
y
Sewing Machine Company,
..-- I
' Mjj.

'IjIme

McMiilion
:0

R

lr

house In Fourth
built-i- n
ward, strictly
modern,
features, hardwood floors, garage,
largo lot, easy terms.
An Investment:
new building In
location that will Increase.
In
value: rents for J135 per month;
$i.0U0; easy terms.

110

$.15.00.

McKinley Land

SIX-ROO-

l'Jl

Xeiv

Realtor

Keleher,

Xew concrete block bungalow.
4
rooms, bath and closels,
select oak floors,
and all tho built in features;
largo front and black porch,
Don't fail to
pood basement.
see this beauly before you buy.
Phono Owner. 112-or call at 1I
Columbia Si.

As Long As It Lasts

five-roo-

roiS-R-

RANCH
one-ha-

fire-plac-

j

!!TB

D,

W. Gold.

IPaj

Five and
arres pood
land, nlHo furnished three-rooadobe house. Kivo miles from
J0 feet of this In rtrl Is
hridsv,
nn the new paving.
Owner
leaving city.

six-roo-

For Sale on Easy Terms

asp IF

Realtor

JRJyMT

good

AdlvcrtaaiBBiEeaaSa

OPPORTUNITIES

furnished
house, steam heat,
garage,
furnished
with fii't
completely
class furniture; Jim) a month.
A completely furnished
and sleeping porch on
West Tijerns avenue; will rent
for three months fur $So per
month.
A

Phono 857

$2,000.

!.

Tasa Seventy- -

FOR RENT

Rentals

Subdivisions.

PRESSED BRICK HOME
Right up to tho minute, 0 rooms;
and sleeping porch, on paved!
street, eloso in, for $7,500. This
is a good buy; tho lots are worth

mm i:sttk
W. Central.

BUSINESS"

Franklin & Company

A, L. Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Fstate
l'iro Insurance
Loans.
223 W. Gold.
riioue 156.

TOE SALE
brlol,--, modern, fine hard$7.500
wood floors, fireplace, large glaseed
porch', extra larso Jiving mom. Lot
water heat; good garage; West TUeros.
5, SOI)
pebble dash dwelling, bath, etc., corner lot 100x142. one
block from Central, Highlands, close In.
$4.500
frame, modern, fine shade,
good location, S. Walter St., close In.

Fourth ward.
unfurnished.
unfurnished.

T

E

One of the best little business
opportunities In tiio city, and
any one with a little capital
and ability can handle it. Some
mio will grab this one at once.
No phono information,

- room

1

1 T SElEMf S

"PAYING

furnished, hot
water heat, hardwood floors.
modern furnished.
- room modern
furnished.
- room unfurnished, close in,
modern

5-

ral

E

FOR RENT

HOUSES

;

frame, modern, in Fourth
R. McCLVGHAX, REALTOR
1 Ire,
Phono 112-.- '.
Accident, Anlnmoltlle Insurance, ward, good locality, extra largo 201 W. (.old.
lot, room for two building sites;
Surety IImihU, Loan.
J
o. u w.
1'lione 67!.. plenty shade: an extra good buy
Street,
for an investment. This is close-i- n
property.
DO YOU WANT
OKSTItElCII REALTOR
Gold.
PAT, THE PLUMBER,
2I0!3
Phone 090.
Prompt Adjustment and Service? Let Van Monty Company
216 North Third,
have jour insurance.
A HOME WORTH
WHILE.
and
Plumbing
Heating.
Over Stale Xat'onal Bauk,
Select fourth ward location.
Repair Work a Specialty.
BERNARD A, SLEYSTER
New
adobe stucco
Telephone 698.
rilONB 201.
built-i- n
with all
All Kinds of Insurance.
features, areola heat, garage,
REAL ESTATE.
112 South
etc., $5,250.
Third Street.
l
RENTALS
MODERN
Thone
14
HOME out in fourth ward,
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
We have a special rental
mantel, garage and lawn. Only
with
exclusive
an
$4,250.
208 Harvard Avenue.
rent man lu charge.
FIVE-ROOMODERN ADOBE
HERE IS YOUR CHANCE
Attractive white stucco, new,
ROBKRTS-TmXECO.
home, choice west side loca4
rooms,
closets, breakHouso and acre
fruit fast nook,bath,
tion. $3,600.
built-i- n
218 V. Gold.
Phono 407 and shade. It's alot,realgarden,
features;
one. Good
WE HAVE HOMES IN ALL
oak
well
finished and
floors,
reasons
for selling.
Attractive
PARTS of the city from $750
best
material
throughout;
price and terms.
to fifteen thousand. No trou$3,825 on attractive terms. Call
.1. E. fiONCE
SHELLEY-BRAU- N
REAL ESTATE
CO,
ble to show you.
118 W. Silver.
Phono 477
Realtors
R. H.KIRK
Six rooms, hall, good porches,
ROBERTS-TURNE- R
CO, shade,
1906 K. Central. Phone 1430-- J
garage,
street,
paved
218 W. Gold.
Phono 407.
OR ANY REALTOR
$4,500; good terms.
Members:
New Mexico State
Four rooms, shingle, dandy National Investment Co, v
Realty Association.
Realtors.
porches, all kinds of fruit, room
for GOO chickens, barns and outHomes
Insurance
buildings, 4,,i acres ground, six Ranches
Rentals
blocks from car lino; $G,300: good
Loans
FOR RENT
terms.
FOR RENT Furnished room. 612 North
This Is an exceptionally
List property with us.
Second.
Thone
Is
believinir.
good
buy.
Seeing
Cir
2
NEW STORES 2
FOR RENT Furnished room. 415 North
"Ask to See 'Em."
Fourth.
corner
University Heights,
and Phone 223.
226 W. Gold
next to corner on lease.
See
FOR RENT Houses.
Fruit. 1'hone J042-ZAPF, Second and Cold, or Mr.
Apartments F vl
RENT
Ward at stores.
FOR
Two
Thones 640 or
rooms.
furnished
"ctobeTTWTmlnT"
.
2229-I'hone
FOR HUNT
Three housekeeping rooms;
Phone lsr.L'-.- I
RENT
FOR
ft.uuiiuiioor.
viv iortn fourth.
I.ittht
I!KNT
housekeeping rooms.
modern
A--

'
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changed

ITEt

t.,.

'r

,.h

HAVE YOU SEEN THAT

l.'.cnutiful Adobe White I'ebble Dash Home I am Just
:it 30S Harvard avenue; modern in every respect; finishing
it's a
beauty. If you will buy quickly you can save money, and

paint, tint, and choose your own electric fixtures

ZAPF

Phone

rtiono

14M-R-

.

Ilcsltltnce

610.

1021 Y. New Tort Ave.
Office, Second uud Gold.

'

Lots Now On Sale in the New

Choice level lots, city water, ditch water. Buy one of
these lots and pay rtnt to ypurself, you will be surprised
hovt soon you will own a home. Let us show you th
lotsOoday and begin building at once.
nd $10 per Month.
Only J20 Down

McMiilion

&

Woo'd, Realtors

-

200 West Gold.

$4,000.00
Will buy a six room modern house, modern except
heat, located close In on South Walter street. It has an
east front, lawn, trees ana hedge, with garage and other
out buildings.

.WILLIAM
Phone 110.

T.

LEVERETT, Realtor
313

west Gold.

ir

APPEALS $15 FINE TO
THE DISTRICT COURT

our store today ami get those
LUSCIOUS FRENCH MEATY GRAPES
at 10c a pound. Nice Concords at 10c a pound.
Eat fresh green beans while you have the
chance. Will soon be over for the season. Our
price today, lb. 10c.
New Isle of Pines grapefruit, juicy and sweet,
13c each.
Large celery at 12'L.c a stalk.
Sweet mixed pickles, sweet pickles and sour
pickles all Ileinz.
WARD'S CASH STORE, Phone 28
Come

September 23, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL!

Ta?e Uight.

1o

Orders Delivered for 10c

508 West Central.

Worth

Theater

While

FOGG, The Jeweler

I)Vi:i:S AND UA'ITLIIS
HUG CLEANING
I'liunc 45U. for. tttb ami Gold

Vatct1e3.
Diamonds.
Jewelry.
Highest Quality. Lowest X'rices.
Postofuce.
Opposite
118 South Fourth.

Victor riachcchi. v"ho was rinc
SIT, yesterday
morning by Police.
Judge noddy on a chaise of violatvo no-- :
ing the traffic ordinance",
tiee of fin appeal to l!i: district
court. M. C. Ilawi' y. f;ivrn an
identical fine for the urn- "fi'i use. '
paid.

MOVED

CAR MISSING:
POLICE AID SEARCH

RENTED

Fonl company
The Drivcrlo-estei day reported 10 the police
that. (i. ('have-- "f !,.. Lunas had
rented a car on Thuixlay night and
had failed to return it

I'ltWK

1)11.

1K.

DAISY

15.

8!--

Tor Your Gifts and Decorations.
R. F. BLOOM
Phone 2187-- J
Garden Beside T. M. C. A.

Ives.

H.

I'lihltp Kleiiosraphcr.
Mrlini Hide. Ph. 303..

IC

91

--

Flowers and Designs at
"THE FLOWER SHOP"
Open Sunday Morning,'
118 S. Fourth.
Pliono 9S8-.- I

GALLUP

OCT CMl

PINON
WOOD
CEDAR
Split wood, Kindling, Fireplace logs

Adv.

A

Regular Prices.
-

grocer for the
high quality butter.

Ask your

Whitney Hardware Co.

AX GEL

DANCE

CAFF,

lin North Fourth.

--

AUTO PROWLERS ARE
GIVEN JAIL TERMS

f

Lewis Do Moss and Fred Williams were given SO days in jail for
vagrancy
scstorday by Police
arJudge Koddy. The men were morested while prowling around
o
court.
tor cars parked near the
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph riarnett, circus.
They said they were not
who spent the summer in Los An- circus employes.
reCalifornia
and
southern
geles
sorts, returned to the city yesterday.
e
STILL A CANDIDATE
; Mrs. J. II. .Sanchez, wife of
Judge Sanchez, her sou, J. B.
Rumors have been put into circuSanchez, Jr., and her daughter.
Miss Burton, arrived last night on lation that I Intend to withdiaw
train No. from Norfolk. Va where as candidate for tho nomination
Mrs.
for sheriff oil the democratic tickisiting
they have been
.
daughter. Mrs-- Clifton Hogs- et. These rumors are untrue. I
head.
Mrs. Sanchez also visited am still a candidate for this nomiWashington. New York, Baltimore, nation, subject to the will of the
Bunker Hill, Ocean View and other democratic county convention of
Bernalillo county.
place? of interest.
H. G. Bunjes. cashier of the Cit- (Adv.)
RAFAEL. GARCIA.
izen's bank left hist night for Las
Vegas to attend the state bankers'
DEATHS ANDFimERALS
meeting.
marshal at
Ileming, was in the city yesterday
home
from
Santa Fe.
oil the way
where he testified in the federal

James

Kiel)--

,

Pro-hat-

1

v

LuPF..

D. P.. Murray. Osteopathic and
y
treatments. Phone 741.

Born, to Dr. and Mrs. J. G.
of Fells, Ariz., a son yesterday. Dr. and Mrs. Lindwater forAdv.
merly lived in Albuquerque.

Mariana
Gallegos de
years, died yesterLupcz. aged
day morning at her residence. 1821
Barelas road. She is survived by
her parents, a husband and a
brother, who is in Phoenix. Ariz.
The body was taken to Albuquerque Undertaking company, pending
arrival of her brother. Funeral arwill be announced
rangements

The Hancock F.lcc.trio Co..
Yale.
Phone 2287-W- .
South
Adv.

'.cant il'i I ferns, Ives Green- boniest. Phone 732.- -- Adv.

Violet-ra-

!)

i

I

The

ANNOUNCEMENTS

I

Lind-ate-

i"

Dry

AFTERNOON

Clean

:5icr.

Fuel

Sound

MYSTERIOUS

ORDER A LOAD TODAY

RIDER'

PHONE 91

HAHN COAL CO.

Ham-ionizer-s

Robert AtfKim - Claire Adams and Ced
Gantvoort Produced
and his associates.
by 5enf
Zane Gtey Pictures lnoorp
--

122

later.
I

-

013 North

Gallon,

Packed,
and delivered, $1.00
Phone -

GOODS

OiL
21c
42c
24c

Swift's Premium Hams, lb

31c

Carnation Wheat Flakes (Mush) large
Carnation Wheat Flakes (Mush) small
Fresh Roasted Peanuts, lb. pkg
FRESH GROUND PEANUT BUTTER
pkg.
Fresh Krisp Potato Chips, pkg
Apache Potato Chips, pkg

39c

Open Kettle

19c

20c

1

r

LDL

created HUT

Guys Transfer and

34c

Pure Sorghum Ho. 10 Tin

$1.18

Molasses, No.

Pure Sorghum No. 5 tin
Campfire Maple and Cane Syrup, gallon
CAMPFIRE MAPLE AND CANE SYRUP
HALF GALLON
Pancake Syrup, No. 10 tin
Pancake Syrup, No. 5 tin
Pancake Syrup, No. 2U tin

....

"TRY THE WILLY NILLY CASH WAY
BANK THE DIFFERENCE."

Jonathon Apples, Very Fine,
Jonathon Apples, Box

4

lbs

Colorado Potatoes, 46 lbs
Fancy Onions, G lbs

62c
$1.77

Storage

We haul anything, any time and
anywhere.
32.1 South Second
Phono 371
Night Phones S033-- J and 1269--

AZTEC

61c
33c
17c

ftND
25c'
$2.00
$1.00
25c

IY

Shades made to order.
(Victor Luxor Hand-MadCloths
Kirslt Curtain Hods
Phono 16I!-,415 North Sixth

Phone

e'

SKINNER'S
WELLY-WILL- Y
Phone 60.'

205 South First Street.

changed.

$1.00 Orders Delivered in Lowlands,
$2.00 Orders Highlands.

251

Phone

421

1

W. Contra I.

RENT A CAR

1
Y

Daily's Gipsy Store

PURE MILK
Whole

milk

or

cream,

qualit)

belter than city
guaranteed
health requirements.
Delivered
dally in any quantity to any pari
at the city. Butler's Dairy. Phone.

20

lbs.

grapes

cord)

FOR SALE
Two nice

20

Tomatoes.

lbs.

Impossible
above

FORMHAL'S GROCERY
Phone 1517
1124 South Edith
"SERVICE WITH A KICK"

$1.00
.70c

.

to get the
buy now.

0.
501 North

i

FRESH TODAY
Spring Hens
Beef Mutton Pork
Veal, Fruit
Vegetables
Groceries

HEIGHTS
AUDITORIUM
201

North First Street.
Phone

DANCE

CHOCOLATE

COLOMBO HALL

0REAM COFFEE

TONIGHT

Sold at this Store.

M..i..- - by

Mooniui.t Bcrciimirn.il

WeSeu

GALLUP

ythw Macaroni ProducU.

PHONE 319

First Street.

Fancy home dressed hens, lb
Fancy home dressed fryers, lb
Milk fed veal roast, lb
;
Leg of Mutton, lb
Baby beef pot roast, lb
Baby beef prime rib roast, lb
Leg of pork roast, lb
Shoulder of pork roast, lb
Spare ribs, lb
Pure pork sausage, lb
Best hamburger, lb

4 Phones 5. Wm. R.

Lumkr

Company

Walton, President and Manager

GOOD SHOES
fOR EVERYBODY
This is Everybody's Shoe Store. We have a right
shoe for every foot that walks!
Comfort Shoes for elderly people sturdy shoes
for the man of affairs and for sport or work,
Swagger Styles for young fellows.
Handsome Street and Dress Shoes, Slippers, Oxfords, Pumps and Straps for women.

27c
43c
30c
30c
20c
22c

generation.
For proof of the exceptional values we offer our
trade, see
Our men's shoes from $3.50 up.
Our women's shoes from $3.00 up.
Our boys' and girls' shoes from $2.50 up.
Our children's shoes from $1.50 up.
Our babies' shoes from 75c up.
Make this your Shoe Store

can't do better.

you

...33c

25c
20c

.......25c
......20c

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE.

Because It's Rich and Mellow
We

Sell

CH060LATE CREAM COFFEE

Skinners

the highest grad Macaroni,
Soazhetti. Err Noodle, and

Coal Supply and

Excellent values in school shoes for the younger

K. MARKET

QUALITY MEATS AT THE RIGHT PRICES.
'We have for your Sunday Dinner:

Phone t's Your order; We Will
Do the Itest.

Best Ventilated Hall in
City. Best Floor.
DIME PER DANCE

LUMP
EGG
NUT

$1,UU

We deliver at cash and
carry prices

WHY SUFFER

Music by the
SYNCOPATORS

(Con
$1.55

20 lbs. Pears

houses, twenty-fiv- e
foot lots,
two rooms each,
sleeping porches, north part of
town, good locat'on. See S
Kahn, 103 North First, cash or
terms.

DANCE TONIGHT

CAKES

MERCHANTS
BISCUIT CO.
BISCUIT CO.
AA
Fancy Mixed Cakes, prices up to 35c
per lb. Special, 4 lbs. for
94c
No. 1 cans tomatoes, each, 8c, doz
Fine White Potatoes, 100 lbs
$1.90
$1.00
Large Crystal White soap, 23 for
Small Crystal White soap, 26 for
$1.00
PEACHES
APPLES
PEARS
GRAPES

Kansas City Meat.

210a-I!-

with sand and dust when you
can have comfort by installing
Piece Metal Weather Strip;
For
guaranteed
satisfactory.
or see
prices phone 1742-W- .
K. P. Thomas at 1008 Forrester avenue.

CAKES

LOOSE-WILE- S

Ci

Drive it fourself New Fords
and Dodges. Coupes i.nd Sedans

Comedy

Superior SERVICE and SATISFACTION

CAKES
IM12--

"FAIR ENOUGH"
Regular Prices.

Added Attraction:

The very best on the market

Joe Miller, Prop.

L.

K

J.

Full Line Fruit and Vegetables.
Orders Over $5.00 Delivered Free.
Smaller Orders Delivered for 10c.

17c
Bread, only
42c
lb. Butter, 16 oz. and guaranteed
30c
Longhorn cheese Wisconsin, lb
Watermelons, guaranteed, 10 to 30 lb. per lb., .lc
6 for 25 to 10 for 25c
Cantaloupes, from
25c
8 lbs. good Apples, only
18c
We have Zep a new breakfast food, pk
of them. See our window
18c
We have Top a new breakfast food, pkg
This used to be called Pep, but the name has

FUEL

Gordon Landon's
Shade Shop

Ai

U,

B0I

2

WE HAVE IT

10c

2K tin

Open Kettle

H05-.- 1

BREAD AND BUTTER

313

12V2C

iolasses No. 5 Pail 66c

PHONE

Fifth Street.

1

JUST RECEIVED

ALBERS FLAPJACK FLOUR
48 oz. pkg
Albers Flapjack Flour, 21 oz. pkg
Albers Buckwheat Flour, 44 oz. pkg
Albers Buckwheat Flour, 24 oz. pkg

B. Hampton

Roswell's Cut Rate Grocery

Thomas' Ice Cream

alisfqijehqcu
car co.
oiiivi;ri.j:ks
Cars Delivered.

HEW

ZANE GREY'S POPULAR STORY.

BUY IT BY THE LOAD

Canyon Pavilion.
Music by

Tijeras

l't

San-tjhc-

' nr.

SUNDAY

Saturday Specials:
12 lbs. sugar
$1.00
37c
lbs. Crisco
3Sc
doz
Lemons,
10c.
Delivery,
Mrs. Violet C. Moore. Prop.

2

TO 11 P. M.

LAST TIME TODAY

city

Sells-Kiot-

1

Apply

F.COVOMV CASH & CA11I
Phone 1 1 S 4 - J
121 N. Edith.
I

WOOD

FACTORY

WANTED
first class cook.

A

REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES.

LOCAL ITEMS

peater

Lyric

CONTOiLOtS

"THE SONG OF A LARK"

j

MACK SENNETT COMEDY

to ".0 watts each... 351CHAMPION LAMPS
1n to 50 watt,
each... 3.1c
10 to 50 watt, fivei for 51.B0
PHOXE 70
Vc deliver fivo or more.

701

that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 121. 423 North First.

Comedy

rt

Until his gold was stolen."
When little Eppie came into his life, Love became
King of his home.
It's the old, new story, so true to life, it has lived
nearly a century.

"BE REASONABLE"

THE PHOTOPLAY NOVELTY OF THE AGE.
Two-Pa-

George Eliot's Famous NoVel

Added Attraction:

Fviazda Lamps

To replace

Also a

from

GOLD WAS HIS GOD

Cut

Ail v.

A LAUGH DRAMA

lapU

An accurate picturization of ttirs great book, which
follows the text as it was written

Phone 35

(ONXEli. M. 1). V. O.
osteopathic Specialist.
325-.F.
Tel.

LAUNDRY CO.

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY

11.

Stern Bids.

Silas Maraer

I
1

SWASTIKA

0

C.

are now

numbers

SUGARITE

Beautiful
Pot Flowers

Let Us Send a Man
A THRILL DRAMA

for hnnealow. pre
Will pay
ferably
the difference.
Mil. CHAPBOUKXK
C21
West Coal Avenue
in lowlands).

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

HM--

GcntiVs rKi:s. fl.jc: for sile
lending grocerit'S. Adv.
Km.

OUR PHONE

Essex Cabriolet
tmi ,rrt

Arh.

J

houiucts.
WeddiiiR
Phone "32. Adv.

Coi-msf- s

Wiseman

THE ELITE IN
DAHLIAS

Physicians.

( mci ipn hit.-

ncsidciice

(IN EIGHT REELS)
STARRING

LAST TIME TODAY

or Hagan coal. Leave your
ders now and avoid mo rush.
32S South Second.
N. Phone 2122-W- .
Phone 371

SPECIAL TRIP
Taos Fiesia: three days, leaving September 29.
iNleta: Regular trips Tuesday,
Thursday, Saturdav, at fl:30.
KOSIIAHE TOURS
Phono 1500.
314 W. Gold.

.

K. P. Hiilldliis. Phone Office

"Reported Missing

.

E080-W-

your bin with either Gallup lump
or-- :

(

MacCKAC.KKN.
Min t JIACKE.J.

Pi.

,

SOITH SKCONI).

C. O.

I'.I.I.Cl ItKl SIIOB SHOP
'.'t:i South brrnuil.
I'bone SUJ-IAdv.
Trei? Cfill nnd IMivery.

LEWIS J. SELZNICK PRESENTS

THEATRE

Onr home, 1220 West Central,
completely furnished. Call at
or phone
707 14 West Gold

1,
COAL-CO- AL
fill
Guy's Transfer is prepared to

.Jeweler and
Watchmaker,
Engraver.
25
Vears Experience

WOKKKft is
22. A
Sent.
Williams, Ariz.,
Mexican named Kiiriicrna was in-- i
Wed-- ,
mill
.Hired at the Saginaw
as :,tnicli by a
nesclav when he
lost and sustained painful injuries
of the lljramcnts of his l"g.
1X.II-RKI-

to

North

Doors

Six
201

ITY

LAST TIME TODAY

mi
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BITTNER HOUSE ROOMS
Phone 251 tt
JI9H South II rn.

Always

Albuquerque's
Finest

El

FOR RENT

Sell

SKINNER'S

Th tflgtiMt Giada Macaroni
Egg NoodLt, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE
TO BUY

ft

AUTOMOBILE TIRES AND TUBES
AT COST.
While They Last.

Ask our salesmen, Phone, Write or Call
BOND-DILLO- N

COMPANY

